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ABSI'AAcr

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)Knight shift and spin-lattice

relaxat.ion time rneasurenents of 63CU,115In and 119Sn in sate liquid noble

rretal-indium alloys and noble metal-tin alloys are presented together with

magnetic susceptibility measurements in the liquid noble rneta.l--indium

systans and gold-tin system. The prohl.ems associated with t; le preparation.

of sui.taale powder samples for NMRstudies are discussed together with

sore original methods of sol ving them. The measured properties are first

examined in the 1 ight of the infonnation they yield regarding atonic

distributions in liquid alloys. In contrast to sore earlier X-ray and

neutron diffraction data the NMRresults do not indicate that any short

range atonic 0 rdering is taking place in any of these systems. Assuming

that the alloy systans are randan mixtures of the two a:rnponents, an

attarrpt is then made to reproduce the observed Knight-shift data by using

spin susceptibilities deduced fran the total susceptibility data together

with a calculation of the oonduction electron contact; density at the

nucleus usdnq firstly a partial wave analysfs of the electron-scattering

and S econdly a pseudopotential a ppreach. Both calculations give serPi-

quantitative agreement with experinent. The relaxation rate data for these

systems are then oonsidered. For the noble rretal-tin systems the relaxation

rate of l19sn is wholly accounterl for by the magnetic contribution predfcted

fran the observed Knight shift through the Korri..'1garelation. Howeverin

the noble metal-indium alloys the relaxation rates for l15In, and t.o a

lesser extent 63cu, can only be wholly described by both magnetic and quad-

rupolar: contributions. The latter can be understood qualitatively In t.erms

of a theory due to Sholl. Finally an NMRinvestigation of the solvent l33cs

\



resonance in the liquid cesium-oxygen system is presented, The results

strongly favour a model in which the oxygen exists in doubly ionized

form :in the metal matrix.

..
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CHAPI'ER ONE

'lhe rrost; fruitful approach to any field of science Is a mutual,

complementaryccmbination of experinl€>.ntalobservation and theory, This is

being successful.Iy achieved in the field of, say, solid state physics but

not. as yet In the physics of liquid metals. The approach to this subject

is one which canbines the physics of crystalline metals and the physics

of liquids, which has been concerned mainly with non-netallic systems. The

picture of a crystalline Ineta~ is nov' a familiar one to solid state physi-

cists. The long range lattice periodicity produces electron energy bands

whose separation is determined essentially by the perturbing lattice

potential on the electron states. Basically, the electronic properties are

different aspects of a dense electron gas which interacts with a system of

positive ions. This interaction is partly responsible for the. ion-ion

interaction which determines the atomic distributions in liquid metals. 'l'hus

the experimental study of liquid metals has this interaction at its focus,

frem vhlch two rather distinct fields have grcM.n, namely the study of

electronic properties, such as the Knight shift, Hall effect and resistivity

and the study of the ionic distributions, using X-ray and neutron difiraction.

Measurementsof electronic properties, ~owever, mayrelate directly to

structure data in that they test a structural nodel, postulated for a part1.-

cular n-etaJ.or alloy.

In the exper:i.m:mtalstudy of simple (non-transition) liquio. metals,

the observations are invariably tested by seeing whether they fit one or more

aspects of the free electron nodel.. Acoording to the free electron model the
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conduction electrons form a dense electron gas \od th Z electrons per atom

(Z = val.ency) , the ronduction electron states are plane waves and the

electron en~-gy E is relatoo. to the 'Havevector ~ by E = n2k2/2m, fran which

follows a sharp spherical Penni surface, an isotropic relaxation thne and

a density of states N (Bp) cc Elz. Howeverit must be stressed that a paJ.:ti-

cu1ar property, though exhibiting one feature of the f~"202electron rrodel.,

does not necessar.i ly exhibit tlll~ other features as well.

The physics of liquid metals has been ccmprehensdve.ly r-eviewed

up to 1963 by CUsack(1). The article by Wilson(2) .interprets the propert.Ies

of liquid metals and alloys, especially thenn:::x1ynamicdata, in terms of

. possible ordering and Mott (1965) (3) gives a short review of tra..'1spo?::t

properties. Recently the whole field of liquid metals and alloys has been

covered by the proceedings of the Brookhavenconference (4). "Liquid roetats"

is the title of a recent book by March C5} which briefly oot concisely

considers the theoretical aspects of the subject. Consequently this intro-

duc.tion will be brief.

The experimental ob..qervations are divide::1into three groups.

The first, transport properties, tells us whether a particular liquid metal

has a spherical Penni surface and if the relaxation time of the electron

scattering is isotropic. The second includes density of states properties

and gives jnformation on the sharpness of the Penni surface and an the

magnitude of N(EF)• Finally the atrmi,c structure of liquid metals and alloys

is considered.

1.1.2 ~rt Properties

a) Hall Effect In nearly all metals the Hall coefficient RHclJ.anges

an ~lting and has a negative value for the liquid state. Except for

TI, Pb and Sb this value is accounted for by the free electron e>-..'Pression

RH= -l/nlel, where n is the total numberof carriers per u.l1it volume and
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e is the elect-xonic charge. The weak t:emperature dependence observed in

IB is accounted for by the t.emperat.ure dependenceof the atornic volume.

Thoughthe data predict that the Penni surface is sphcric.al and relaxation

time isotropic it does not nccossarf.Iy meanthat ~~(EF) is free electron

like, slnce a free electron value of 1)1 is obt.alned for any E--~ relationship

having spherJcal symnetry. The deviations of Tl, Pb and Sb fzcm the free

electron m:x1elprobably arise because the electronic mean free path is

shorter than the range of order that exists, which causes a breakdcsn of

the nodel •

.The behaviour of 111 in alloys is less well understocx1. In the

In-Hg(6) system for example the variation of 1)-1 showsmarked deviation

fram free electrcn behaviour even though both In and Hggive free electron

values. In the Cu.-Sn(7) system the behaviour of RIi' which also disagrees

with free electron predictions, has been interpreted by poatul.atdnq the

existence of bound states which fonn at the expense of the Sn conduction

electrons. The situation is far fran clear at the rocrnentand awaits a

sounder theoretic.al basis.

b) ~cal_ P.i~ties r-leasurerre.ntsof optical properties confinn the

Hall effect data for rrost of the pure metals, the results being interpreted

by the free electron Drude theory which assumes that the effective mass m *
and relaxation tirres are given by the free electron IOCldel.Departure fran

free electron behaviour was found in Cd, Pb, Bi and Hg by Snith (8). ~he

values 0 f N/m* (N=no.of valence elect-rons/atom) are higher than prErlicted

by the model and Y..~eaccounted for seni-qua'1titatively by considering the

coupling of the core states with the conduction electrons. Again tl'le

situation in alloys is less well documentied, Measurementsof Snith on the

Hg-Bi system and Schulz (9) on Hg-In revealed that neither system is free

elect.ron like " even though the pure componentsare. ThE:anomal.cn s Hg-In

results are consistent with those of 11-1'
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c) Resi_stivity and Thenrop<:J\verBoth of these properties change abrupt.ly

on melting. The resistivity PL approximately doubles and in the liquid rises

slowly with temp<.".raturein an approximately linear fashion (except for di-

valent metals where PL may fall sli.ghtly and pass through a min:im.:nn). The

the:rnopower is roughly a I inear function of temperature in the liquid and

is often proportional to t'1.e absolute temperature. Muchof the exper iment.al,

data of both properties has been described by the Z:i.man(10) formalism which'

has successfully described both the magnitude and te:itperature dependence of

PL and tiherrropower'in liquid metals. Essentially t.l-}enodel assumes that the

conduction electrons form a degenerate free-electron gas having a spherical

Fenni surface and are scattered by the randan arrangement of the ions. The

ion positions are represented by the structure factor I (K) (where

K=4nsin0/A, with 0=angle and >..=wavelengthof incident beam) and their presence

by a weak pseudopotential whose Fourier transform is U(!5_). Considerin~ the

uncertainties in I (K) and U(6), gcx:xlagreement vlith experiment is obtained

and is improved further when corrections for spin-orbit coupling and non-

local screening are incorporated. In fact Ziroan' s rrode1 seems to be

standing the test of ti..Te as very recerrcly Ashcroft and Schaf.ch(11) have

used. an approximation for n-body ionic correlation which has lead to a

generalization of Ziman 's expression. Their mrk includes higher order

terms which are only negligible because they tend to cancel each other.

Alloy rreasuremerrts of these propert.Ies are legion; however the results

are fairly well understocx:1for rrost binary systems where an extenston of

Ziman's expression to a 110ys has reproduced muchof the data. The Faber-

Zi..rnRn (12) theory accounts for both ion posf.t.ions in the alloy by the three

partiq.l structure factors Ii j. (K) and the ions are represented by the tv.o ion

pseu:1opotentials Ui (!9 and Uj@} • The extent to \.blch the theory reproduces

the observed data must be considered h<A~verin the light of possible
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ordering takinq place i n the liquid. The reasonable aqreerent; obta.lned for

most metial.s and alloys must be taken as support.inq the free e.Iectxon Hodel.

The properties considered up t,o this point give support to two aspects

of this model, namely that the Fermi, surface is spherical and the relayation

" time Lsot.ropi.c, Even though the Zirr.an formal rsm gives qood aqreerrent, vri.th

experiment his resistivity expression does not give an indicati.on of whc:t.
N (Ep) is really 1 ike because it remains valid if N (Ep) does depart., though

not too much, from the free electron value; also his treatment docs not. tell

us anything about the sharpness of tlle Fe:rmisurface. These aspect.s will

nONbe considered more fully.

1.1.3 Density of States properties The resistivity PL is a single number

sarrewhat remote from the dynamics of the corduct.ion electrons and points

to the need for exper irrent.al, and. theoret.Lcal: probes into the electron dyna-

mieal behaviour. The tedmiques of solid state physics, such as measurerrent.s

of the de Haas-van Alphen effect, require low temperatures and long mean

free paths and are thus ruled out in probing similar properties in liquid

metals.

A real liquid metal, having an irregular wave function and constantly

changing ionic positions, may be more usefully charact.er Lsed by the proba-

bility, averaged over all al.Iowab'le structures, tt..at a wave function of

ener<jyE contains a Fourier ccmponentwith wavevector ~. This quantity is

d bv (13)efined as P(~,E) vmich maybe related to N(F.p) ~

N (Bp) = !.3 J P (~,E) .~
4IT

1.01

and to the distribution of k values by. -
+,00

n (19 = J f (B, T) • p(I::,E} .dE 1.02

where f (E,T) is the Fel:mi function. For free electrons, where E=1/k2/2m;
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P(~,E) is the 6-funct:i.on 6 (E···T-i2k2/2m), and equat.ton 1.1 then 91ves the

usual free electron N(l1!,) • In genero.l r P(~,E) rcprer;ents +he averaged

Fourier spectrum of t.he conduction elect..ron wave functions. For example,

if the s catt.cring Ln the liquid met.aL is large, the ""vavefunctions \!:ilJ

depart; from sjngle plane w aves , re.1Uidng a spread ill ~ in their compo-

sition. This gives a blurred k--space Perrni, surface, t.houqh Lhe Fermi

energy is still well defined and ~ can no longer define an eigenstate as

it can in b'1e free electron model. p (~,E) represents this by being smeared

out in ~ for large scattering and vIcll defined in ~ Lf the scat.tering is

small. p (~,E) may also be smeared out in E for a given k since this ~ may

feature in wave functions of various energies. A calculation using Green

functions by Fllwards(14) ~ Ballentine (15) has yielded values of P (~,E)

and N(Fp) I where the electronic energy stat.es are calculated from I (K)

and a single-centre scattering potential of a screened ion. lmllentinc'

obtained p (~,E) and N(Bp) curves for Sn,Al and Bi. In liquid Bi the shape

of p (!s_,E), which depends only on Ikl in a liquid, indicates a width in k of

about 24 per cent of kF at energies near to Bp. The Fenni surface is

therefore blurred ink-space and this is a consequence of the disorder.

It is encouraging that Ballentine's first principles calculation of

p (~,E) was in fair agreement with the curve obtained experimentally from

positron annihilation measurements. '1.'hecorrespond'lnq N(E.t,)curve for

liqu.id Bi also shows a departure from the free electron prediction. The

results for Zn and Al however give resu.lts which are close to the free

electron theory. rrhoughthese are ess<"ntially pp..rturbation theory calcu--

lations and therefore not exact, rhey nevertheless represent: a calculation

of the energy spectrum which enables 2. limiteJ comparison WltJ1 p_xperiment.

For a d~tailed account of the theory +he xeader is referred to the papers

of Edwards', The folla.-ling properties will be considered in the light
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of the Lnformat.Lonthey yield regarding N(E.~~) and n (~) and vhere applicable

a comparison of the cxp&imental data \,lith the theoretical p (~r E)

a) Positr.c£l_!..nnihilati.922.__9ndSof"t~:-!ay emissi.on Measurements in both

these fieldsl relative to other properties of liquid Hctals, are fairly

sparse. The a ngular correlation of tvJO ga'ThTH-'raysemitted whena positron

armihilates in a liquid metal is Cl. measure of the momentumdistribution,

n (~). Kusrniss and Stcv1art(16) have measured poaLtzon annihEation in 15

liquid metals. Their results maybe divided into three groups; 1) In which

a change in angular correlation results on melting i 2) ",here the change

occurs below the melting point and 3) no change at all takes place. The

results for Bi are interesting, for n (~)in the solid is parabolic and free-

electron like, shovri.nga s harp cut-off at kF• Howeverin the Liquid this

c.ut-off at kp is smeared 0ut which reflects the smeared nature of p (~,E) •

This is CQ-nparablewith the mean free path which is expected to be smail

in the 1iqr.id and long in the solid. The results for Na on the other hand

showsharp cut-offs both in the solid and liquid, shOVlingthat the mean

free path is long an~ that little srrearing of p(~,E) is present. Other

metals shew tht.s smearing effect in the liquid as well as differences between

solid and liquid phases. Thoughthis teclmique appears promising in the

infonnation it yields r'eqarddnq n (!5_) and less directly p(~,E) it is unfcr+

tunat.ely subject to diffiallties i~ the data interpretation as discussed

by Kusmiss and Stewart.

Soft x-ray emission measures N(~) multiplied by the transition

probability for an electron to drop from the conduction band to an inner

shell. Unfortunately the latter quantity is almost inaccessible to caJ.cula-

tion though Edv.rards (17) has said that it might be the same for both solid

and liquid so that a n1;,_:.asureIrentin the change in N(Bp) on melting maybe
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made. d (18) 7\1' di t tl t 'The results of Catterall an 'l'rotter O~1.(-L ill a.ea .es zna - ill

t.hi.s metal l\) (E } chanqes little on rrelting. CCl.ta:inly fhere is a need for
F'

more measuremerrcs of th~:!seproperties together with a sounder theore1:ic:ci

interpretation.

b) Iv".taS'11etjE__.~usc~i1)ni!y If liquid met.a.l.s arc to be completely

described by a free electron picture then 01'1 T(,\2ltingN(E:F~ought +o conform

to the free electron rrodel, as should the conduct.Ion electron spin suscep-

tibility r Xp = llB2N(Ep), where llB 0.= R)P.r maqncton, Direct measurements of

Xp are poscfbl.e using conduction electron spin resonaoce (CFSR)but in

practice this has been limited to tile alkali rnetals. Ha·lever the results

for Li, Na and K show that D'1echanqe in Xpon Inelting is at the most; ten

per cent. 'l'hat._ No q.,c:\ K remain free-elcc+..ron like in the transition

from solid to 1 iquid is no surprise however, their near spher'Lcal, Fermi

surfaces in the solid being well kncvn,

Recently Dupree and Seymour(19) have shown that consistent values of

Xp in pure liquid metals may be obtained fran measurements of the total

magnetic sQsceptibility. Previously the chief problem was obtainD1g
. \

values for the ion core contr-Lbut.ion Xi which do not leave a spurious,

systemati.c atrmi.c mmber depe...ndence of t.he total electronic susceptibility

Xe' Using values 0 f Xi taken from Ang\..'I.S(20) ," they obtained a set of

valuez for Xp for 1 C liquid metals. Their values OY-"ein good 2.greement
~"'c.I\-a.~\~

with those obt.a.ined dt.rect.Iy using CESP.A. •Though their r'esul.t.s , which are

derivErl en the basis of a free electron model, pofnt; to N(E ) being.. . F

approximately free-electron like for most of the liquid metals, the values

of X~.' and obviously Xl)are strongly influenced by electron-electron inter-

actions. Dt,pree and Seyuour took the.:e into account but the Xe values are

consistentl~: larger than t hose pr edicted by U1e then available nrxle.Ls

suggesting that these effects may be underest.trrat.ed. AltJ.'1ougha recent
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estimate of e 1ectxon-electron interactions by Dupree and CeIdart; (21) seems

to improve the agn:!ement it is clear that I.J(Ep) deduced in this way is only

approximate.

Since no direct measurement.sof Xp jJ1 alloys have been madeusing CE.S"R,

values mayb:~deduced only fran total susceptibili·ty measurements. However'

someof the assureptdons made:for the pure metals maybecomeless valid, for

example X. for both component.swi.l.L depend on tile changing corrluction electron
l.

density across the concentration range. Thougha nunoer of alloy syst.ems

have been llwesUgated using magnetic susceptibility there has been no serious

attempt at extracting values of Xp fran the data.

1.1.4 AtoInic:Structure The most direct method of investigating t.he atomic

structure in a liquid is by the diffraction of neut.rcos or X-rays. Both

methods yield the total structure factor I (K) whose Fourier tra."1sfonngives

the pair distribution function g (r) which rp.presents the probability of .
T\,e~~ .

finding em acomat a distance r fran an atom at the origin. ~ An alloy is fully

characterised by its three partial stzucture factors Iij (K) and froll the:l.r

Fourier transforrns gij (r) therrean interat.omic distances i-i, j-j and i-j

can be determined as well as the mmoer of nearest neighbours around one

pcIticulcrr aton. Neutron diffraction data give rrore reliable values of I (R)

though for an alloy three experiments are r'equi.red to give the Iij (K) values.

rfhis limits the use of neutrons te fhose alloy systems where at least one of tile

components has two magnetic isotopes ¥.hich C2J1 be obtained in enriched form.

Enderby etal.(22) have investigated the liquid Cu-Sn system where the three
63specimens contained natural oopper, coppar enriched with eu and

. hed ':h 65euenr~c .=-~~"l.1- •

c:>ppel.'

Wherean alloy system has been investigated usanq roth

neutrons and X-rays, the I (K) values obtained by both methods agree fairly

vJe11.
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By pcst.ul.at.Inq a liquid metal to be a randomassembly of hard spheres,

Ashcroft and L,*ner (23) have succe.ssfully reproduced experimental values of

I (K) for many liquid metals up to and including the principal diffraction

peak. Ashcroft and Langreth (24) have extrinded this rrodeL to liquid binary

alloy systems. Based on the solution of the Percus-Yevick integral equation

for hard spheres , their Inodel is nml widely used to interpret structure in

li~~id metals and alloys.

1.2 Nucle!:lI't-1a.gneticResonance

First discovered in 1945 (251"26) I the field of NMRhas been well
(27 28 29)

documentedand is the subjcct of a numberof text books " • Con-

sequentiIy only a brief description of the subject is given here, emphasis

being pl.aced on those aspects of NMRparticularly relevant to liquid metals.

1. 2.1 Basic Theory A nucleus with spin I and magnetic nrment. II located in- . -
a steady magnetic field!k> experiences an interaction energy -~.!!o. If

!!o is acting in the Z-direction the Hamiltonian takes the sirrple form

1.03

where Iz is rhe Z-componentof the nuclear spill operator and Yn the gyranag-

netic ratio. Transitiols between the (21 + 1) Zeemanlevels, separated in

energy by YnflfIoI maybe induced by applying electromagnetic radiation of

angular frequency Wo given by nwo = YnhI-Io'or (1l0 = Ynlb vlhich is the resonance

condition. Although the probability for upward and downwardtransitions

to 0 ccur is the same, a net absorption of energy takes place if the spins

are in thermal equilibrium because a l~r energy level is rrore highl)'

populated than the one above it by the Boltzmann factor exp(ynBHofkI'). Thus

there are ITOreupward transitions than dorlln resulting in an absorption of

energy from the exciting field. The spins achieve thermal. equilibrium anong

themselves and with the lattice through various interactions vtlich exist
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between t hem. After absorbing energy from the radiating field the

nucl.ear+scdns distribute it amonq the"USelvGsby spin-spm relaxatiG."1
"

and transfer it to the lattice via spin-lattice relaxation. The spin-

lattice r2lation time Tl characterises the exponcnt.Lal, return of the

nuclear-spin Z·...magnetisation to its equilibrium condition. '1'llemutual

exchange of enerqy between the lattice thennal reservoir and the spin

system is a chieved by Local, magnetic fields (or soroetdmes Inhcnoqeneous

elect.ric fields) that h ave a componentfluctuating at the r,~sonance

frequency. '1'hereare a n umberof' mechanismsthat can produce such fields

though in metals the g9rninantTl process is nearly always the contact

interaction WiDltile conduction electrons.

Spin"E,pinrelaxation is due to various interactions betwef>.n the spins

thanselves. At resonance the coherence of the precession of individual

spins gives +.:hecomponentof magnetisation in the x-y plane. This coherence

tends to be destroyed by the spin-spin interactions where the approach to

equilibrium is cnaracterfsed by the spin-spin relaxation tirre T2• There

are two 'static' local field effects which result in spin-dephasing and

secular broadening of the line. Firstly the spread in local z-fie1ds due

to neighbouring spins causes a spread in precession rates and thus spin-

dephasing and secondly the precession of neighbouring spins causes mutual

spin-flipping between identical s pins. This latter process limits the

life-time of the state and broadens the ene.rgy level through the' wce'ctainty

principle. T2 is relate:i to the line shape by

'I' = 19(v) , 1.04
2 '2 max

where 9 (v)max is the lineshape function. A non-secular contr ibut ian tc the

line broadening arf.ses frau spin-lattice relaxation which limits the :;_ife-

time of the nuclear energy level and broadens it through the uncertainty
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principle. In the presence of +hermal,rrot.Ionwhere the average value of the

local field may be smal.L, the line narrows and the oontribu::'ions to T2 maybe

sumued up by

where 1/r2 arises fran secular (static) broadening and l/r2 arises from

non-secular (life-time) broadening. For very rapid motion 1/1'2 = l/2Tl and

thus for any relaxation mechanism1/1'1 = 1/1'2I so that the r,~laxation is

determined solely by life-tiIre limiting processes. Given these condf.tdons

the lineshape is Lorentzian and the width tsv , between the absorption deriva-

tive peaks, is given by

tJ.V == 1
13J1'r2

l.06

Tilere maybe rrore than one contribution to the Tl and T2 processes in liquid

metals and these will add to give the tote L relaxation rate.

1.2.2 mm. in )\-1eta1s In metals the phenomenonof nuclear resonance is

different front that inn on-metals because of the tnteractao» of the nuclei

with the conduction electrons. '1'his interaction is imp::>rtantin three respects.

Firstly it produces a shift in the frequency of resonance absorption, secondly

it is the dominant spin-lattice relaxation mechanismand finally it may

produce marked changes in the line width and shape. These closely linked

"effects are nCM discussed.

a) Knight shift OVer20 years ago, ~:.D. Knight(30) found that the NMR

of 63cu in Iretallic eu was shifted to a hi.gher frequency than in the salt

Cuel. The Knight shift, which has been the subject of a numberof rp-views

(31,32,33) Ls due predaninantly to the contact hyperfine interaction of the

nucleus "lith the conduct.Ionelectrons. The applied field .!b polarises the

conduction electrons through their spin susceptibility Xpwhich then interact
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1.07

wi.th the nuclei to produce a static non-zero average local field "'k! at the

nuclear site, which must be added to the main field.!b. The Zeemanint:er-

acti.on is fhen mcx1ified to become-~.' (fu + .tll_D instead of -H_.!!o, whfch

produces the NMRshift. The contact; interaction contribution to the Knight

shift, I<S,has been shONI1 to be given by(28)

where n is the atonic v.olumeand < l1J1k (0) ,2\, :: PF is the probability density

at the nucleus averaged over the Fermi surface electrons. A typical value

of the Knight shift is 1%. As mentioned previously reasonable 'values of

Xp in the above equation maybe determined for non-transition metal.s fran

total susceptibility measurements. Calculations of Pr' have been made in

pure metals by various authors (34,43,44) using a pseudopotential represen-

tation of the ions. The latter rnethcx1has given Pp values for liquid

non-transition metals vmich canbined with Xpvalues give good aqr'eement;

with measured Ks values. ThoughKSis the dominant contribution to the

Knight shift, other tenus are present which require consideration.

The pol.arfsed Fermi aurf'ace electrons also interact indirectly with

the nucleus giving another contribution to the Knight shift. The spin

density has associated with it a spin dependent exchange interaction which

maypolarise the closed shells of an ion core and the paired electrons in

the conduction band below Bp. The exchange polarisation of s-electrons then

interacts ~"'ith the nucleus via the contact interacti.on and can result in

either positive or negative contributions to the shift. Bennett, Watson and

Carter (33) have sum:narisedthe hyperfine fields due to the exchange core

polarisation response to a single unpaired open valence shell electron.
(35) ..

Mahanti and Das have recently cal.cul ated exchange core polarisation
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contributions in all 0 f the alkali metals. 'l'heir resul ts ~'i'henconhined

with direct contributions agree wel.L \vJ.th cXl)8rirnE~l~,talKniq~lt shifts and

showthat th.e core pol.ar.laatlon contrib'..l.t:Lonvaries between 10 and 25% of

the direct contribution for alkali met.al.s,

Another contribution to the shift ar'Lsec from the dJpole inter-

action of the conduction electrons v.,riththe nucl.eus, In qenera l this

interaction is anisotropic and gives an orientation dependent te1."'ITI in the

shift, KaniGo' for nuclei at non-cubic sit2S. Howeverin Lf..juids , because

they are isotropic, this contriliution aver-ages to zero and is not considered

further.

A f:L'1<llcontribution to the l<night shift, Korb' COilt8S frem the

orbital magnetic manent of the conduction. electrons. This is usually only.

important in transition metals and therefore is not of Interest; here, In

general it is not p:>ssible to separate the core p:>larisation and orbital

contributions and these are often lumpedtcgether as

K = K + Kother cP orb

b) .Li..l"l.eVlidth,Relaxaticn and the I\orrin9:.~_R~-OCl~ct1'.£ ment.Loned earlier, in

a 1iqnid metal the relaxation rate RI == llTl is directly proportional to the

linewidth. Because of t he rapid thenml rrotion in a liquid rret.al, the

direct dfpol.ar Interactdon between nuclei averages to zero and +herefore

makes no.contributien to the line width. There are however two.contributions

which mayarise due to the indirect interaction of the nuc lear magnetic

manents with each other via the conduction electrons: giving rise to. pseudo-

exchange and pseudo-dipolar broadening. Tho.hyperfiine interactlon is respon-

sible fer pseudo-exchanqe whereas the pseudo-dfpol.ar l:roadening arises because

of the existence of a non-s part of the conduct.ion electron "lave funct Jon,

For interactions between identical nuclei the pseudc-cxchange t.ermhas no.
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effect on the second rncment;of t he line but Increases the fourth moment.

If the nuclei are not: Ldent.Lce.L then the second nxment; increases. In

liquid metals both the pseudo-dipolar and pceudo-exchanqe terms average

to zero. A full account and derfvat.Ion of tllf.:)se Interactdona is given
. . (28)
ID Sll.d1"ter •

'rhe main contribution to the line width in liq~.,.idmetals is usually

produced by spin-lattice relaxation t.i.mebroadening which arises from the

contact interaction with the conduct.ton electrons. In this Tl process

the nucleus and electron exchange energy via a mutual spin-flip ~;catb::u:ing

process where the h yperfine potential sca.tters the conduction electron

firOlUan initial state ~ to a final state ~ I. The relaxation rate maybe

straightfonvardly calculated for non-interacting electrons to be (28) .

1.08

where the term < Il/ik (0) 12>F is that which appears in the expression fer

Ks' A correction factor for electron-electron enhancementmay be added.

A relation between K and T 1 follows at once and.is given by

{Xp}2 1 1
N(E ) 11kI''' --2~3

F Y Y 11n e
the above was first given by Korringa (36). For a FE".rrnigas of non-inter-

'1' 'r(K )2 =1 s 1.09

acting spin3, 1.09 reduces to:

TIT(K )2 = fi
s 41Tk. 1.10.

Ks and TI are those values which arise only from the contact interaction and

as this usually dominates in Iretals it was expected that equation j_ .10 'WOuld

give reasonable agreement with experiment. Bry,,'eVer in practice the Korringa

relation is seldan satisfied. In the alkali metals for examplewhere t..'e

requirenents of a dominant s-contact interaction should be natisfieci, exp--=:ri-
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1 1 - .f: 'I' '1'(" )2 are ("~"-'~~(~Grahly'l',v'g('"'' t-han ·....'~e',l;(·.;-ed T11J'cmenta. va .1.Yc'~,·; oJ. 1 1\_ 0...... ." •.'"1 '_ - r-r , _ GU. , ~. t..··,,~_d _ • .:»..,
di.acrepancy has been (,.U:.:cJ.buted [Cl:' soma met.al.s to elect.Lon··electro:n i.ntcr-

actions \'.'11i'...h enhance X,>rel.ative to its fr oe part.Lcl.c value which therefore
J::

gives rise: to all. enhanced l\.or:rin~ia product . 1'0.1 ear ly attern)?t to t.akc these

effects int.o account :by P:illeG(37) \k1S not \..lholly euccecsf'nl, because he only

, ~ 1 t' Ef ttl I'''' .,(,,'1'" c'1.11'ft The l'("l.-"."'h',_shf.ft; depeends CY.l theconS1UerC(1..~.le e J:ec' ()n . 'le ~,.u.:ll .... ",,1 .... _ L" .'..' -, . '- 1:'";,,,, ~

sta.tic snsccr,tib.Ui ty Xp(0(0) i:~ndj n the p:rCSCDCC of el.cctron-e'leccron

inte.racli.ons is enhanced relat:hle to its in:k:pendent particle va.iuc by +he

" )-1 l' 1 "Stoner factor \1-0; wru.c 1 gr'.rc:"

where et is related to the strengr_h of the effective electron Interact.Lcr-

potential V(~l) and NO(l.\) by: u."" V(OjNO(~.). r.loriya (38) pointed out that

RI is enhanced however by the wave numbar and frequency dependent, suscep-

tibility Xp (9.'w) • Both effects can :00 taken into account; by re-expreEsll1:j

equation 1.09 as

1.11

where K ((J,) i.s a canplicated funct.Lcn of c , A nurnber of ceterininations of
(39 40) ., ,

K (a) have be'::.:l1 made, ' ,the treatrnenls dl.ffermg essentially in the

choice of th(;! effective :Ln:Lerdct.lon potential V(g) • There are also contri-

butions to the relaxation rate from core polarisation and orbital effects,

though fOL Hl:)st metals tl1cy an:! DEfJl.i.giblysr:tall. In a number of pure

liquid metals a markcx1 discrep.'mcy still ren1..-"l.in.edbetween the exper.ilnental

and theoretical magnetic relaxat.ion rates r p.ven though elect-_ron-electron

effects had D2e11 taken int.o a.c;:;or,nt.. The metals in question have ':'I.llclei

which pos[:e;::s iJ. nuclc.J:r qua.illT).::)lc lTOlTlCT.1: Q and it is well established that

tlle extra relaxation mcc1.1.:mism i.s a quam"Up'olar one arising from the time



vary.inq electric f.ie ld gr'a(1ic~nts produced by +he c3.iffusiI1g aons ,

Knight shift expresa.ion are sensitive to local atGl1ic and electronic StJ..'1.1C-

t mel K tl rcfore \..~ C"'n"'1" cted to c han ge c",'l' g·u' .1:1.'1'cant.Iy ()11 me.Lt.inq,ure c' may. 18._,,_ • ..k • .:....;•.c--.:! o.;;u ..,<.u. J

H In ccntraet to R and Q.. K chanqes IJ'Y onl y a.t,'. proximate Ly 5% forOVJ8Ve:r, ill cv.. c..., - 11 1 • l~ , , u UJ. . c, _ l ". ~ -

rrost met.al.s , the. e..xceptIons be.ing Cd, Bi,Sb and ('xi. Unfortunately theJ:0 is

no o::msist.ent correlation D2tween chanqes in K and ELIon melting; for

exampl.e in Cd though RH changes very little r K i11 fact increases ::'1' 33~ of

itself. Z:iman(41) suggested. that the constancy in K through 1:11e melting

point is due to the fact that PF and Xp hardly change. Indeed the alter-

native suggestion that there are compensat.Inq changes in Xp and PF f.s !10t

very likely. Harrison (42) has in fact showa that under certain rest:rictions

N (F'I!,) for a band structure based on tly;;)nearly free electron modal, did not

deviate far fran the free electron value. Ziman IS pr.oposition tends to be

corraboratei by +he fact t hat both Xp and PF depend mainly on atonic

volume, which often stays very oonstant on melting. It therefore seems t.l:a.t

the ananalou s metals are t hose in which 1<does change on melting. In C c1

Ziman asserted that; this VIas due to an abrupt chanqe In N (E
F
) and this

has been quant.Ltat.Ivefy conf Lrmed by a non-local pscudopotential ca.lculation

of Kasowski and Falicov(43) , whoobtained agreement with experiment by

assuminq that N (ET) was free-electron like in Llqc.id Cd. Now that Xp values

for 1 iquid metals are rrore accessible :J.sing the method of Dupree and Seymour(19) ,

a more d ecai.Led comparison of the changes in Xp and K can be made.

The estimation of the Knight shift in pure liquid metals by HeighvlU.y
(44 \

and Seyrrour I appears to give goa:l arJreement vlith experiment for a wide range

of nBtals using only a zero-order :_Jseudopotential calculation. The investi-

gat ion of the changt=' in K as a function of tcrnp.?:!:'aturehas lx;en less SUC'(:2:~\S'-

f 1 (45) f led d h' , 1u ." Heighway ai to repro uce 18 a'perl,menta 6K/6'l'data in solid
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.. (46)2nd liquid Ib 1)si11.gan e:xpn.'~,:>siondue to Wati:r:)c ,':>.nd'J.'anc..I~d "; More

recently Das et: c:;.1547) have predicted the ob:~'e:r\"(d tcrnp::::J:aLuH-; indc,:p2nd('· .rice

of the Knight shift in liquid Cd usinq a non-Local, pseudopot.ent.Lal. cal.cuIat.Ion

of t.he spin densf.ty , They conclude that any tc.rrtp~ratu.:cedependence of the

Kniqht; shift. ar.i.ses thFJl.lf;h the dE'U1(:l"';~ In the int:.erf-erence function :r (K) v.s a

function of t 811lJ..x.::raturco The cakcul.at lorrs of PerJ.cw(55) rovca I t.hat tJ"K~ hyper f i.ne

ccnca..ct dens i.t.Lcs in liquid alkali met.al,s are st.rongly dcr~ldent on ]cF' Clearly

rneasurement.s of dens i.ty as a functi.cn of tcn:llX~:ature, wh.i.chwoul.d al.Ic» k,
.t'

i- to be cal.c •.llatt:.d using the ~ree electron rrodeL, woul.d show how much the change

in Kn:i.shtshift ClS a function of t.csnperaturo Ls accounted for by a changing

~ value. Thus even for pure metals the theoretical sit.uation Ls ccmpli.cated

thoUSThthe theory and obsezvat.Lons .genE:rra:i.lysupport; the idea that. Liquid rret.al s

have a free'-electron like N (E.F,) •

The situation in al.Loys however is even more ccmpl.ex, Alloying the

pure metal with a dilute arrount; of another metallic solute nearly alwayf.:

produces fractional chances in the solvent and solute shifts which are often

Ldriear in the concentration and the same for both solute and solvent. This

change is due to the electron re-distribution which screens out the

on the solute ion. Bl.anddn etial., (48) using a nearly f'ree electron

cher qe

approxf-

mation and a square weLl, potential representation of the solute and solvent,

ions predicted with reasonabl.e success the chanqe in solvent and solute Knight

shift for sore dilute alkali alloys. HOi/everwhen the samemode). 'vJaS applied

to polyvalent alloys no agreeJ.nentwith experilll(~..nt was obtained (49). Using

reasonable physi(2l arguri'l'2.l1tsFlynll.(50) has shown that a set of serni-crnpirical

phase shifts may be derived for an alloy system and these have been used to

predict fairly well the observed chcu1ge in solvent Knight shift for a numl~

of alJoy sys~Gns.
(51)shifts has lY22l1 made by Youngetal.

A more f1.ll1darnental advance ill the calculation of phase

"'-·d 'v",'.' 1\".1." .. e'ca~ (52)...u.. :.I L·~;j h. - .L. • 130WI lTIethO'--1s

use a rrore realistic screened free atan potential representation of the sobrent
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and so.lut.e ions. AppliEd to somedilute a.Lkal.L al.Loys the phase shifts

ca Lcul.at.edTn this v.T()_Y give bet.t.cr agre81TK:;nt-.with cxp~rj1l1entthan the m.'):).el

of Blandin ecal., The single cent.re scat.t.er inq approach used to calculate

solvent. [.;hifts is clearly in2cl.equatefor large solute concent.rac.icns , C011-

theory applied to a nunoer of alloy systems In the hOPJ of predf.ct.inq th(:~

solvent, shi.f t.. 'l'hough reasonably successful for SOIT~,C! dilute alh;:u.i al.Ioys ,

rJhen applied by jvIo'l~lson(54) to sorre polyvalent; alloys at hi.gh solute con-

centrations f the theory "las unable to pr.edict even the correct sign in the

change of the 115rn Knight shift in the In-Sn or In-Pb systems. Perdew and

Wilkins (55) have recently extended the Fabar theory and cal.cuLat.ed concoct

densities in sane 1iquid alkali alloys across the complete range of con-

centration. Th8ir data, when combinErl"fit:l measured :Knight shifts, lead

to reasonable values of Xp for these alloys. HOVlcverup to 1:::c present

neither the phase shift theory of Youngetal. and Asik etal.or the pseudo=

potential theory of Perdew and Wilkins has been applied t.o any pol.yval.enc

alloy systems. There have been a n umber of recent attempts to cdlculate

absolute exchange core polarisation contributions to the Y\lught shift in

netals. In pa:ct.:icuJ.arthose of !I1ahant.iand Das(35) for the afkal.Ls and

Halder and Jena (56) for liquid magnesiumhave been fairly successful in

predicting magnitudes of I{g:> whi.ch are oonsistent with calcUlations of Ks

and expcrfrnent.al. Knight shi.ft.s ,

The ver'sat.Ll Lty of the Knight shift is apparent. by its use as a probe

for atomic as well as e.Iect.roni.c structure in both solid and liquid metals

and 1 . (57) f 1 h . . . ted tha loys. Dr'atn 'or exampe as anvest.aqa e phase changes in

the Ag'-cd system by observdnq the variation in the 113Cd and l09Ag I<night

shifts across the concent.rat.Lon range and :rrore recent.Iy styles (58) has inter-

preted his Knight shift and l:ine width data in the liquid In-Bi system in

terms of non-randomatomic associations. IJoilleverthere has been no attanpt-.
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t.o COlIC] ate l\night ~;hift da-ta wi.th x-r2Y or r;c: t.ron diffract::l..Ol1 (".lata whkh

alloy sy~Jtem(~)9)•

In many liquid met.al, a nd alloy systems vhero one of th(~ nuclei

concerned h as I>~2t.here may be Cl. quadrupo Lar contx'ibnt,:Lon RIQ to the l:'elax'~'

ation rate as wel.L as a 1lli".i.gnet:i.cc..'Ontributlo)1 nTM• In part.Lcul.ar tJlis has
115 ?'09,. .been found to be tlK" case for In and hl 111 the liquid Pb-Bi and

Ir~-Bi sys+crus. Est.irnat.es of R1Mnv.y be m:xk' with rreasooeb.l.e accuracy pro-

viding account- is t aken 0 f Kothe-r and an cst5m.,:;;.teit: made of K(er). On the

other hand the evaluation of 1).Q is difficult and at, present it is not poss.lb.lo

+o cal.cul.a+e its value absolutely in a Lfquld ITl'2taJ.or alloy \'litJ10Ut m':lking

sane epproxtmatdonst.o the theory (GO)•

This Hark was initiated with the aim of oontinu.ing the investi<].:l-

tion of electronic P ropert.Les of liquid alloys and examining these proper'-

ties in the light of the information they yj eld regarding Liqutd alloy stiruc-

ture.

Hf'.c'1surenY-'Jltshave men madeof the I(,night shift t spjJ1-1attlce

relaxation time and magnetic suecept.lbt Ltty In the liquid noble metal-tin
..

and noble ~netaJ.-indilrT"systems, Chapter 2 contains an account of the experi-

mental t.echnfquas used to measure these proper't.Les together \'li th a description

of the preparation of the specimens used. In chapter 3 the data obt.adried are

presented in graphical form, In chapter 4 the NMRand susceptibility data

are considered in the light of the Lnformat.Ionthey yjeld regarding sb.-l1ctm.-e

in these sys+emsr in partii.cul.ar sane Yo -ray and neutron diffraction data. have

podrrted to the exl.s+ence 0 f s+ructuro for SO;1\e of ttL~~liquid noble metal-t:i.n

systems. Chapter, 5 considers the changes in the :Knightshift arising from
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extraction of Xp from the totol suscept.Lbi.Li.ty measurement.s , Fol.Iowi.nq trris

is a calculation of the changes in the solvent. P1" for these systems us.inq

a partial wo.veana:tys:Lsof the ilTlj:::llX:U:y scatteri.ng for di.Lut.e ccncent.r ac.ions

of solute. T,,;onodel, poccmtials are used to represent the solute r et !X;lY'lrc-~

well and screened free atom potential, the latter being based on the vor'k

of As.ik etal. 'rhe final part of chapter 5 contains an extension of Perdew

and WiD;:ins' pseudopotcntial theory t.o polyvalent alloy systems where p~~

is calculated at both solvent; and solut.e nuclei across tihe compl.et.c runge of

concent.rat.Lon for the present alloy systems. In chapter 6 the relax:;~t5D:!

119 115 63rates of Sn, In and CU are considered. Reasonable estimate; are

made of the magnetic cont.rdbutdons ~ by taking account; of Kother and K (J.) •

'1'he signJ.ficant quadrupolar contribution ~Q to tho reluxation of 115L'"1in

the noble metal-indium alloys is considererl In the light of existing theories.

Finally chapter 7 illustrates that the above conaiderat.Icns can be applied

also to cases where the solute is non-metallic. It contains an account; of an

. " f 133c . th I' id 'NMR lnvestl.<:fatl.On0 - SIDe aqui, cesaum-oxyqen system and the results

are discussed with p articular reference to the state of the oxygen atoms

in liquid cesium.
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CH1\P1'ER 'rhO

E:'<i1.:x'ri.rr/::ntaJ.observat.Lons have been made of ste2.dy s·tat.e NV'v!F~ I

pulsed N.1I1R and magnetic suscept.lrd.Li t.y • ;1'he apparatus and tr'.;:_;hnj_ql~c:,=,::

required to make these roeasurement.s are vlell documented however , and \Yill

not therefore 1:1<8descr ibed in detail here. Each experimental arrangement

and method of measurerrent, will be simply outlined, emphasis being given to

those aspects of the work wni.ch are either original or f for one reason 0:-:

another, demand particular attention.

It is essential that one has reliable specimens on which to
perfonn the above measurements and the final section is therefore devotied

to a detailed discussion of the methods used for specimen preparation, and

the shortxxmi.nqs of previously used t.echndques ,

2.2 Steady State _N_-MR__ _;A..;"t,p._.par...;.._a;.;;.t..;_lls_

A Varian V.F .16 wide-line spectraneter

was employed in the maasurement;a, This has a f'reqaency range of 2 - 16 HHz

and uses the nuclear induction method 01' detecting :cesonance (1)•
Used in omjunct.Lonwith the spectraneter is a Varian 12" electranagnet.,

capable of maintaining fields up to 15 kgauss with harogcneity of 1 part

in 105• The field can be swept in t.Imes varying fran O·5 - 100 minutos ,

with apparatus response times of 0·1 - 100 seconds. In use, the frequency

is kept.ccnscent. \'mile the audio-nodulated Ini;:!.gJ:1cticfield is S'llcpt through

the resonance value. The detected signal is amplified and de-nruulated,
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J:x:::ingfed, either to the osc.ll J.OSCOP2 or plJ::~~esens i.LIve detector ana, JX;;11

r'ecordcr , P. block diagram of +he apparot.us .i.s shown in fig. 2.01. The,
maxin1::_;J(t S'dCE'P time I in conjunctrion \-,1it.h the co.rrcspondtnq r'esponse time 1

lInr:XX3ES a Limi.t.at.Ion on scnst+Lvi ty and consequently a noise averager or

Ccmput.cr of Aver;:'9l:; 'J'ransien-cs (C.A.T.} was used for weaker sign;1}.~j. '1h8

instrurr~:'cnt empl.oyedwas a Northern NS-544 D~,gital I-'jc~mJ'l7 Oscilloscope. AE-j

the field HOis s\'.'Q[Jtthrough resonance, the output; frxrn the speccrcmet.er

is fed to 1,024 storage channels in the C.A.'I'. An ar7dress advance pulse

generator oPC2L"1S each channel, in synchrcni.sm \.;ithLhe field sweep, so that

for 0 ne Compl.ct.cd ffi;12E:J? all 0 f the storage channcLs have bee-n opened, each

channel storing information relating to a small section of the sweep. On

sweeping through the resonance N times, the r.m. s , randcm noise vol,t.o.g~

stored is proport.Lonal, to /1:J wh.ile the sismal is proportional to N, thus

providing an Improvement. In signal to noise of IN. For a typical. 119Sn measurement
30 halt minute sweeps were madegiYing.,a signal to noise ratio ot 5: 1.

A gas f10\1 furnace was used In ccnjunct ion vdth the Varian spectrcmcter

similar to thaL descr ibed by Schreiber (2). The specirren temperature was

measured using a PtjPt - 13% Rh t.herrrocoupl.e located immediately bal.ow th8

specimen tw-.:e. Experintent shalf/eelthat the temperature gradient across the
\

sample did not exceed 5K. A chranel-alumel therm::x::ouplemonitored the probe

body t.emparature , the p ermissible maxiroum be:ing 338K which subsequently

limited the spec.lrnen temperatures ,to a max.imnnof 8ooK.

and v..ridth (>~~actvalues of frequency and maqnet.tc field are requi:r:ed. The

f requency was measured using a Venner Tf·J\ 3436 counter and the magnetic field

cal.Lbrat.ton parformcd dn the fo.l.Lowfnqmanner. 'rho signal of it'J.terest was

first accumulated in tihe C .A.'r. and then read out on an X-Yplotter. Us:ing

a suor;idic..D.""JatkiDs"'Pound spectrometer tl"e 2D r'esonsnce ;,.. 1 f1 ..... a samp e 0 hcvvy

water in the magnet gap was detectoo, a.lld the frequ811CYof the spectraneter
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adjust.ed so t.hat: the r'esonance occurred near Uk~ b2'~:iinning of the field

us.i r' a "';""01 c. (~L,',"('~rJof t;he maqnet.Lc f Le.ld •.,,],n'j ~)...u'':: _-~ ~,,_ - J:: Subsequl-::ntly the frequency

was chang-ed so thai: +he 2[1resonance occurr'ed ncar the end of Cl SltJ2{~}' and

tl s.icmal. "'0"'1'11 recorded 'I'hese +wo field markor sic:n::tls were Lhen )::'ea\J18 ,_" :;4.C< c<::i"<" .t. ' ..'" .u.:c /.. _

out on the X-Y plotter b21u.tJ the s.ional. prev:io1);31y reo:-,-:-dcc1. From the

2D r'esonances (-1.11(~ 11:':.11' 19 '_1-.~ known 2Dmeasured f requ.211ctes of the two .__ 4.. 4 ~ _ • WL " ~,

gyrornagnetic rat.Io the field at. t.VJO po.int.s on the swe.epused in the ma.ln

exper irrent; was thus precisely deternuned and by interpolation tl1e pozl.t.Lon

and width of 1:he signal of interest can be readily measured.

1400 K were made possdbl.e by the construction of a high t.emperature furnace,

shown schematically in fig. 2.02, which is used in conjunction with a l\Tatk.L'1S-

Pound Spectraueter. 'rhis exper.iment.al, arrangement overcame the tenperat.'lr.e

maximumof 8CY1K to which the Varian sped:rometer was limitEXl. The sarupl.e

is contzdned jJ1 a silica t ube around which is wound the r. f. ooil. 'l'hese axe

in turn surrounded by the heater coil assemhly which is a push fit in a

sil vered silica dewar , Locat.ed by an O-r.ing clamping arrangerrY"J1tat either
\

end, the dewar is finally contained in a warer jacket made from scainl.ess

steel t.ubing.

111itiall y the r. f. cof.L was constructed fzcm copper wi.re , however

use at temperatures in excess of 1100 K caused rapid deterioration in tl-!e

coil due to oxidation and a subsequent reduction in signal-to.--noise ratio.

Thus cl gold c oil was used, whfch showed no signs of deterioration, after

prolonged use at terrperaturcs in excess of 1100 1\. 'l~heheating coil

assembly consf.s+s of a hollow Fibrefrax former onto ,.!hich a non-ind'Jctive

rl' he coil is cov~,xedwith layers of Fibrefrax until

the w hole is a push fi'c in the de,var. '1'he inner diarnete.r of the Fibrefrax

nichrome roil is \lvDtmd_
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fonner had to be sufficient to take the r. f. coil assembly. The heater

roil is matched to the power supply, ~Jhich suppl.Les 10 amps at 50 volts.

The coil when supplied with 5 amps at 25 volts gave a ternperat.ure of 1100 K.

The top and bottan ends of the furnace, (the shaded portion of fig. 2.02.)

are made of brass and connected by the water jacket whtch kept the tempera-

ture of the outer tube r in places touching the magnet pole faces, below

the ambient tanperature. Since the ~ature measuring thermocouple is
..

not in exactly the sameposition as the specimen, it was necessary to check

that t he t hermoooup'lereading 'VIas a true ir.dication of the specirnsn tempera-
. .

ture, This was done by 0bserving the thennocouple reading at which the

l15In resonance signal first appeared on heating up the specimens. This

should occur at the melting points of pure indium (429 K) arid the compound
. Mt>r4- ~i.\~ .

Ag In2 (693 K) since the resonance is t.. observable in the liquid. It was

found that the thenrocouple and specimen·.temperatures were within 5 K and

7 K at 429 K and 693 K respectively. This agreemen.twas considered to be

satisfactory.

This is shownlh block diagram fonn in fig. 2.03, and is based an

a design by Clarke (4). The sample is placed in a coil assanbly containing

a t ransmitter and z;:eceiver coil, which are nnunted orthogonally to each other

and to RO. A non-indu<..tive1.ywoundheater coil, insulated with Fibrefrax,

surrounds both coils. A Varian 9" electro-magnet produces the steady magnetic

field Ha. A sequence of high power r. f. pulses at the Lanror frequency may

be applied to the transmitter coil, the pulses being produced at a fixed rate

by a pulse sequence generator.· The pulses are continuously variable in

length fran 1 }.IS- 2 ms and .,.arerrodulated at the radio-frequency by a free

rurming c~ysta1 contzol.Ied oscillator. The output of the receiver is fed

into a phase sensitive detector along with a reference Signal derived fran

the free-running oscillator. The detected signal is then fed into a Boxcar
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integrator which has gate widt-.l1svarying fran 1 )..IS - 100 ms, The Boxcar

output is finally f eel to a pen reoorder.

~~urements were madeof the rate of decay, Tl, of the 10ngitud::.Jlal

nagnetisation using the usual lOCP- T - 900 sequence. The amplitude of .

the signal at a point imnediately following the 900 pulse is proportional

to M-r' the longitudinal n'i.1.<;,netisationexisting at that time, and by sett:i.ng

the Boxcar gate to sample .imnediately after the 900 pulse, its output will

be proportnonal, to M-r' Initially correct pha.sing is required and for this

adjustment the Boxcar gate is madewide enough to encanpass the wnole of the

free induction decay. The Boxcar output., as a function of nagnetic field,

is t he Fourier tzaastorm of the free induction decay. The field is then

swept and the exact position of resonance selected, The gate-width is then

reduced and with the Boxcar output fed to an X - T recorder, the value of

Mo is detennined by SWitching t.he field on and off resonance. On reducing.

the pulse separation r by stages, the corresponding values of M-rcan be

determined.

The spfn-Lat.t.Ice relaxation time,' Tl, is related to the longitudinal

,.nagnetisation at. a time ~, through:

where A is Cl con..srant , in theory equal to 2 but In practice usually lONer

~ this. A graph of log (Mo- M-r)against r is plotted and Tl detennined

from the slope. 'rhis was done using a least squares cxxrputer progrm,';ile

supplied by Dr. E. M. Dickson.

2.4 Susce~ibility Apparatus

.' '!'he magnetic susceptibilities of the sarnpl~swere measured using

the Curie tecnmque in which the sample of volume ~O.lan3 is placErl on one

ann of a sensitive microbalance in an j.l'lham::>geneousmagnetic field. The
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force (y-direction) acting on a small samp'le between the pole faces of a

magnet (x-direction) is

F =rnX Y,Y x

where X is the mass susceptibility of a specimen of mass m and Y=Hx(~~) •

The force on a sample of accurately knovn susceptibility was first measured

so that Ywas determined and subsequently used in the measurement of an un-

known specimen. The specimen i.s suspended in a non-uniform magnetic field

and FYwill ~erefore depend critically on the exact location of the sample.

In measurements of t1llS type (5) an effort is made to make Y as ronstant as

possible over the sample so as to obtain good data reproductibility. In

the present apparatus the pole pieces were of such a shape that Ywent through

a p osi tive maximm followed by a negative max:i.mum and if these positions

are noted when traversing the magnet over the specimen the probkern of

accurate sample positioning is ren:oved. A sartorius microbalance with a

sensitivi}=.yof lllg was used to measure the force on the specimen which

weighed approximately I gr.am.

In making a ~sJ.lrement, the magnet is jacked up to a position

such that the specimen is below the Y max:i.mum. Allowing a wall arrount of

hyjraullc fluid to escape from the jack holding the magnet, the magnet

traverses slowly downover the speciffien and at tOO sane time the changing

force on the specimen is followed on the microbalance. At the position of

maximum fczce, maximumY, the reading is voted. The magnet is then traversed

quickly until it approaches the region of minimumYwhence it is slowed down

arid the min.irnum force on t he sample noted. Thus the factor (Y - Y ) ismax min

used in calculating the sus~ptibility and this was determined by making

similar measuranents on samples of Ge, Agf and Sn whose susceptibilities are

accurately knoen. A subsidiary exper:i.mentwas perfonned in which the force
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on the sampleholder, a quartz bucket, was found at tanperatures corresponding

to those at which specimen observations weremade. All measurementswere

madeat a pressure of 400 torr of argon, th:i.s pressure being sufficient to

inhibit preferential evaporation of a L"fW'eY.' melting point alloy cx;mponent.

Pressures greater than 400 torr gave rise to convection currents which caused

the balance reading to fl1wtuate, this effev-t bea::mingviolent at the

higher tanperatures. The furnace used attained temperatures of 1400 Kand

consisted of a nichrane coil matchedto the power supply, 'WOunddirectly on

to a silica tube which fitted the lCMerarmof the microbalance. Layers

of Fibrefrax oovered the heater coil, giving sufficient insulation for the

attainment of higher temperatures, but allCMedclearance for the magnet

pole faces to pass over it whilst a rneasurarentwas,1:leing made. A chranel-

alumel thenrocouple indicated the ,temperatureon the inside of the furnace

tube and was located just 4 nmto the side of the sample.

2.5 SamplePreparation

Introduction Observatnon of NMRin pure metals requires ideally

that the diarreter of the p articles be less than the radio-frequency skin
,-.

depth. For nost, metals at normal,frequencies and temperatures this involves

diameters between10 and 100 um,

Measur~.nts in alloys require further that every particle in the

s9IDPleis of the naninal canposition of the alloy, deviations hun either of
\

these oonditions mayresult in distortion of the resonance spectrum. To date,

powdershave been produced mainly by one of two methods. The first is that

in which the two constituents are melted together fOrmingan ingot, which is

then filed or groundand finally sieved(6). Alternatively the metal can be

melted under a silicone oil and then agitated to produce a dispersion of

liquid dreplets ~ After solidifying, the oil is washedoff with organic
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solvents and the metal particles again sieved. rrhe first and rrost, oomron

method cited is subject to the fol.Lowinq diffic,'Ulties.

(L) rl'hezretallurgical phase diagram corresponding to a particular

binary alloy system maybe such that Laroe scale phase separation may taka

place when the alloy is cast. If this occurs, particles produced by filing

\twUuldbe of different c copos.Ltdons and obviously further heat treatment of

the particles would not change this. mill. zreasurernentsof the. 119Sn

rucfeus in a naninall y AUSn2 alloy, prepared by such a method , produced two

disti.1").ctlines in its resonance spectrum corzesponddnq to the l19Sn nuclei
. . r~~

finding themselves in ~ differentenviromnents due~to phase separation

on cooling(?). .

(ii) The particles produced are irregular in shape and hence

pack together rather badly in contrast to the packing of spherical particles.

NMR measurements of the 119Sn nucleus were made in 3 pure tin samples, the

metal having been ~.uered by: a) filing; b) grinding on a wheel and

c) disperpion from the liquid. In ·all cases the particles were insulated

from each other by mixing Inan equal volumeof fused silic::!. poeder , The

signal intensities obtained from the filed and ground specimens were a factor
(,

of approx.ilnately 3 less then those fran the spherically shaped particles

produced by dispersion. Fig. 2.05 cuntrasts J?C1.'Jdersproduced by. a) filing

and b) dispersion from the liquid. The larg~t particles in b) have diameters

of the order 5() um,

(ij.i) Filing· and grinding always introduce impurities into the

resulting povrler, this being particularly serious when iron files are used,

Mo~t or nearly all of the ferraragnetic impurities can be raroved with a

magnet, though the possibility of even one or two rauaining is an undesi-

rable fea~e.

The di~ficu1ties cited above may be overccme if the alloys are
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prepared by dispersion in oi~, this method productnq spherical and

harogeneous powder particles. Howeverit. is limited to alloys with

melting podnt.s lower than about 600 K because of the low flashpoint

of silicone oils available. 'l\-K) methods of overcoming the above

difficulties by using a spraying technique ~Jill now be described. (8) •

In thib technique, fhe sampl.es

were fed in the form of a solid rod 3/16 H in diameter into a metal

spraying pistol. A Hk - 45 pistol available fran }1etallisation Ltd.,

, Dudley, llJorcs.', was used which runs on oxypropane or oxyacetylene

fuel together with compressed air for df.sperainq the rrolten metal

into droplets. Metals with melting podnta up to 2800 Kmaybe

sprayerl, though to date Rh, which melts at 2239 K, is the highest

melting po.int metal yet sprayed. The .initial form of the alloy

was an ingot approximately 20 nm in lengtn and 10 rrrnin diameter,

which is cast by melting the alloy const.ituents in a silica tube,

the melt being kept well above the alloy liqUidus to ensure carq_:>lete

mixing. Alloys which are mal.leebfe in the solid maybe reduced to the

requirerl 3/1611 diameter accepted by the gun, by cold SVlaging. Those

systems, however, in which certain composf.t.Ionscorrespond to brittle

phases or a mixture of phases, had to be cast in the 'fonn of a rod.

As the roo is taken into the"' pistol, it emerges from the outlet nozzle,

is meltei1 by the oxypropane flame and df.spersed into a spray by the
.'

a:mpressed air. The metal is quenched in water which is contained

in a glass vessel. rfhe powder is washed to the bottom of the vessel,

rerroved, cleaned with acetone and sieved. The actual spraying process

is rapid, the speed at which the metal is fed into the gun depending
•..

on its melting point. For zinc a rate of 6ra per min, produced a

}?O'trlerof which approximately 90%passed t.hrouqh a 50 1JIU sieve. Such a
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high yield, however, requirei sane initial adjustments of the speed with

which the wire was fed into the pistol. Particles produced by this method

are shownin fig. 2.05 and maybe compared with those produced by filing.

HCMever,a::; in the filing methcds, composition variations in the roo

resulted in a spread of c cmpoad.tdon in the powders 'lNhichlimited this

method to pure metals and alloy oo.-npositionsmalleable enough to be swagoo

as this process helps to improve h~eneity within the rod by creat:ing

a lar.ge numberof vacancies which assist the diffusion process.

Spraying fran the liquid The experim:mtal arrangement for

this technique is ShCMIlin fig. 2.04. An alloy ingot, cast in the same

way as described previously I is broken up into small pieces of sdze 4 mu

or less. These pieces are then inserted into the lower half of the silica

vessel which maybe split at the grotmd.glass joint. At the base where

the alloy is contained is a ground glass valve capable of holding a vacuum

of 0.2 torr which maybe raised to allow the molten metal to run da-m into

the tapered section of the vessel which is terminated by a 'fine jet of

diameter 2 nm, The pumpingstem on the upper half of the vessel allows

it to be evacuated, while the brass top-cap contains an O-ring clamping

device which holds the grO\.mdglass valve in the closed position. The tip

of the jet is locate1:i.mnediately beneath a copper nozzle through which

nitrogen gas escapes at a pressure of 20 lb jn-2, which disperses +he rml.een

metal. The sprayed metal is collected and sieved as :in the previous ntethod.

The node 0 f operation is as follows. 'l'he alloy,. being in small p~ces I '

lodges between the valve and walls of the tube and rests in the ICMerhalf

of the silica tube. With the bio halves of the vessel clamped at the gromd

glass joint, the whole is evacuated and flushed with argon. A slight eves:-
"

pressure of' argon is then :introduced to prevent preferential evaporation of

eithe.r. carponent when the alloy is rml.ten, The vessel is then heated with
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an oxypropane torch until the alloy melts, the tapered section and jet

being kept at the same temperature as the alloy. A further overpressure

of 8 an Hg is created in the vessel and slinultaneously with the valve

1:eing withdrawn to let through the liquid metal, the nitrogen jet is

turned on. The overpressure of argon forces the liquid metal out in a

fine jet and is dispersed by nitrogeh gas, heat cont.ir-ulnq to be appl.Led,

particula~ly to the orifice through which the metal escapes which tends

to be coo.led by the blast of n~.trogen. 'l'he particles quench in t..~ewatpx

jacket am collect in the boctcm of t.he dewar, The process is Interrupted

if a) oxide blocks the orifice or b) the metal solidifies due to in-

sufficient heat being applied. The actual. spraydnq process takes one or

two minutes. The yield 0 f particles is somewhatless than in the previous

tachnique with only about one third of the powder passing through a 50 urn sieve.

Hopefully the yield fran this teclmique could be improved b;.ra suitable

oanbination of size of orifice;- rretal flow rate ana strength of the ni.troqen

blast. AJ..loyswith melting points up to 1100 Kwere prepared in this way,

this limit being set by the softening point of the silica. No possibility

of particle inharogenei ty exists as the alloy is liquid right up to the
\,

point where the droplets are fonned, -an:"!- subsequent measurements on alloys

prepared this way confirmed this. Pcy,,'-'lerdensity measurements '9h0lv€d that

these poIJders, as those sprayed fran the solid, were approximately three

timE>.sas dense as the filed or gromld specimens. PcMdersobtained by roth

spraying methods showed slight slgns of oxidatdon, thDugh for nearly all of

the alloys prepared the powders retained thE!original lustre of the metal.

This, however, does not affect the Nl'1R roeasurementa since even if a resonance

is detected in the oxide, its position will be different fran t.'1.at in the

metal because of the metalliCilKnight shift.

Stmmary The ~ rrethods described have, within the l:imitations

stated, produced powders s imply and rapidly over a wide range of alloys.
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The advant.aqes these methods have over those previously used are threefold.

Firstly, the particles are spherical and pack together \!lith a density of a

factor 3 better than filed or grmmd samples; thus yielding a subsequent

increase i" the m,m signal. Secondly, sources of contanUnations and im-

purities arc renoved and finally ccsrposdt.Icn variations between particles

are e.Lirrrinatted,

Table 2.01 sunrnarizes the methods by which all the alloys measured

were r:'!:'I?]?c.-rred.Those alloys prepared by crushinq in a pestlc and mortar

cor respond t.o particular phases or intermetallic canpounds in that particu-

lar alloy system. All of the alloys were made from 5Npure materials

obtained f:com Koch-Light Laboratories t Bucks.

A check on sample canposition was provided by a quantitative

• enalysf.s for roth constituents, made by Jolmson and l-1atthey Ltd. on

Ag-55%In and Cu-75%In. The results are shown below •

.
Naninal Analysis

45%Ag-55%In 44.89%Ag-54.90% In
. f

25%CU-75%In 24.10%Cll-75.82% In
,_,---
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TABLE2.01

I 1\..1.loy Method of Preparation

All copper-tin and silver-tin

alloys sprayed fron1 the solid

- - --.,

IAuSn crushed in a pest.le and rrortar
___ .. _.~_,_ --.- _._u __ "__ ~""' __ --:-"' ___ -----
AuSn4,AuSn2 ,Au.-29%Sn,Au-25%Sn,Au-21% Sn. sprayed from the liquid

I
-

Ag-90% In, Ag-80% In, AgIn2, Ag3In,

Ag-55% In, Ag-40% In, Ag-30% In, sprayed frcrn the liquid
.

Ag-17% In ..
':~

-
Ag2In, Ag-40% In I crushed in a pestle and llOrta~

Cu-90% InrCu-75% In, CU-60%In,

CU-45% rn, Cu-62.5% In, sprayed from the liquid

CU-20% In
\\ -

cu-30% In, CU-37.5% In crushed in a pestle and mortar I
.

Au-90% In, Au-80% In,Au-40% In,.. sprayed frcm the liquid
AU-20% In

.~

Auln2, Au1nt Au-30% In. crushed in pestde and mortar..-- ~
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CHAPI'ER THREE

3.1 Knight shifts and Line Widths

The Knight shift, K., in a me~'\l is defined as the shift of U:.e

resonance field from that of the same isoo)pe in a non-conducting reference

material at the SaIOO frequency •. It maybe written:

.. K = (rVv)r - (H/v)m

(H/v)m

3·1

where (H/v)r is the field 'to fr~CY ratio at the resonance position for t."1e

reference c:onpouOO and (H/v)mis that for the metal. Due to chemi.ca1 shifts,

however, (H/v) r will differ depending on which reference CCll1pOUJ'd is chosen,

'!he present investigatioo. was ooncerned only with relative changes in K and

for a 11 metals am alloys measured, K was calculated fran 3·1 using a (H/\.') r
. . . (1)" .

value taken fran the Varian chart. 'Vhm a <::mIpClrison of a solvent I<night shift

with different solutes is made, the relative shift oKA< is plotted with respect

to the' pure solvent K value; 0 K/K being calculated fran:

-1

where the s\iliscript •a1 devotes the alloy am ' m' the pure solvent.

The lineWidths 1 AH are the separatioos, of the pealt,s of the

absorption derivatives and they have been corrected for arrplitWe m:x1ulation

~g using the treatinent of Smith2) which' is approp:ciate for the

Lorentzian.lineshapes observed in all the liquid metals and alloys. For all

K and A values plotted am tabulated, tt-e result is the mean of at least throo
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readinqs with increasing field sweep and three "'lith decreasing field

sweep.

Ti.n and the Noble-metal-tin all9)':s_ Tin has three naturally

" f '.r- t l15S 117c:.' d l19s bei 0 35 7 7occurrmg Lsotopes 0 an....eres n, ....,nan n ng.,.

and 8.7 abundant, respectively. All have spi.n ~ and measurements of K

and lili were made only on ~19Snwhere these are listed in appendix 1 and

displayed graph.ically in figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.l0and 3.11. The

only maasurerrent; in the solid was made on the intermetallic compound

AuSn. The crystal strucutre of AuSn is hexagonal close packed am as a

result there are isotropic and anisotropic oontributions to the Knight I

shift which result in as¥fl'DT'.etricresonance lines in the polycrystalline

sample used. As this 'WOrkis concerned on]y with the properties of

liquid metals, in mich Kax(119Sn) = 0, only the isotropic value K(119sn)

for solid AuSn is recorded and is obtained using the method of Borsa

and Barnes (3). Since the line is asyntnetric in the solid, line widths

are given-for the liquid only. The variation of K(119Sn) as a function

of temperature in the liquid specimens of Sn, Au-80%Sn,Au-66%Sn,Au-50%Sn,

and Au-29%Snis linear for all specimens within the exper:iJnental error and
~ .' ~

the temperature coefficients are given in :table 3.1. The value of

K(119Sn) in pure tin canpared favourably with previous measurenentS(4).

Measurementswere made in the,.supercooled regions of Au-50%SnandAu-29%Sn,

these alloys supercooling by 50 K and 60 K respectively. Because of the

an~lous behaviour of K(119sn) in the supereoofed region of Au-29%Sn

(see figure 3.2), a second alloy was prepared by spraying fran the liquid;

measure-nents of K(119sn) agreed within experimental error with those taken

initially. Due to the limitations of the gas-cOoled furnace values of

K(119sn) at",a single temperatUre only were madeon Au-25%Snand Au-2l%Sn.
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Table 3.1

Temperature coef~icients _oL. . K(119Sn) in liquid

tin ~ sane liquid gold-tin a!.lo~

specinen (11K) (dK/dT), K-1

Sn 1.80 (±0.04) x 10-5

Au-80%Sn 5.24 (±O.06) x 10-5
..

x 10-54.08 (±O.05)
Au-66%Sn

Au-50%Sn 1.45 (±0.04) x 10-4

A11-29%Sn 5.33 (±O.OS) x 10-5

Liquidstatc measurements of K(ll9Sn} and-8H(1l9Sn) were made in the

copper and silver-tin systems and of K(63CU) and 8H(63CU) in the copper-

tin a lloys. The signals fran the silver and copper-tin alloys were generally

poorer than those obtained fran t he gold-tin alloys because of the way in

\'Jhich they t,>.J&eprepared. 'As shown in table 2.01 these alloys were sprayed

fran the solid. Sane of them showed considerable signs of oxidation while

others, namely CU-90% Sn and CU-85%Sn, gave distorted 63eu resonance lines,
<J-

indicat~ lIl.piLdte~fc~pl**-. in the liquid. This was not evide-.nt

Inthe 119Sn resonance lines due to the weaker signal strength; hence the

points representing. K(119sn) in the~,= two alloys must be oonsddered with
. 63caution. The readings for K ( CU) in these two alloys are thus anitted fran

graph 3.3v . K(119sn) for the silver and copper-trtn-al.loys is plotted as
. .

a function of noble-metal concerrtzatdon and for both systems the variation is

linear, up to the concencratdon measured.
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Indium and the Noble metal-incUtml all~. Indium has two

113 115 .naturally occurring isotopes In and In, which are 4.2 and 95.8%

abundant re..s:pectively. Both have spins of 9/2 and measurerrents of K and

1Il-I were made only on l15In in the liquid. These data are tabulated in

appendix 1 and plotted graphically in figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.9. and

3.12. The value of 1< (llSIn) in pure liquid indium is in reasonable

agreanent with that of Styles (5). K (63CU) and lili (63CU) was measured

in the copper-dndfum system and these da.ta are tabula.ted in append.+x 1

and shown graphically in figures 3.8 and 3.13. Figure 3.9.sho~.;s that
. . 115",· .

for a 11 three systems K( rn) passes through a ma.xinulm value between

40 and 60%of noble metal concentration.

3.2 Relaxation Rates and Times

lvIea.suranentsof the 11SIn relaxation rate, RI (llSIn) were made

in all of the copper-iniium alloys and in a. selected few of the silvp.r-
,-

indium and gold-indium alloys. I1. (63CU)was ~ls~ measured in three copper+

indium alloys. The values obtained for RI (llSIn) in pure indium are in

good aqreerrent; with those of Warren and Clark (6). These data are tabulated

in appendix 1 and shown graphically in figures 3.14, .3.15, 3.16 and 3.17.

In all cases the R1 measurements were made on the same specimens for which

Knight shift data was obtained ..

3.3 Magnetic Susceptibility

In every case each point for the alloys measured is the mean of

at ·least three measurements, the error bar indicating the spread. of the

readings. The magnetic susce~tibilities X of Sn, A~-80%Sn, Au-66%Sn,

Au-50%sn, ·Au-29%Sn and Au-2l% Sn as Q. function of tanpo...rature in the

liquid state are given in figure 3.18 and tabulated in appendix 1. The
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results obtained for sn and Au-50%Sn are In qood agreementwith previous

measurements(7,8). All changes of Xwith temperature were linear for tin

and its alloys with gold. The specdmens Sn, Au-80%Sn, Au-66%Sn and

Au-29%Sn all sho ..~d the s arne temperature coefficient in the liquid, the

value being

l.~ = 4.43(±0.06) x lO-4K"'"1.
Xdr

over the temperature range measured the alloys Au-SO%Sn and Au-2l%Sn

showedno change within the experimantal error. Figure 3.19 showsthe

variation of X as a function of concentration in the gold-tin system.

The results for the variation of X across the noble metal:-indiumsystens

are shownin flgure 3.20 and tabulated in appendix 1. The tanperatures ~

at which measuranents were taken are approximately those for which Knight-

shift neasureme:ntswere made.
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CHAPrER FOUR

EVID,~ FOR SHORr RANGE0RI?ER IN LlOOID AIJ£)YS

4.1 Introouction

The a tanic distributions in a liquid metal are governed princi-

pally by the i on-ion repulsion. If .thf.s interaction is j.dealised by rep-

resenting the ions as hard spheres, then the Percus-Yevick integral equation

for the pair distribution function maybe rigorously solved. and the'

Structure factor I (K)detennined. This will depend only on the effective

packing density of the liquid. Using the hard sphere modelAshcroft and
\ '

Lekne.r (1) have obtained an analytiqexpression for I (K)~ch fairly success-

fullY,reproduces the experimental I(K) for Cl humber of liquid rretals.
, . . .' \

Ashcroft arrl L angreth (2) have subsequently ShCMnthat this nodel ,maybe

extended to describe the a tamic distributions. in li9)lid binary .alloys.

Howevera large boo.y of experimantald~~ .exj$S Wb1ch. my.not be accounted
,; .,

for by the hard sphere nOOe.l.but:r:a~ .is .tn.ter};.>retedin ter.ms of the

exif';tence of non-zandcm short, range .0rdel;in<J 0; ..p.1;;c:Ins,.in thE;! liquid state (3,4) •
, . '1· ; - c., .'.~)' ~" '" "~

Thoughthe interpretation has been qualitatj,ve, ne~less a model for

clustering has emergedwhich canaqc:x:>Untfor S<Xne of the experimental data.

It is suggested that <iissimilar' atoms .cx:rnetoqether in. a binary iuloy to

fonn a cluster" these roexisting with a randc.mdistrib,ut.i:on 0; ~ :t::c:maining

atxms; In .the majority ,of cases, the alloy <Dt'$lOOi~19n~t~ich ~

"clustering 9Ccurs cprres{iOnds to an intermetall19 ..~ ~(t.b.e 1i3Ql1d,
" " ',- .... ', " .. " ." .. ," ._- _,

tholilgh, as will be shown, pre$eIltly, ;this is not al~¥S ~~e. ' The

evidence liitrongly indicat;~st:hat if anY~ingis. Pt~sen.t,,tti$ ~$sively

d~stroyed ,by the incr~~ ~ ~tion as"the tE!nperatur~ t~,,increased above

t.he liquidus. ..

,.~..
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The alloy systans for .whichthe existence of this structure is

rrost strongly indicated are the noble metal-tin systems. There is however

still same disagreement between various authors as to whether ordering

takes place a:t all and if so at what cnnpositions. The present measure-

ments were undertaken in t he hope of resolving these differences of

of interpretation. rfhe following section examinesprevious experimental

da.ta for these syatems and the rncxielsof clustering whichhave euerged.

from them. The final section discusses the present results in the

light of t.heseIIDdels.

4.2 Previous Expe;'imenUil Data

4. 2~1 X-ray am Neutron'Diffracti?l Of all the evidence for

ordering, that provided by X-ray and neutron diffraction is probably -"~
, '

rrost direct. Both yield t he coherent scattered .intensity per atan which

maybe r elated to the structure factor (or total interference function)

I (K). A liquid biriary alloy howeVer is· fully chclracterised by the three .

partial structure factorslij (1<), the total I (1<) be~ a weighted sum of

the I;hj (R) • Fourier transfonnations of I (1<) ',aIrl'Iij (K) yield the total~

and partial distributionfimct!qns g err a.rid gij :(~)resp3Ctively,fran

which are deteJ:mined the number of atans 1nthe first oo-ordination shell

arxl the interatanic s~parations' A-A, B-Band A-B in a liquid b:tnary· allc)y

of CX>nstituentsAand 13. HcMever, errors maybe introduced. ih'ri-.aking this

tJ:'ansfonnation, in particular early truncation' oft:he lrite4rcir mayfutroduce

"'rippleS' on t.l)e g (r)cu&e. This effect is shown infigUrE!5~.5in ~
._ following chapter, Where a ..fuller discttssion lsgiVen.:tf the hard Spher~

nkXiel i$ to Cie$crJbe ~tely the atanic distt.tbutions in arl.alloy, t.hen

"the Iij(R) andgij (r)l11USthave maxilra which lie in between those6f the

pure elanellts, and -t:n.eA-l3sep;ftationis~e weightedmeanof A-A aIld:B-B.
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Those systems for which the hard sphere rrodel is inadequate usually exhibit

a smaller A-B separation than expected and when the Iij (K) are sumned,

give a double-headed maximum in I (K) at certain concentrations.

Au-Sn

The phase Oiiagramfor the Au-Sn system is shown in figure 4.1 i

it contains one inteJ:metallic canpourid at the AuSncanpositi~n. Bendus(6)

first cbtained X-ray diffraction' data for this system and observed a double

peak in I (K) at the AuSncarq_::osition. His deduced atanic separatfon values

however conflict with nore recent measurements. Waghorne, Rivlin and

Williams (7) examined five alloys containing 18,25,29.4,40 and 50 at % Sni

the first two alloys give a single diffraction peak while for the last

three it is double. They interpreted their data by postulat1ngthat

'units' of Au3Sncoexj.st a t all concentrations with a rarxlan distribution

of the rauaining tin or gold atcms•. Kaplow, Strong and Averbach(8) on the
\

other hand, though obtaining very similar I(K) curves to Waghomeet.al. .

explained their data in t.ex:ms of an AuSn cluster, oorresporrling to a

'menory' in the liquid of the AUSninterrret:allic cnnpound which persits up

to the liquidus. Recently Wagner, Halder and North (9) have re-examined

the data of"Kaplowa al. in terms of the partial interference and atanic

distribution functions. .The gAu-Au(r) and gSn-Sn(r)xielded interatardc

separations wJ:U.chagrea:l with those of the pure elanents,i_~. 2.84R

and 3... l6g for Au and Sn PeSpectively. 9Au-Sn (r) however ,yielded,anAu-Sn

separation of 2. 8aR, which is very close 'l:c? the value of 2. 86R found in

solid Al.isn. This b t;iliaviour .is not in accordanCe with the hard sphere nodel.
i '

These authors therefqre confirm ~. conclusion qt Kaplow'etal. that clusters

form at the AuSn c~)~~itiOll, on ~ basis that the Au-Sn separatidn in the

liquid state is al.nQstideJ}tical. to that. in the solid C'Ol'q;lOund.,
••.. ..
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Ag-Sn and Cu-Sn

'rhe phase diagraiTISfor these systems are ShOtVIlin figures 4.2

and .4.3 (5). Recent X-ray diffraction measurements have been made on the

Ag-Sn system over a w ide range 0 f concentrations by Halder and Wagner(10) •

Their results, interprete::l in terms of 1. . (K) and g '-oj (r), may be ccmpletely
1.) l.J.

explained in tenus of thE: hard-sphere rrodel am it is concluded that this

system is a simple mixture of Ag and Sn. Enderby, North and Egelstaff(ll)

obtaine::l the partial structure factors for the Cu-Sn system using. neutron

scattering from the liquid alloy Cu6SnS• The hard sphererrodel, though

. predicting the Cu-CUand Sn-Sn separations, breaks dCMnfor the Cu-Sn

separation due to the nan-additivity of the hard sphere .diameters and

they conclude that t he system is not a simple mixture of the two elements.

X-ray diffraction measurements across the Yhole Cu-Sn system by North arf
Wagner(12) , have yielded partial structure factors in reasonable "agreement ';

with those obtained by Fnderbyetal. Distinct splitting of the first

peak in I(K) was observed in the CU...;SS at.% Sn alloy, with the 45 am 78% Sn

alloys giving broad, asymnetric first peaks. Though Isn-Sn (K) very closely

resenbled that obtainErl for the pure element, lCU-eu{K) did not ooincide

with its pure Cu counterpart. ~ with the neutron scattering data, the

cu-sn separation did not a gree with the predictions of the hard-sphere
. - . . .

model but closely resembled that existing in the cu3Sn phase in the solid.

In agreanent with Enderby etal. I they conclooe that this allOY~s not a

simple mixture, and further that this could be expla1n~ by Cu3Sn'groupings
existing:in t he liquid state.

Au-In, Ag-In am CU-In

The phase di~ams for thee~ .systans· are shown in figures 4.4, 4.5
(5). . .... ... '. '.. . .

and 4.6 • The ooly masurements f~' t;hese systans are the X-ray diffractioo

data of Waghorne; RivliI).and 'Williams (7) on Au-In. Double headed max.i.na
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in the first peaks of I(K) were observed at the two intermetallic, compound.

cx:mpositionsAuIn and AuIn2, suggesting that this system is not a simple

two-cx::mponentmixture.

4.2.2 Electron TransJ20rtProperties TheFaber-Ziman(13) theory,

which requires for an alloy the three partial structure factors and two
\

atan pseudopotentials, has reprodu~ !TIUch,though not all, of the available

resi.s-Civity and therrrOfOW& data for pure metals and alloys. The accuracy

of the p redf.ctdons is generally taken as an indication of the reliabUity

of the Iij (K) values used in the calculationS. These propertaes maytherefore

be taken a s a reasonable test of the mcdel, used to derdve the I .. (K)•
'" ' , 1)

HCMever,as Enderby(11) has podnted o1,lt,the fact that good agreement is

obtained in, particularly, a noble-metal alloy system, without involving~

an, energy dependent pseudopotential requires explanation; the 1X>ssibility

that errors in the Bom approximation are cancelled out by errors due to

this neglect must be born, in mind. At the present time the only theory for..
the naIl effect in liquid metals is a free electron one, It does indicate

however hCM'free electra>. like the liquid is; specifically it yields the

nmoer of electrons per .atrm participating in this trans1X>rtprocess.

Au-Sn,Ag-~ and cu-Sn

The electrical resistivity data of Davies and teach (l4) 'across

the Au-Snsystem, exhibits a maximum at approximately th:eAU3Sri C'CJ.l1IX)sition.
. ~

Their data, including the maxirroJ.."\'l, are reasonably reproducedl);? application

of the Faber-Zimantheory whichincortx>rates the part;ial structure factors
( _, . "

of Wagne.retal. (9). This maybe taken as supporting the AuSn cluster
,

hypothesis, only if one accepts the interpretation of Wagnereta!, of their

,Iij (K). In a similar'iray I theresistivit:y data of Rolland 'Matz (15.)
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for the Ag-Sn system is well reprcduced by Halder and Wagner(lO), using

their I. .(K) measurements. Enderby and Howe (lS) have measuredthe absolute
1.)

then~lectric poweracross the liquid Cu~Snsystem. Using the partial

structure factors of Enderbyetal. they successfully reproduce their data

by applying the Faber-Ziroan theo:r;y. The calculation is also perfonned

using I. .(K) derived fran a hard-sphere nodel., and shCM that this clearly
1.)

fails to reprcduce the, experimental measurements. The resistivity data of
I "

Roll and MJtz for t his system is successfully fitted to theory by North

and Wagnerusing their I ij (K) values i which are in reasonable agreelllfaIlt

with those of Enderby etal.The Hall effect insane liquid cu-Sn alloys,

fran Sn up to CU-60 at •~ SIl, hEu:I.J?een measuredby Enderby,Hasan and

Simrons(17). Their resul1:$; ·deviate ·fran fr4i!e-electron predictions, in which

it Was assimed that Sn contributed 4 and CU1 electroosper atan to the

conduction band. lk:Mever,they. interpretthe!r results by suggesting tPat.

round states 'format the expense of the Sn elect:rans due' to Sn ~ving as

a divalent metal dissolved in smallaIlDPnts in CU.Am:xtified free-electron

theory reproduces their data by assW.ldn~lthat, t he effective valency of 0$

is always unitywhile that for Sn vaJ:'.1es 1.inearly fran two at ~e CU-l.'iGlb.

eoo. to four at the Sn-rlchend.

Clearly'the reproducibility of the resistivity am theJ:m::)power
- "" '. -' .'data using the Faber-Zilnan theoty is sensitive to the partial St::t"ucture

factors used.and thus the nDdel fran which these are derived. Where_the

theory successfully reproduces the exper:lmental transp:rm; proPe,rty dab1,
support is given to the pal:ticular nodel of the liquid structure USed in the

calculatioos .'

Au-In, Ag-In and CU-In

,The,Hall ~ficients "'fortheAl-:Il} ~. Ag....In .syst~ have been
II (IS)

measuredby Buseh.,and, ~odt .• '1'he1r ~tsare in ag:reanentwith a
i..
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free-electron mcxlel, which ·assurres a contribution of 1 and 3 electrons per

atan fronl the noble-metal elene1t and indium respectively. Electrical

resistivity data for these systems, by the same authors, was fitted reasonably

well by Faber-Zirnan theoIy using a hard-sphere I (Iq •

. 4.2.3 TherrrodynamicPr~ies The quantities of interest in

liquid alloy ~{stans are the excess free energy, excess entropy and excess

enthalpy of mixing, OOex,~Sex"and AH~ respectively. In a miscible liquid

alloy ~Gexis always negative, whereas ~Sex and MfX maybe either positive

or negative depending on the lx>ndingbetween unlike and like atans. These

excess qu:mtities neasure the deviaticn of a particular alloy syste:n fran an

ideal solution and .their signs give information regarding band energies. If·

the pair bond energies lE~enatoms are Eii,Ejj and Eij then positive

values of /illex are associated withEij<~ (Eii-f£jj) .or a preference for liie-

atom pair bonding. For negative values of llffXtheri Ei.<~(Eii+ E.. ), which
. J JJ

indicates a preference for unlike pair bonddnq ~ M:;)stof the information "

regarding the nature of bonding in alloys oanes fran the quantityAHex• If. .-_ . ......., ' ,.'.

a particular alloy systan s haws a preference for unlike pair bonding, tilen

/illex wiil be negative across the concentratio~ range with a maximum at the

50%-50%concentration where the max.iim.nn ntmlber of unlike pair bonds may be
. . ex

formed. The shape of ~e AH curve is parabolic if the pajr-lx>nding is

independent of exncentration, however if an asyrrmetry in the I:lJ.:fX curve is

found this will indicate that the pair-bonding is notirdependent of eoncen-
. '. ~i ...• '

E='..x . .
trati~. In f act an as~tJ:y in AH Jt'1iY be caused either by a concentration

._dependent pair-bonding or a more''ccmplicated bonding in ,which three or, nora.

atans take part.

This infonnation,however is only qualitative c;tsattanpts to quantify
. "

the relationship be~en the.Eij IS and the measure) th~amic pror:erties

have IDet with little success in I iquid alloys due to the lack of infornation of'

the, interatanic hond inmetals.
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Au-Sn, As-Sn and Cu-Sn

All of the meaSuranentson the Au-sn system showthat there is a

preference for unlike atanic bonding. 'l'he results of Kleppa(19) revealed

that at the Au3Sncarrq;x:>sitionthere was ei.ther a strengthening of the pair-

banding or a favourable oonfi~ation of 1 tin and 3 gold atcms was occurring.

The calorimetric measurerents of Jena and Leach(20) confinned the data of

Kleppa and shCMedthat at Au3Sn strong unlike pair-oonding was taking place.

Detailed measurements of AIfXaroundthe Au-50% Sn composition, 47+51at.% Sn,
. (

have been made. by Masse, orr and Hultgren(2l). Their results showideal

behaviour, no anomalies occurring in. tlle: range covered thus giving no support

to t he hypothesis that atanic associations in the equiatanic alloy resemble

those in ~lid AUSn. Measurements of AUex. for the Ag-Sn and cu-Sn systems (4)

show negative values across the cOncentration range with an. indication that

the pair-banting is at its. strongest at Ag~2O%. Sn and. CU-22%Sn.

To &mmarise, the data :Lndicate'that in all three systems pair-
.i'-

bonding' between dissiIYrl.laratans is occurring 'across the whole.concentrati~

range but is strongest around the 25%Sn <XIrq?Os.1tion.'

Au-In,Ag-In and CU-In

Of 'the spar~ da.ta available' for these systems, that of Alcock

etal. (22) of &lex and !JSex for the liquid 'Ag-In sys~Shows'onl¥ slight

deViations fran ideal behaviour, no markedeffects Occurr~g aot" any ca:n,r;x)sition.

4.•2..4 .~ Knight,shift ~ Mi;tgneticSUSC2ptibili~ It has long

~ known that the Knight shift K is sensitive }:o ,the lDca1,atanic.at)d

electronic. Character in ameta:lqr ~.. This is cJ.c..arlyavidentin the YoQrk

6f Drain (23)wl:lofound ntaX'~;tpbangesin K.(113Cd)angK (109Ag), as .a function

of concentration in the.~ol,iQ..,Ag'-Q,i SJyS,tE!in.lij.s obseryEid. variations were not

...
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The evidence provided by magnetic susceptibility is less direct. .

explained in terms of a simple change in elect-ron/atam ratio and therefore

similar behaviour in K in liquid allo_ys could be expected when ordering occurs.

•
The total electronic susceptibility Xe obtained fram measurements of the

total susceptibility, would be expected to show a rnininulrn at the particular

alloy CClnfX,)sitionat wpich covalent bonding .1soccurri.ng due to the pairing

of electrons in the bonds. Howeverbefore observation of this minimumin

X is taken directly as evidence for bonding', the approximations made,in thee ..~

~eterminatiOn of Xe must be very closely examined, This is particularly

import:ant: for the noble metals and t ~ alloys and will be discussed in

detail in the f9llowing chapter ~

In-Ri_-
A recent paper by Styles (24) has interpreted K (115In), K (209Bi)

and liH (115In) and liH (209Bi) in the liquid In-Bi system in tenns of the perSis-

tence of InBi and In2Bi groupings in the liquid state. The phase diagi-am"

shown in figure 4.7 (5), is divided into three r~ges; C(Bi}>50%,

33j%<C(Bi)~50%and c(Bi)<331%. In the first region there is a ~~ of InBi

and Bi, in the second a mixture of In2Bi and InBi am in the third a mixture of

In2Bi .and ..In." In t hEf-first region, as the concentration c is decreased, the

relative arrounts of InSi and Bi vary, starting with pure Bi at 0=100%and

finishing with pure' InBi at c=50%. Hence in this .region.,. the 1~5!n nuclei are

always ,in an InSi envirOI'lI1!=lltand K(l15In) is the same at. all concentrations •

._The 209Bi. nuclei however are lP.. either an InBi' or pure Ei envh-or:unentand as,

such will exhibit different Knight shifts. However, since'the oorre1ation time'

of the interdif£USion of the Bi atans is very short canparerl wit..~·the recip-

rocal (10-4s) of the difference between. the two zescnance fraauencies in the

1:\\10 environments, ,the bp z escaancea (X)Uapse into one. K(209B!) thus varies.
\10

as the "'telativeam::run.tsof !nEi and. ill. change witho:mposition. Similar
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behaviour occurs in the third region, but nowthe 209Bi nuclei always find

themselves on I n2Bi environment and K(209B!) is constant, whereas l< (115In)

varies with Concentration. In the dntermedfate region there is a mixture of

the 0..0 CC1TIfOunds, so that both shifts changewith concentration. All of the

above features are observed in the experdmerrtal, results. If the col.Lapse of

the resonances from nuclei in any two coextat.inq envirornnents is not oomplete,

but is sufficiently sO) ~ or the residual separation to be smal.L oompare:1 with

the line width due to other sources (e.g. Korringa broadening), then the over-

all \'-lidthshould pass through a maximurn when there are equal numbers()f nuclei

,in the two enviromnents. 'l'"hema.:cimumobservedin the 209Bi line width at

about 60% .Bi was consistent with this IOOde.l. As expected, at higher tempera-

tures the variations \<'1.th campositi,on of both K and till becane smoother. The

behaviour 0 f K and Ml in the systems under study will be oonsidered in the

following section in the light of the observations 'and interpretations 'gi~en

in the In-Ei systa'n.

4.3 Present Results
-,. r

Au-Sn

~ oonsider first the rrodel which suggests that Au3Snunits form

in the liquid state. If this were the case, then as the gold contenc.Ls. .. '" .

increased, K (119Sn) should ch9Ilgeup to tIle Au3Sn concentration, after which

it should flatten out since all the Sn ataus ~e ip an AU3Snenyir~t.

Figure 3.4 shows that K(119Sn). is still increasing rapidly ..beyorrl tile AU
3
Sn

~ .~
CCllp)siti~"lJ'~ch lends no support to the AU3Sn cluster mx1el. Also, to be

~cted fran this model is a maximim In MI{119Sn) a;t approxilpately An-40%Sn;
'..

figure ~~11sh~"S that this feature does' not·occur.

The rrost recent work of Wagneret al. (9) podnta to the ~istence

of AuSngroupings .In ~ liquid and this modelwill ncr-"be considered. If these..
-. 119

do PetsiSt into the liquid K( . Sn) wouldnot be expecbsd to. change very much
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in Au-SO%Sn as it goes tru:.:oughthe liquidus but, as the 'units t begin to

break up ,'lith incre:lsingternperature, the Knight shift should exhibit a nora

marked tatp:!.I'ature dependencethan nonnally seen in the liquid state. In

fact the observed change in K(119Sn) on melting is, approximatelyl0%6f

itself, which is more than is usually observed for liquid metals. Again

beyond the AuSnCOIrIJ:X>sitict'\,one would expect a flattening out of K(119Sn);

figures 3.1 and 3.4 sHowsthat these features'ere not observed within the

experimental error. However figure 3.2 showsthat the temperature dependence

of K (119sn) in liquid AuSn. itl probably greater t.han for any of the other gold-

·tin alloys. This can be caused by ~ te.ttJerature variation of density and

atomic volumebeing greatest in this alloy (see chapter five, sectiion 5.5).
and it is a nore likely explanation ·than the break-up.of AuSnclusters which

is expect€rl to produce a more dramatic varation than observed,

Figure 5.1 sOOwsthat a minimum cocuraIn Xe at. approximately 80%

of Au, on the assun-ptian that Xe varies linearly between the pure metal

values. As was recently mentioned, this' may be taken as evidence for oovalent

bonUng ~IIith1.'1 the appraximatims made for the detenninationof X •. e

ThE!.. c anpos~tioo range covered by theNMR ~~ in these

systems is sanewhat less t han that for Au-Sn; as seen in figures 3.3 I 3.4

and 3.11, linear variations in K(119Sn), K{63CU) and MI(l19Sn) ~·eob$..erve1.

Thus no evidence for scructurewas found in these ~ systems up to tPe- -
._concentzatdons measured, The previous data for these systans consistently

. -

.i.n:Ucates that vhlle Ag-Sn is a simple mixture of Ag and Sn, the Cu-Sn

system is far fran randan. It is hoped shortly to me=sure the susceptibilities

and thus Xe for these systems across the CX>.Ilcentration range to see whether

any difference exists in ·their behaviour•

.•.



The An-In system has, in cannon -with the In-Bi system, two inter-

meta lic COIl1J:X>undsat AuIn2 and AuIn shown in figure 4.4. If these perslst

as groupings into the 1 iquid state, then K(115In) should exhibit similar

behaviour to K(115In) :in the In-Bi eystan, as should MI (115In) • Figures.

3.6 and 3.12 reveal none of this expected behaviour. However, figure 3.9
\ 115shows that the comron feature in the behaviour of K( In) in these systens

is a distinct maximumbetween 40 and 60 at •% of noble metal. No way is

seen 0 f explaining this max.imurnID terns of the above m::x:1elof clustering.

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the behaviour ofX in these systems.e ,
Their cxmron feature is that Xe shows a marked increase between 60 and 80

at .% of noble metal, in contrast with 'the. behaviour of K(llSIn) which, for

all three systems, passes through a maxim:an •. Although the rapid decrease of

Xe on .adding indium to .the noble metal could be taken as evidence of the

formation of groupings like CU3Sn'due to covalent bonding, the Knight shift -

evidence just discussed is clearly inconsistent with this picture. It iSi,

emphasized that the interpretation of the Xe data is very tentative in vj,_ew. '

of the pos~ible invalid assumptions made when determining it fran roeasured

susceptibilities (see chapter five, section 5.2).

L:inem.dths ~ large part of MI is expecte:1 to coma fran the rapid

spin-lattice relaxation produced by the interaction of the nuclei with the

corduotdon el.eccrcns, A calculation ~f the relaxation rates, RI; of 11S'In,

l19Snand 63eu from the observed Knight shifts using the Korringa relation

,_was made for both the ~ble metal-tin and noble metal-indium ~~. These'
, ,

were carrpared with RI values calculat€rl fran measured line widths, as shown

in figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.8.

In the noble metal-tin systems, the, relaxation rates calculated fron
..

,....
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tl-.ae Knight shi.ft.s, agree quite closely with those obtained fromthe' line

width, for the l19Sn nucleus. However,for 63cu In the copper-tin and

copper-indium systems and for l15In. in the noble Ir.etal-indiumsystems, the

two values show markeddifferences. As will be rrore fully discussed In chapter

six, it is bel.Ieved that the discrepancy is chiefly due to an additional

""rl...-. l 1 . \. (th 63CU and 115In 1 i 1 tr'qu J:-'V ar re axaczon' process e ,'... nuc e possess e ec ac
l~ , 'quadrupole rranentswhile Sn does not), which is often observed in

liquid metals and alloys and is not necessa.:d.lyassociated with ordering.

SulTlna .....ry TheX-ray and neutron diffraction data, and to a less

extent the t.heJ:m::ldynamicdata, strongly suggest that short· range orderfnq

occurs in the liquid Au-Snand Cu-Snsystems.. TheAg-qnsystemon the other

hand is probably a simple mixture of Agand Sn.

The suscept.ibility measurementstentatively confirm the existence

of groupings at Atl3Sn and suggest that s:i1nilarbondingis cx.x:urring in the

noble rretal-indium alloys at the ssre canposition. However the NMRmeasure-

ments, which for the In-Bisystan haveeonclusively shCMIl theexistenoe-of

groupings in the liquid, give no evidence at all. that ordering is taking place

at any ca:rp:>sitionin a ny of the al.loys,

.1

Consequentlythe quantitative. Interpreeataon of the Knight-shift

data, which fo11CMSin t he next chqpter, i s based on the as~t..ion that

the alloys are randallmixtures of the two const.Ltnencs,
- ~
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:*-'_ 'CHAPI'ER FIVE

-, CAIClJIId'ION OF KNIGHl' SHIFTS m LIQUID AU.J)YS

5.1 Introduction

As shownpreviously the Knight shift Ksmaybe written

K = 8:rr X..JlPF•'s '3"p
S.Ol

This chapter is wholly,concemed with the calculation of, both .Xp and nPF

for t he liquid noble metal-tin and lX>ble metal-indium systa:ns. The best

wayof obtaining Xpfor a.metal is by direct measur~ using conductirrn

electron spin resonance (CESR), but this has been possible for only a very

few metals. Recently hc",e\ferDupree and seyaour(l) have 'shOwn that reason-

ably consistent values of Xp may be obtained f:mnm3aSUrerrentsof the

total susceptibility Xtot. . Secti~. 5.2 discusses' in detail the' eA.traction
, . -

of Xyfran Xtot for the alloys of ~~. ~t Calculations of

Mahantiand Das (31) have yielded ex~emre polarisation contributions

to the Knight shift for 'the alkali metals. UnfOrtunateiy such calculatiOns. ,

do oot exist for any of. the systans cx:nsidered here and they are beyond the
,

scope of this thesis. The PF term in equatiOn 5.01 ~ be calculated is
': ' . . _.,' ..' . ......"" ,

hence due solely to the dii:'ect cOntact interaction whiChdaninatesthe
.... ,..... . . ._,: .. ,':I,'}.:' .

magnitudeof the obserVed shifts. f.t)st of the theoretical·effort in the

calculation -of PF ..has ~ .~, a determination of ·its changeoo' al1oy~g
f •

or with ta:rq;:lerature. To de:t;erm:l.nedthe foxmereffect, two distinct

',' aJ;Pt'Oaches have beeriused. TheflrSt.'isapplioable t01dw~ity oon- " .,: ;..1 '1,
. . '.

"oentrations and, im1bl.es apartiaIwaVe arialysis of the :iIt'Prirityscreening

us~ ..phaseSMfts ~tairledfranthent)delpotc!nt:t.al ~e!!erit.inq the:!:npJrity. '
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Two potentials have been used, a square well and a nore realistic screened

free atcm potential recently proposedby AsL",<et al. (2). Sections' 5.3and

5.4 are concerned with the calculation of the coefficients describing the

liquid atanic distributions and the phase shifts. In the second approach

the extenston of the Faber(3) theory .Outlinedby Perdew and wilkins (4) is

used, in which the solute and sol,vent Ion-core potentials are replaced by

a weaker pseudopotential. Th~ir calculation is valid across the canplete

range of alloy ooncentration. .Section 5.5 oontadns an extension of their

work to polyvalent alley systems, in particular those of Sn and In alloyed

with the ooble metals. '.

The calculations use free electron pararreters througheut and

assure that the direct' contact hyperfine interaction is 'dominantfor
~

these alloys and that the variation of K arises fran a changeof either or

roth the factors ~ arid OPF. The fractional changeof shift maythen ~

written

~.02

The effect of ~ change in Xp and its determination: ~.' t'Dtl considerei.

"5.2 DiscuSsion .Ofthe Magp.eticsusceptibility data' ,I

5.2.1 Basic Theory of' Suscept.g>ility ,~ Metals. . -The total

magnetic susceptibility ..in a metal maybe expressed by

wher8XC is the ioncor~ sy.soept:iJ:)ility ana Xe.thetotal electronic; .contribution.

There have.been "a ~ ,',.0 f' ~tetm1nati(.)Il$·eE' Xc ,,~, the~ are discussed by ,

Dup~ anQse~W:(l)·.WhoQOnqlwletha; the'~~s<Jiven by ~(5) yield the .
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nost; consistent values of X. The calculation involves a stnrmationovere
the ion-~re wavefunctions, which are taken as s:i.rrpleSlater (6) analytic

wavefunctions 1 these being a goodapproximationat large distances ·frcm

the nucleus where the main contribution to the core susceptibility arises.

The c anduction electron susceptibility maybe written
\

5.03

~e Xci is the Landaudiamagnetic term. For free non-interacting -electrons

)..12 N E._ .' 1- -ht2 _mXpo = 'B (Jr) = 3 (.'!!.) (!'!) _lL
V 3 V Tr2r?-

5.04

and

wlwre lIB is the Bohr magneton,N(~) the density of states at the Fermi
"

level and V the volumeof the sampleoontaining N electrons. However
I

allowan(~must be madein netalsfor (1) the presence of ions, (2)electron:--

electron lnteractions, (3)' electron':"{i1anon '.interactions·attd (4) the_

effect of electron scattering involving spin reversal. The last ~ effects

have been shown to be small and are not CX)JlSidered further •

..' " '
The influence of the ions via their potential maybe taken into

consideration by,using the effective mass approximation. Assuming a spherical

Fermi surface in a liquid metal or alloy, m* is the samefor all eleCtrons at

EF. ,The Pauli susceptlliility then becanes ~ = Xpo (m*/m) and the Landau'

~ Xci = Xao (m/m*)'. '!here have been a n~ of estimates of the effect'

of electron-electron interactions on Xp' The nost recent by Dupree and

Geldart (7) ,which assanes m*,hn= 1, has yielded the best theoretical fl.t to "

theexper.i.mental Xpvalues deduoerl by the method described in this section.

A recent cal~ation byKanazawa and Matsudawa (8) of the effects of electron-
... -.
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electron interactions on Xd' predicts ~. enhancement given by

ar .
= 1 + _~ {Inr + 4 + ID (~) }6~ . s 2~ , 5.05

where r is defined by 4nr3 = V and 4 13
s· "3 a . N a = (9'ir) •

For the metals considered here the enhancement; arrounts to sane 15 + 25%.

5.2.2 Analysis and DisCUSSionof Experimental Data. Xtot values

:in mass units for the Au-Sn and noble metal-indium systems at various tempera-
, I

tures are tabulated In appendix I. The values obtained for pure In and Sn.

are in good agreement with prev..iQll$ data (9,10); however those for the noble, ' ,

metals disagree (by as much as 40%' f~r .Au,. though only ~single previous

measurerent; for Au exists in the literai:;ure). It.will be shown that the
\

values obtained for Ag and Cu yield Xp Is which are not unreasonable and

though the value for Au is rather high, there seems no reason to doubt th.e

measurements on Au ratber than aw.tof the qther. ~tals.

Tabulated below In coltmn 3 is" Xe ,~or all the metals and allqys.·

The core 'susceptibilities fran Angus have been subtracted fran Xtot' on

the assumption that the ionic oontribution to Xtot is sinp1y made up of the'

sum of t t-imes the,pumber densitY, for each alloy~ent. Beca.use of.

the uncertainty in the absolute magnittde of Xc' it is probably ad~te to

asSUIOO that, it is independent of its electronic ~iromtent, 'which Will

obviously be changing aQrOs~ the concentration range. To obtain the values

._ .. of Xe 'given in the table inVolurre units fran. the measured ~sceptibiliti~s

iri mass tmitS, it is necessary to know the density as a function ofconcentrati~

In these systans. Apartf rom the pure IretaJ.. densities, the only alloy

density rne,asurements in these systems are of four Au-Sn alloys at 1073 K
, .

by Williams(ll~;, these ~esults only deviate by approximately. 4%fran values..
gi~tby a linearin~lation ~twt..~ the pdre metal dens.ities. Such an
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, '.

interpolation was used for the noble metal-indiumalloys and this approximation

'is allowoo.for in the error bars in figures 5.2 and 5.3, assuridngthat the

deviation fi-an linearity is not greater than 4%. Thevariation of Xe in

these systems is shownin figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. For the Au-Snand

Au-In systems, the increase in Xe is linear until about the 70 at .% Au

concentration, after whichXe increases rapidly up to the Auvalue. Both

the Ag-In and Cu-In systems ~it a minim..nn in Xe between 60 and 80 at •%

of the noble Iretal,'Values for ~,may be extra~oo. fran these Xe values by

using equation 5.04 and 5.05 to estimate Xc1' As no rreasurarepts of Xtot

weremadeon the Cu-Sn or Ag-Sn systems, the 'Xp values given beloware

deducedfran a linear interpolation between the pure metal values. Tables

S.l and 5.2 contain the susceptibilities and initial slope of Xpwith

ooncentration respectively for the noble metal-tin and noble metal-indium,
,systems.

Table 5.1

Electronic magnetic suscept:ihilities in the noble metal-indiUIl!

and sold-tin systems

Systan Temp. . (~.) (th~ry) (th~ry) (~~) m*/m",K c.g.s. 6 c'~g.s. 6 c.g.s. 6 c.g.s. 6!
vo"l..x10 vo1.x 10 vo1.x 10 ' vol.x 10' :

Au 1383 2.39 0.83 -0.34 2.73 2.04
, .. ,

Au-20%In 1133 1.&2 .' 2.19
,"_

0.921 -0.37
1033 1.81 2.18

"

"

Au-30%In 1073 1.51 1.89
0.96 -0.38

823 1.31 1.69

Au-40%In 1073 1.43 1.82.- 0.98 ' -0.39," ..
773 1.24 1.63

< -
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'fable 5.1 {continued

'.

X
~. (~~ry)

X
Temp. (~.) ( ) (~t.)

System
ry m*/m

K c.g~s. 6 c.g.s·6 c.g.s•G c.g.s·6
vo1.x 10 vcl..x 10 vo1.x 10 vo1.x 10

Au-50%In 1073 1.41 - 1.81
1.00 -0.40

833 1.32 1.72

Au-G6%In 1073 1.34 1.75
\ 1.03 -0.40

877 1.31 1.72
• .

Au-80%In 1073 1.26 1.67
1.04 -0.41

.,

816 1.25 1.66

Au-90%In 1073 1.20 1.61
1.04 -0.41

731 1.21 1.62

In 1073 1.13 1.54 1.03 \

1.06 -0.41
486 1.05 1.46

Ag-90%In 1073 1.17 1.03 -o.u ,. 1.57
.'

Ag-80%In 1073 1.20 1.02 -0.40 1.61 ~
--

~

Ag-6'6%In 1073 1.20 1.60
1.00 -0.39

733 1.18 1.57
..

"
'. -:- .......

Ag-ss%In. 1073 1.14 1.53
0.97 -0.39

798 1.09 1.48
".-.; ... ' :. '.""""'~_"

.-. ...
Ac;I-40%In 1073 , l.09 1.47

0.95 -0.38
893 1.04 •. 1.42

, "

Ag-33%'In 1073 1.10 1.47
0.93 -0.37

991 1,05 1.43

Ag.;.3q\In 1073 1.09 1.46
0.93 -0.37

"
990 1.05 1.42
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Table 5.1 oontinued

x
(~) (~)

X
System Terp. (exp~.) (~.) m*/mc.g.s·6 c.g.s·6 c.g.s. 6 c.g.s. 6

vol.x 10 vol.x 10 vo1.x 10 vol.x 10 ,

,....

Ag-25%In 1073 1.22 0.91 -0.37 1.58

Ag-17%In 1150 1.39 0.89 -0.36 1.75
.'

Ag 1283 '1.62 0.82 -0.33 1.94 1.51
•

CU 1373 1.77 0.95 -0.38 2.15 1..50

, CU-20%In 1073 1.22 0.99 -0.39 1.61

CU-3O%In 1073 1.04 1.41
1.01 -0.40

993 0.95 1.35

1.05 ' ('.. 1.45 \CU-37.5%In 1073
1.02 -0.40

992 1.00 ,-- 1.40
~

CU-45%In 1073 1.08 1.48
1.03 -0.40 .

962 1.02 1.42 ~
, -

CU-52.SUn 1073 1.12 1..52
1.'03 -0.40

950 1.08 1.48
..

\

CU-6O%In 1073 1.14 1.54,1.04 -0.40
923 loll LSl .

CU-75%In 1073 1.16 1.56
1.04 -0.41

,873 1.16 1.56
-'

CU-9O%In 1073 1.15 1.05· -0.41 1.56

...
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Table 5.1 continued

Xe X Xd . X
System Temp. (expt. ) (~ry) (theory) (exp~. ) m*;1n

K c.g.s·6 c.g.s·6 c.g.s·6 c.g.s. 6
vol.x 10 vol.x 10 vol.x 10 vol.x 10

'Sn 773' 1.11 1.14 -0.44 1.55 '1.01

Au-80%Sn 773 1.21 1.14 -0.44 1.65

,

Au-66%Sn 773 1.29 1.12 -0.43 1.72
•

Au-50%Sn 773 1.38 1.08 -0.42 1.00

, , Au-29%Sn 773 1.42 1.00 ' -0.40 1.82
-

Au-25%Sn 773 1.48 0.98 -0.39 '1.87

Au-2l%Sn 773 1.50 0.96 -{).38 1.88
" ,\

,....-,~....

Interpolated Pauli spin susceptibilities 'for the
':" copP3r-tin ano, sil ver-tin .systems

. .
~ Interpolated 6 InterpolatErl ' 6

Alloy Alloy
~,c.g.s.vol.X 10 "P,c.g .s. vo1.x 10

cu-95%Sn 1.58 Ag-88%Sn 1.60
.-

'"
CU-9O%Sn 1.61 Ag-77%Sn 1.64

CU-85%SIi 1.64 Ag-66%Sn 1.68.

CU-80%Sn 1.67 Ag-55%Sn 1.73
... "

CU-75%Sn 1.70 Ag-45%Sn 1.77

CU-70%Sn 1.73 Aq-35%Sn 1.80
.,

CU-65%Sn 1.76

.'
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Table 5.2

Initial slopes of §Pin susceptibility calculaterl frcm

Xp (eXPt.) <liven in table 5..1

.
solvent In In In Sn Sn Sn CU ce
solute Au Ag CU Au Ag CU In Sn

1 oX_ •....:12 0.45 0.19 0.13 _.0.32 0.25 . 0.39 -<>.28 -<>.20c X-p ,

An indication oithe reliability of these Xp values for the,,IJl.rr.emetals

may be made in the follCMing way. By writiD.1

the effects of both the ion potential, -i:tu:oughxrer, and electron-electrdn

interactions are included, Xp and.~ being the enhanced values. By taking

the Xe and Xd values calculated as describErl, and a Xp value taken fran

Dupree and Geldart (in which they assume m*,An= 1), a value for.m*/m may··

be obtained which satisfies equation 5.06. :_~or liquid In and Sn, m*/mhas
~ .

a value alrrost, exactly equal to 1 while CUand Ag require m*/m to be 1.5.

Values of m*1m>1 have. been obtained both experimentally and theoretically
. I

for sore of the nonovalent metals. A recent APWbard structure calculation

by Rudge(12) for solid Li gave m*/m :;:L 6, the small change of Xtot on

nelting indicates presumably that this vallie ,is not greatly changed in the
» (13) .

.liquid. El-Hanany and Zamirs recent paper yields a value of m*1m =. 1.3. .
._ for CUat rcx::mtemperature, which decreases to 1.1 at the melting point.

For Au, m*1m needs to be 2.04. in order that eq.lation 5.06 be satisfied,

which seems an unreasonably large value.

El-Hanany and Zamir havededuoed fran their analysis of K aod

the spiln-Iattice'relaxat!ion time, Tl datatpat tile .Fermielectrons'.of'.Cu
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have apprmdroately 18%of d-character in the liquid and conclude that s-d

hybridization considerably influences the electronic structure and proper':'

ties of CU, both in the solid and .Hquid , This effect has been ignored

by assuming that ~ is independent of its envirornnent and its neglect will,

surely cause the final values of ~ to be in error. A calculation of

the s-d hybridization "oontribution in the noble metals and their alloys

•Is beyond the scope of this thesis, though its magnitude and influence

will be discussed more fully in sectdon 5.5.

It has been shown that the 'assumptions madewhen extracting Xp
fran ~ot becx:me increasingly poor as one awroaches, the pure noble

!letal concentration, where m*/mmist; beoc:rne unreasonably large to obtain

agreement be'~l Xp(expt.) and Xp(theory). The ,,:eason far this is I

thought to be due to the existence of strang s-d hybridization and an

expected strong spin-orbit coupling, neither of or"hichhave, been taken

into account., Howeverthe valnes of Xp, for pure In and Sn are in good

ogreernent with those of 'Dupree and Geldart' which lends support to this

method~o~ obtaining Xp for the simple metals. The Xp values given in

table 5.1 are the best available for the Knight-shift calculations, with

the exceptio~ of the cu-Sn and Ag-Sn data where a linear interpolation
•

has been used. To what extent the Knight shift behaviour is accounted

for by the X tennwill be discussed in section 5.5 where the nP.", temp,,- .J.!

ia' evaluated in these alloys.

'_ 5.3 Calculation of the change in the Knight shift using partial wave analysis

5.3.1 Electron Density oscillati~ns Friedelet al. have shown

that the introduction of an impurity atan into a pure solvent, causes a

dist.ortion of the conduction electron wave functions in such a way that

they, screen outf:he exCt§sscharge on the .impurity.. The resultant osci11a-
','

tions jn the electron density about the .ir.lpurity,calculated using a partial ....
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wave analysis of the impurity scattering I ext.end to large distances in

the. solvent and affect PF at the. solvent nuclei. In order to calcula·te

the oscillating charge density, a nd hence the change In K, some

representa.tion of the irr.purity potential must be made. Until recently

the presence of the impurity was sirnulateo. using a poter+Lal, square well

or barrier. calculations for somealkali -a'lkal.t. alloys gave fair

agreement wi.th exper Iment.,
(F)Howevel:Styles .o i used t.~is model for

polyvalent SOlVe.11tsand solutes, and was unable to account. for his

experimental dat.a. R t.l H~ (16) t. ' 1 ed ' ,econ y Lveyer e ai., l.ave us a more reallstlc

model, in which the impurity is r'epr'esenced by a screened free atom

potential. Their calculations are limited to mono-val.ent; solvents and

solutes, but give bette.r agreanent with experiment;than the square

well model. Asik, Ball and Slich.tel:'(2) have u sed an almost ident:ical

m:x1el·to Meyeret al. r and when applied to the alkali. alloys (33) obtained good

agreement for tt change of K. In this sectuon the rheory from which the

change in PF is deter:mined will be outlined. This will then be catcu-"

Lated at .119sn and 115In a lloyed with the noble metals and for 63CU

alloyed ''''ith In and Sn, using roth model potentials; the more realistic

Hodel potent i.a.l being'derived fromAsik et al.

impurity atom In an al.Ioy was t:hat of a spherically symnetric square

potential. well or barrier whi.chscattered the conduction electrons.
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In the figure below

the impurity' poten-

tial is given by

E = h2k2 .and E_
o 2il1 ~
is -tbe Fermi energy

and FJ' is the energy

-T--~--
EF

fran the bottom of
,

the potentaal, ,·Tell

to the Fermi level.

"The Schrod:inger

~tion is. solved

both :inside and

outside the poten-
. I

tial well, Which

has a radius equal

in value to that of the solute ion it is representing. Because of the

s:i.rrg?lefonn of the potentiaJ. the eqt¥ltion may be solved analytically,

the s&utions for t he incident and scattered electron wave functions

being expressed In tenns 0 f partial waves. Fran these soluti ons the

phase Bhifts of the 1th part~al waves Yt are detennined by matching the

". electron \'-lavefunctdons at the potential boundary. The depth of the

potential well is varied until the YtiS satisfy the Friedel sumrule

S.Q7

where ZI is the effective charge an the impurity, modified by volume

~latation. Using the methodof Blatt (17), the 'effective charge on the

impurity is.gi ven by. ZI = Zl - Zo gl where Z is the charge arrl Q the
no

.'"..
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atomic volunlei the suffices 1 and 0 referring to the solute and solvent

respectively am where it is assumedthat the solute ions retain their

pure metal volurooswhen in solution. The actual. values of the atanic

volumesare given in table 5.8, section 5.5.

Havingobtained the phase shifts for such a potentaal , the

following applies for any Irodel. The ::-elative variation of the electronic

charge density maybe expressed as a function of E. fran the solute, in

terms of the phase shifts by

wherenR,and jR,are spherical Bessel and Neumannftmctions respectively .. \'

The change in K at a solvent nucleus situat~ at E'" !:i is then given by

which represents a spectrumof resonance values.

To··obtain the average shift for all the solvent

nuclei, an integration aver all g must be made

so that

5.09

In fact the change in the solute PFvalue maybe found in a similar way

but they have not been c alculab"rl here. There are three as§Umptions

implicit in equation 5.09.. These are (i) that the alloy is perfectly

._ disorderErl (ii) that multiple scattering of the Fermi surface electrons

maybe negle.::tErland (iii) that th~ excess electron densities at any

podnt; are additive, whtch is a valid assumptionfor low impurity concen-

trations. Canb1n!ngequations 5.08 and 5.09 the expression for the

fractional change in K is finally given by
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5.10

5.11

•and

5.12

2where p' (r) = g(r). 4rr Po'

The coefficients exR. and BR. are independentof the nodel scattering

potential; they describe the alanic distributions in the liquid metal.

5.3.3 ScreenedFree atoll nodel potential This IOOdelpotential

is oompatiblewith Ziman's(18)'psemo-atan concept of an atan in a metal;

whichj-s treatai as an' ion + screening charge'. Thoughthe present

treatment is a single centre scattering calculation, this representation

oontains an element of self-oonsistency not present in the previous nodel

in that the screening"part is built into the potential. Asik et al.

first determinedS~!l:-dependentphase shifts for electrons scattered by

such a potential. The calculation was simplyIrodified to calc::u.latespin-

:t.ndep(:mdentphase shifts~ the effect of sp:in-orbit oouPlingbeing neg·lt:!Cted.

It has been shownthat this is unirnportiant;except, when the Knight shift itself

is. small. The formof the nodel,potential is shc:Mn schematically below.

The self-consistent atanic potential!;: of Hermanand Skillmanare used

together wfth a variable parameterAwhichessenticlly provides the

screening shell at a di~tance r = R.r' At large r, areal potential would....
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~--------"---------~-~~-------- E=O
"...

/'
/I-----~I_-----EF= ~e,.mL ene~~

Al
E /

/:
/

I---'--~--;----- cc:e= ene"g~ 0.1::. the bo!='l:.o".,
of t::.hec:ond.uetLon bo.nd.

.free o.£om l='oeenei.o.L
•

m",eleL po can l:.i.o..L

snoothly rneetECB,whereas the free atan potential reduces to l/r

dependence. The model potential rreets ECBat R.:r; at which point it

is terminated. To detennine the incident and scattered electron wave-
" .functions, tr...e Schroding~ equation mist; again be solved. However,

because of the fonn of the potential this cannot be done analytically,
II

except in the region where r>R.:r' Fran r--o. up to R.r' the Schrodinger _
~ . .. . . (19)radial equation is solved numerically using the N~rov method •

The radial equation for r>R.ris

: where her) = -"{Er+ W(r)-R.(R.+l)}r ,

r2

W(r) is the model potential and p~(r) is the wavefunction. TheNumerov
\

methodrequtres ~ starting values of PR,(r}. To a·good approximation for

smallr , PR,(r) = rR.. The &::hrCdingerequation is then solved for R.= 0,

1 and 2, ~ phase shifts for higher values being negligibly small. As

before, matching the electron Wavefunctions at the J:X)1:entialboundary
"

yieldS the phase shifts. The pararreter A is varied. until the Friedel sum '
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rule is satisfied.

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 contain the phase shifts calculated fran

the screened free atan node! potential, with and without dilatation. Table

5.5.1:i.sts the phase shifts obtained using the square well potential, where

dilatation effects have belen included. The s light discrepancy betseeen

the Z I values in tables 5.3 and 5.5 for the same system is because two

different methods were used to' calcu1.ate the atomic volunes ,
. ...

Table 5.3

Asik, Ball and Slichter CABS)phase shifts fran the

Screened free atcm potential with dilatation effects

Solute Au Ag CU Au Ag CU In Sn
in . - I

Solvent In i In In Sn Sn Sn CU CU-- - - - __._ - - -
Z' -1.083 -1.130 -0.337 -1.653 -1.713 -0.703 0.756 1.651

-~IYo -.5783 -.5518 -.2138 -.7984 -.7270 -.3909 .2637 .5992 .

~DIL Y1 -.0660 -.1121 .0573 -.1757 -:1830 -.0001 .3148 .6332

YR, Y2 -.1808 -.1737 -.0929 -.2569 -.2873 -.1419 -.0181 .0081

"
Actual -1.070 -1.118 -.322 -1.662 -1.727 ~. 701 . 712 1.617
SI ._

~(a.u. ) 2.65 2.19 2.25 2.46 2.04 2.07 2'.84 2~90., .

. . ..

'.
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Table 5.4
Asik, Ball and S lichter CABS) phase shifts fran the

screened free atcm potential without dilatation effec~

Solute Au Ag eu Au Ag Cu In Sn
ill

Solvent In In In Sn Sn Sn Cu. Cu- - - - - - -
I

Z' -2 -~ -2 -3 -3 -3 2 3

-1.2681 -.7167 • -1.4612 -.8488ABS Yo -.4685 -.5469 .6254 .8365
NO -

Yl -.6470 -.1711 -.0408 -1.1090 "".2325 ~.0642 .8305 1.1990
DD:. , ..

.-
Y! Y2 .0097 -.3792 -.5955 .0100 -.6401 -.6586 .0182 .0504

Actual - 2.012 -1.990 -2.272 -3 •.017 -3.022 -2.567 2.042 2.983
Z' ..

R'l'{a.u.) 1.42 2.00 1.98 1.35 1.90 1.93 3.34 3.32 .~
... ....-_ •. ..

Table 5.5
Friedel sgqare well Phase shifts with

dilatation eff6cts

..
A'?JSolute Au CU. Au Ag Cu In Sn

in
Solvent In In In Sn .sn Sn .. Cu Cu- -- - - - - - ---

Z' -1.062 -1.090 -0.386 -1.618 ~1.537 ...0.759·0.835 1...726..-
YO -.7781 -.7963 -.3273 -1.0391 -1.0193 '-.5888 0.5669 0.9292 .

Y! Yl -.2310 -.2372 -.0781 -.3489 -.3426 -.1616 0.2117 0.5155
...

Y2 -.0354 -.0366 -.0083 -.0659 -.0641 -.0216 0.0204 0.0438~
-
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5.4 Calculation of the Blandin-Daniel ooefficients, ~ and 13R,.

5.4.1 Evaluation of I(K) and g(r). The rerna.iningfactors

required for the evaluation of equation 5.10 are the c:x:>efficientsaR, and

BR,• As experimental I (K) or g (r) values were not available for all of the

solvents, use wasmade of the hard-sphere structure factors of Ashcroft

and Lekner(20)• •

The total structure factor is given by AShcroft and Lekner as

5.13

where p is the numberdensity of ions, 0' the hard sphere diarreter and c (Ko)o .
the direct correlation function in mcrnentunspace.c (KO) is given iJy

cCKO') = -4'ITo3!s2 gm sRa (a + as + YS2)~,
sKO'

5.14

. "

where a,' ',13 and yare functions of a packing density parameter n, defined.

as the fraction of the total fluid volumeoccupied by hard spheres. These
~

quanities,are defined as

3 2.4n = ('IT/6)p 0' , a = (1 + 2n) /(l-n) ,o '

Thevalues of 0' and Tlused in the present calculations were obtained fran

Ash~Oft, and Lekner. rrttegration of equation 5.14 is :f.mnerli~teandgives

, c (Ko) =(-411'03). {COS (Ko) {~13. +.....!!_t) - (ex + 13 +y) - 21.'( .}
tr.; > '3 Ko' 5 .
"''V , (KO')' (Ko)

"+ sin (KO'){(a + ?fi. + 4y) ..... 2~y }- ~~+ 24Y '}
. (Ko) 2 (1<0') 4 (KO')3 {Ko)q

5.15

, ,....
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whence I (K) is given by equation 5.13 in terms of -el.ementary ftmctions.

The r adi.al, distribution f unction is defined by

g(r) ::::1 + 1 j {I (K) - I} KsinKr .dK.
2 0 '

27Tpor

5.16

Equation 5.16 cannotPe evaluated analytic~lly and theref0re a numerical

integration procedure was adopted to evaluate g(r). Clearly the numerdcal,

integration @USt be truncatal at'scr.1e stage~' though not too early because

the info:rmation contained in I(K) at large' K gives g{r) at small r. The

effects of an early truncation are shown in figure 5.5, where 'structure'

is intrcrluce:1 into the first peak of g (r) and 'ripples' occur before the

first peak, at small r. A straight ....forward S:i..rrg?sons rule type of

nurerical integration of equation 5.l6with a fixe:1 interval in K, oaImdt

be simply carried out because at large r the tenn sin Kr oscillates

rapidly with K. This problan was overcore in the following way. A change ' ",

of variable was made such that,

K =: ~ + (2n + 1)7T, thus dK:::: dx •.:!!.and sin Kr = sin(x + 1)7T
r r r

The integral then becanes
-,,

'N x::..; +1 til

I = L !{I{(x + 2n + l)7T/r} - I}
n = 0 x == -1

(x + 2n + 1)7T sin(x+ 1)7Tdx (~)
rr

where the upper limit of K is determined by the value of N. . For example

when'n =0, K is integrcrte:1 between. the following limits

x = "'1, K = -7T+.:!!. = 0,
r r

x ::::+1, 1< = 1. + 'll' = 27T-r r r.

For n ::::1, T( varies fran21T -+ 47T; as n increases each tirre by unity, so K
r . r

• >" •
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increases by 21T. However,as r increases I so 21Tdecreases, but the integration
r r

range remains at 21T. Thus the integration is performed each time for a
r

cycle of the oscillating function and ·~~eaccura~i does not decrea~eon

increasing r. The integration over 21T,or x .varying fram -1+ +1, maybe. . -
r

simply and accurately perfonred using a Gaussian integration technique, for

which:

+1 n
f f(x)dx~LQif(x.)

-1 i=l· ~
5.13

. where the abscissae and the weighting factors, Q., are given in Abramowitz~

and Stegun (21). By using both a 16 and 32-point fit to. evaluate the

integral in equation 5.13, rio discernible difference in the g(r) values:Was

obtained. Subsequentlya 32-point fit was used, HoWeverg(r) was consdder--
o 0 0 \

ably affected if the upper K limit, or Nvalue, was too low; as seen in

figure 5.5. P_ value of N= 30 was finally used, no improvementensuing if

a higher value WclS taken. As shownin figure 5.4 for N= 30, g(r) is a

smoothlyvarying function of r, approaching1for r>~15x 10-8an• The

data far N = 8, in figure 5.5, is for Naat 573Kand for N = 30 is Sn at

573K. A listing of the Alg 01 60 cnnputer programwhich calculated g(r)

is given In appendixU.
.. III

5.4.2 F..'Valuationof aR,and 8t. Theg(r) values calculate:l as

'0'

above are substituted into equations 5.11 and 5.12, and an integration out

to large r gives aR, and ..SR,. Two require:ents are necessary before accept- .

able values .~orthe coefficients are oo.tained; 0 the calculation being performed

initially for Na in order that a canparison with Thornton and Young~(22)

values can be made. The first is that in order to makethe integral

oonverge, an exp::menticd danpin9 factor exp(-.or) mustmultiply the inte- 0

grand. The :integral ~ repeated for several. values of 0 and the ooefficients
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obtained plotted as a: function of IS; the plots were all approximately

linear. ExtraJ;XJlationof IS -+ 0, gave the final values of the coefficients

for ~ = 0 i 1, 2 and 3. The second requirerrent is that the integration

must be taken out at least 1000 for 'each value of IS as earlier truncation

caused the values to change. As may re seen in figure 5.4 g(r)~l at

r = 15 x 10-8cm and therefore. the integration was perforrred. exactly up

to I = 20 x IO-8cm, after which i,t was assumOO.,thatg(r)=:l. The Cli'S

and BR,' s for Na, In, Sn and Cu are tabulated below and for Na are carrpared

with those obtzdned by Thornton and Young.

Table 5.6

Blandin-Daniel coefficients ClR, and BR,

Solvent Cl
O

Cll Cl2 Cl3 Be Bl B2 B3

In -0.23 0.60 0.04 -3.21 -0.04 0.27 -0 •.87 0.56

Sn -0.06 -0.02 0.80 1.79 -0.07 0.26 -0.33 -0.47~ ,

Cu 0.63 -1.38 -1.78 4.40 0.07 -0.70 1.58 3.74

Na 0.69 -1.59 -1.95 ,5.53 0.073-O~81 1.93 4.04

Nair '0.68 -1162 -1.86 5.63 0.04 -0.70 1.84 4.25,

* .Value f rem Thornton arrl Young (22)•

T~le 5.6 Sh~1S that the present values of all, and BR, for'Na oompar~
. "

favourcibly with those of Thornton and Young .The rough calculaticns of
. (23) ... .. ... •

.Flynn et: al. for Cu and Al are in reasonable agreement with the present

values for eu and In respectively.

"
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5.4.3 Results a nd Discussion Canbining the phase shifts YR-

and the coefficients at'and aR-,the ini.t.i.al elopes of the Knight shift as

a f unction of concentration may be calculatErl for In and Sn alloyed with

the noble metals and for Cu alloyed with In and Sn. The results are

tabulated below.

Table 5.7

Comparison of r •t.!..~th values calculated. .e~

using tvJO xrodel potentials .

- .-
r r r. ~- ..

( screeneGi) ( .screened)

Solvent Solute rexpt
(. square' ) ( atcm ) ( atom )
( well ) (potential- ) (potential- )
(potentia:!;) ( with ) ( wittout )

(dilatation) (dilatatio\l)

Au .-283 .-.109 .239 -.248

l15Iri Ag .222· -.112 .213. ' .466
.'

eu .114 ....026 .198 .780 _
"~ - -

Au .281 -.092 .168 -.269
1-.

l19Sn "Ag .. .1:50 -.089 .197 -.109
..

CUj .133 -.016 .151 -.006
.

-, In -...478 -.031 '-.523 -1.109
63eu ,----.

'- , ~n .137 -.372 -.859 -1.101
,',

'Consiu.erin~r first the results for l15In and l19Sn, table 5.7 above sha-lS that

the experimental values of r are in reasonable agreerrent with the theoretical
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values obtained using phase shifts calculated fran the screened free atan

potential with dilataticn effects included. In the noble metal-indium

systems the variation in magnitude is reprcrluced., which is largest for

Au-In and smallest for CU-In. In view of the approximations made, exact

agreerrent is not to be expected) in particular the effects of dilatation

axe considerable a nd the asaureptdon that the solute ions retain th(dr,
pure metal volumes when in solution is probably unsatisfactory. Also no

-".

account, has been taken of the possible variation of Xp. Howevervalues of

1:. • ~ given in table 5.2 shows that in sane cases the agreement of
Xp de

rABS-DILwith I'expt is :l.rc'provedand sa:netimes w:>rsened. Contrasting with

this good agreEment are the poor results obtained using the S'~are \o.'ell

nodel potential which gives values of r of the \'/rong sign.

The results obtained for 63CUin Cu-In andcu-sn are less encoura-

ging, though the screened atan potential phase shifts do lead to good

agreenent with rexpt in CU-In, ".,'heredilatation effects are included. In

fact p.~t for cu-Sn is obtained by extrapolating the .results fran low

to high CUconcentrations. It is possible that this extrapolation maynot

be valid. Noneof the calculated r values predict the correct Sign for Cu-Sn.
WI

A frequent am valid criticism of the phase shift approach is that its

application is not justified to systems in which ~ changes strongly on

alloying, since this method assumes that kp. remains constant. TableS. 8
.', .

ShCMSthat the rnaxinun change in kp. for In and Sn is approximately 3% when

alloyed with 10%of noble metal. Hopefully this will not cause the phase ..
"" . . . .(13) .

shift "approach '00 be grossly in error. Rece.'1tly it "has been shown that

the Cll Fermi surface electrons have 18%d-character in.the liquid due to

the close Pl:oximity of the filled 3-d .band to the conduction band •. This

s-d _b~bridizatiOri has not been taken into account in any of the mcx1elsused.
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to calculate the r' s. The following section discusses this effect in nore

detail.

Thornton and Young(22) have suggested an alternative rrethod of

accounting for the screening by taking the yR, rS as a difference r.<:!tween

the phase shifts "lhich screen out the solute and solvent; ions respectively.
J

Howeverit is not clear fran their ~rk how dilatation effects maybe
, .

included. Table 5.7 clearly shows the Importance of these effects by

the marked difference from rexpt'~ of. tile r values obtained fran the.

screened atom potential which neglects dilatation.

These calculations plainly showthat the screened free atcm

mcx1elpotential of the scattering ien·leads to a muchbetter predfctdon of

the experimental data than the square well potential. The reascnable

agreement obtained fran the screened free atan potential indica.tes that

the principles' of t he calculation are oorrect,at least for l15In and.
119 . .

Sn. A further test of this m:rlel would be to calculate the. change in

the solute PF values and also to calculate both solvent and so~ute Pp-.'s
. ~. .-

for eXisting Knight shift data with polyvalent solvents and solutes. It

is envisaged that these calculations' will be urxlertaken in the near

future.

5.5 Pseudopotential theo_!Xcalculation of the Knj ght shift in alloys

5.5.1 The PseudowavefunctionApproach.' It has been shownby
~

Faber (3) that an alternative to·the phase shift approach for calCulating

OFFin an alloy lies in the use of pseudopotential theory. The wave

function of a·Fenni surface electron at the nucleus as a function of con-

cerrcratdon-Ls found in tenns of a pseudowavefunctionwhich is fOnnel by

a fir3t order perturbation of an electron plane waveby the weak local

c ..

"
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pseudop::>tentials of the solvent and solute ions. The true wave-

function is obtained by orthogonalising the pseudCMavefunctionto the

ionic core states and then renonnali:::ing. "PF is finally calculated

by evaluating the square 0 f the true wavefunctdon at. the nucleus

am averaging over ionic positions. Unlike the phase shift approach,

the pseudop::>tentialtheory is applicable across the canplete range of

concentration. •

Recently Perdewand Wilkins(4) (henceforth Pi-v) have extended

the Faber theory by rem::wing.the assumptionthat the conduction etectron

plane waveis constant over the ion core so that the cal~ation is exact

to 1st 0 rder. The calculations of l?W were lirriited to the alkali-alkali

alloys due to the non-availability of suitable analytic core wavef.unctions
I

for other metals.

This section contams an extensioo of the Pw theory to poly-

valent s ystans, in particular the liquid noble metal-tin. and noble metal-

indiumsystans. .The PWtheory is first set out in detail as' this

clarifies the \\urk which follows am because it is not available else-

wheJ;'e. However emphasisis giv~ ,to the evaluation am canputation of

thePW expressions, which,fo~Ow the theory.

5.5.2 TheTheory.of Perdewand· Wilkins. The following rotation

contains a mixture of conventional and Dirac repreSentation of wavefunctians.

This is used, in the present cOnt~, because it canbines claritY with

conciseness. '

In the pseudopotential fonnalism, a conductionelectron wave-

function is written .

/

_~lIl(r)= C{'H!,.)-E <ai4»4>a (r-Ri)},... i,a. 5.14
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where cl>(r) is the pseudOt~vefunction,1/J a core function and t.l-}e sum is- . a
to be taken over a 11 core states and all ions. The constant C nonnalises

cl>(E) in the volume of the specimen V and is s.ilnply determined by taking

.
<ljJl.1/J>= 1 = C2 {cl>*(E)4>(E.> - I:1<al<jJ>12- I:1<a'I4»I~}.

a,i a',j

The s urns over i and j way be. replaced by c~ and cB respectively: where
nAB nAB

CA and Cg are t he concentrations of i am j type ions and nAB' is ~e ionic

volume. The expression for C then becores

,I

Taking the square m::x1ulus of 1/J(£.) we obtain

11/J(E.) 12 =c2{cl>*(E)4>(f) -2Re~<aICP>4>*(f)1/Ja(E- ~i) +
l.,a

I: t <a I4»<al 4»*1/J (r-Ri) 1/Jf (r~R,,)}'
i" a-- a--J,J a,a

To zero 6rder in the pseudopotent.ial the pseudowavefunctian may be written

as a plane wave, 4>(E) :; e~·:!::.i evaluat.inq t.he wavefunceton at a particular

site ~ then gives 1\

+ I: I: <a Ik><a' 1k>1/J(R -R,) 1/J*,(R -R,)}.a -s --l. a -s-)i,j a,a' , .
5.15

The overlap integral <alk> = !1/Ja* (E.-~i)e~·~

ik.R. ike (r-R.) ik.R, A
= e :~ :-:~!lJ!o.*(E.-Si)e- ._ -l. d(r-g_i) ;:::e - -J.<a Ik> and is the same for all

"

ions in pure metal· "
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}

Wnen these integrals are substi tilted into equation 5.l5the

surrmations give non-zero tenus only for i = j = s and the exponentials

cancel with their canplex conjugates. Equation 5.15 thus reduces to

Since cl only enters for s--states <(lAI_k> and \)J (0) are both real. ThuS. (l
,

finally

1\)J(~s)12 = C2{1 - E<(lAlk>\)J(l{O)}2:c2 YA2Ck).
(l -

5.17

~tending t..~e theory to 1st order in the pseudopot:Pntial the pseudowave-

ftmtion may he written

ik'.re - -, 5.18

cf>k(E_) being normal.Lsed to tmit volume. Replacing the sunmation over k' by

an integration and intrcx1ucing g = ~' - ~, equation 5.18 becanes

'" ( ) ~ ik.r'I' r =e----+k-

-- . where f (g) =-<k + _qJ{J.I~>
\ -\+g

arrl k may be taken as the Fenni wave vector since

only Fermi surface electrons are anvolved in the Knight shift_. SUbstituting

5.l9-into 5.14 we have ~

5.20

For.?p A-type atcm at ~ and taking the square nodulus of equation 5.20
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i(~ + 9.).f.
~ L <~Ilf(g)e ~w (R - R.)}12i,a a --g -1

ik.R ik.R i(k + g).R
= c21 Ie ---s - Le - -S<aAlk>w (0) + loo{f «(J)e -. -sa _,-.::l

a
i (k + g) •r • - 2

- L <alf(n)e - ->W (R - Ri)}}1 •
i.=l a-s -,a

. As before I we maywrite

i(k+ g).r i(k+g).R.
<alf(g)e - -> = f{g)e· - -1<aAI~ + 9. >

2 2 ik.R ik.R A
IWA(~) I = c 1 { e - -B - Le - -B<a Ik>Wa(0) +

ex .

and therefore

2 ik.R i~ + g)·Bs 2
= c I{e - -SYA(k) + If(g)dge YA(k'+ g_)}f • 5.21

.~

EXpandingthe square modulus and neglecting 2m order terms containing l.

expressions in {f (q) } 2, we then obtain

~ ig.R
IWA(~) 12 ~ C

2{y2A(k) + 2YA(k) Relf(g)e -BYA(~ + g) dg}

ig.R
ldge -s<~ + glul~>YA (~+ g),

\ -\+9.

however U(r) may be taken as the sumof the individual ionic potentials,

U(f.)= ~ui (;: - Ri) am hence <~ + gIUI~> = ldre-i(~ + g) .EEUi (;r - Ri}e!!!.·!:,
1 . i

-ig.g . -ig. (! - ~i)
= Le ild(r - Ri)u. (r - R.)e ,
i - - 1 - -1..

_ . "£g·131· ,
- Le u. (a/ •
.i - 1 -
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ig.R
Thus If (g)r~ -s 1(k +

It is necessary now to take the time average of

ionic positions, which may be written

<Ill! (R ) 12> = 1 ~1l/JA(-sR>12, •
A-s -N S

A

where NAis the numberof A-type ions and the surrmation is taken over

the A ions at the Rs sites.

A ig. (R - R.) A ig. (R - Ri)
Now ! E E e -s -:1. U

i
(q) .= !{NA~ + E E d -s ~

NA s i NA S i
1\

-= ~ + CA{Ieg) - l} ~ + ~ {I(q) - l} ~,

where it has been assurred that the ,partial structure factors Ii! (q) = I!j (q)

= I jj (q) = I(q) are rormal.Ised such that all partial q(r) ... 1 as r ... «I, and

q is used instead of K to avoid confusion with k, ,Finally we obtain

"',a

•~;"
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·5.22

Using equation 5.17, 5.22 may be written

1 ~ OPW •
-c IWA(~) 12>p = IljJA (~) 12{1 + EA (k) + lIAB(k,<=s)} = m'p' 5.2Y

-1 + 6(C2")-

-er
5.24

I

2 /fi\_ (!s_ + g){I{g) - l} {cAuA(g) + %'13(g) l dq, 5.25

(2n)\A (It) ~ + ~ +-_ _ S.l

The factor appearing in the denariinator on the r.h.s. of equation 5.23 i~

a s ~ll, first order renonnalisation correction which will be ignored - j

as PWhave shewn it to be sinall. The fi.rst term on the r.h.s. of equation

5.23 is _the contact density for a single orthogonalised plane wave (O~'i) .•

"The sel.f+term.. EA(k)has been neglected in fonner alloy Knight shift

calcultltions. .It measures the effect or influence of the ion pseudopoten-

tial at ~ on its own Knight shift. Thedistin.ct tenn, 6AB{k",%) isa

general, expression of the Paber. theory and if YA(k) is substituted for

Yi (~ + .9.), his fonnula results.lIAB (k,%) is a measure of the influence of

the ions other than at ~ in t.he alloy. 'I'he follOWing section contains a

(Xll"plete t>J:eakdCM.l1and full statenent of all the tenus in equation 5.23.

5.5.3 Details 0 f the C~lculation Pi-v evaluated the tenus in

equc£tion 5.23 for t h~ alkali..,alkali allays I ~rfol:1ning the angular .?Ed

I
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radial inte<)rations ffi...rplicitly using analytic core wave funct.Ions , ,These

however are not aVailable for any of the elements of concern here, except

Cu. As a first approximation the calculation was perfonned using simple
(6).. I-OPi"1 2

Slater anakyt.Ic core functions. HCM9verthe value of l'¥A (~),'

for Ha using these functions bore no resemblance to the value obtained by

PW. The present calduJ.ations have therefore been perfonned using the. ..
numerical core functions tabulated for all elements by Hennan.and Sl<ill.rnan.,

Use 0 f these nurrezLcal, core functions requires a different methcxiof

calculation fran that; used by 1'Nin that all integrations over core functions

must be perforrred numerically. In fact' the total core function is written

as a product, of a radial part and angular part. As will now be shosn , the

angular integrals are p erfonned explj,citly, leaving a mmercdal integration

over the radial part.

Overlap Integral~ The full core function may be written '*'a = RnR,(r).

YRm (O,¢», where !bR,(r) = 1'nR,(r)/r and the y9Jn
IS are nonnalised sphericat

har:nonics. Herman and Skillman tabulate the radialpartPnR, (r). In perfoDning

the .integrations it is convenient to express the' plane wave in terms o£~ , ~

spherical hanronics, that is

I . * ,R,I,'" 1\ 3
thus <ex k> = )RnR,(r) YRl (0 I¢» 4rrL ~ J R,'(kr) Y£ 'm' (k) Y£ 'm' (r)d E

n £' ,m'

it " 3= 4rri Y*nl I (k)!R* n(r)Y*(j~(e,¢» L jo,(kr)Yn=m,(9,CP) d r
IV m nIV MIL R,',m' IV }y

The above integral may be split into angular and radial parts, the .:mgular

part only gtving non-zero tennsfor R,' = £ and m' = m. Since the Yim'S are

normal.i.sed I the angular part becxmes

__ .1r 2rr *
f J y~ Y9Jn sdn Oded¢> = 1. . 4rr = 1.

0=0 cp=o 4rr
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Q~_* A
i.e. <alk> = i·-Y ~(k) Bn~(k) I

co OQ

whereBn~(k) = fRn!r) 4'ITr2j~(kr) Or ;.::!Pn9, (r) 4'ITrj~(kr) Or.o 0

5.26

Orthoganali~~tian Fa~ors

•
NowYA(k) :: 1 - E<aAlk>l/;a(0) ,

(l .

using the overlap integral result just; derived gives

New s ince only s-s+ates contribute t = m = 0 and wehave
. * "YA(k) = 1 - E R (O)Y (9,$) iCY (k)B (k)nno 00 00 no

i.e. YA(k) = 1 ,_ 1 ER (O)B (k).
4iT n no no

\

E'irst orde; oorrections The E~(k) and ,l\AB (k,.%) te:rmsmaVbe expressed-as

the 'pr~oductof a n angular and radial integral. The angular integral, which

appears in: the sameform in the self and distinct terms, is written

r{k,q)

where ~ signifies an angular integral. Changingthe variable so that
~ A -Y = -k.q = - cose , the above integral, 'whichhas a pole at y = qJ2k, may

be evaluated in a straightforward way to qive

A A A
r(k,q) = 1 g In l-q/2k -! ER (O)Co(n,k,q)},Y

A
(~) {2k li=tq7i]{1 4nn no

where the sumis.taken over the A-type ions and Co(n,k ,q) is given by
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+1 2 2 ~
C (n,k,q) = P!dy B {(k + q - 2Kgy)2}
o -1 no •

2~ Y - 1
q

If ~ (q) and ~(q) are expressed in units of 6 Ep' then the self and distinct
3

tenns may bo simply expressed by

Cl) . .,

EA (k) ~,6 6~ (x) r (k,q)dx
AB

where x = q/2k and n'AB is the average volume per electron in the alloy.

~~lisation_~ctors The single' OPd nonnalisation factor involves only

'l R.*" 2 2
1 El <et 11<.:>I'~ = 1: L 1i YRm (k) BnR.(k) 1 = 1 L (2R. + 1) BnR.(k)... \n~ et nAB n/!,m .' ?iABn,R.,~ 41T

The full normalisation term is then give..'1by

2L (21+ l)B n.. (k),
(, 41T' n....n, ....

. where nAB is the average volume per ion in the alloy.

1\

The following section describes the actual input parameters

used to calculate OFp:

5.5.4 De~ription of the input :gararneters Free electron values

~f the Penni wave vector kp are used throughout and are calculated using

current liquid metal density values given at the melting point. For

the alloys it is assumed that k:F and the density are linearbetween the pure

metal values. T'ne volumes n'AB aM. ~ are calculat·'3(} fran the alloy ~.

and density values. ..
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Structure factor Dueto the non-availability of experdrrent.al,I (q) data

for t hess alloys, the hard-sphere nodel, structure factors of Ashcroft

and Lekner(2) were used, as fully described in section 5.4. However,

in t he present calculations on alloys, the packing density n was taken
\

as 0.45 at all concentrations and an average hard sphere cliarreter used,
•

given by

-
(J =

-1
( l871T)z) ~.
~-

where the valency Z and kF are the current alloy values. .

Pseudorotential The local electron-ion pseudopotential of Ashcroft (24)

was u sed and i s defined by

vex) = _>..2 cos sx
-2 2
x + >.. f(x)

5.27

2 (
where x = q/2k-l>.. = 1 , s = 2k_R , and the Lindhard function.~ k ,-lr'core

~ 1T ao-"]'

f (x) =.!. + L-:.. x2 Rn,!.. + x ,. The quantity s detennines the location
2 4x' 1 - x

of the first node of the potential and.' values of Roore are listed for

a number 0 f elements by Ashcroft, V (x) is measured Inunf.cs of ~ \-.
, . 3.

,Wav~ functio~ As prevlously mentionednl.lrOOricalcore wavefunction.s ,of

Hennan and SJs:illmanwere used. The values of the a-state functaon at

r = 0, R (0), were obtained by extrapolating the Hermanand Skd.Llman, ns '

values to r = o. The oal.cul.atdon-was done in atanic units and tabulat(..'<1
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below is the :input data for the elements Sn, In, ]\.u, Ag and Cu In these

units.

TABLE 5.8

Il_1_PE~~teE..?_~sed :in ~e first-o~~

p_se¢Qp:;>tential calculation ~.~ •

•

ionic
vo~urre Roore lj_s(O).elen.ent R (0)2s R (0)3s R (0)4s R (0)

Ss

Sn 0.837 202 1.297 696 227 98 45

In 0.772 193 1.323 679 219 97 43

Au 0.605 134 0.813 1380 465 220 110 49 t

Ag 0.600 137 1.040 639 207 91 41

Cu 0.701 86 0.813 304 94 36
--- ..---~

'-." .'.'!'?~;:

5.5.5 Results and Discussion A !ull explanation and listing
. . . .

of the oomputer prograrrrne is given In appendices N, V and VI. The

programre was tested by runn:ing the calculation for Na as the A-element

in pure Na and a NaRballoy and c crnparing the results ,,,,1ththose obtained

by PW. Table 5.9 which £0110\'lS c anpares the present and PWvalues.
(



Table 5.9

C~ison of P\iJand p'~resentcal.cul.at.Icns, for

Naas the A-element•

......
Na O.6Na-O.4Rh

\

Present. PW Present PW
results results results results

- - -
I'¥ l-OPW(R) 12 165 151 186 ' 175A -.g

1 + i:l\(k) 1.04 0.99 1.35 1.32
- .

b.AB(k,%) -0.31 -0.29 -0.34 -0.34

ffi>F 121 102' 188 l6~
-- -

In view of the different core ftmctions used the close. agreementbebveen

the present results and those of PWis very satisfactory and the. results

are presented for .t~e noble metal-tin and noble metal-indium systems

with'sccle confidence. nPF and other parameters are given for. 11SIn, l19Sn

and 63cu in these syst.emsin tables 5.10, 5.11 and S.l~ resPeqtively.

, .



TatJ1e 5.1Q
~~ed ,.~eudo.E?~enti~l Knig_l:lt ~l:!.ift ~'U"~et~.2.

for 115m in the noble rneta1--indiumsysterrs-_. ----
--t-

YA2(k)System '13' 1 + EA (k) . l'.AB(k,CB) 1 + E + l'.GFF--_.at.% of
Nk ('13)noble metal.

- -
0 508.5 0.831 0.035 0.866 440.5.
10 517.9 0.841 0.018 0.859 444.9
20 527.4 • 0.•818 0.005 0.854 '450.2
30 537.3 '0.857 -0.007 0.850 - 456.7 ,

a 40 547.6 0.863 -0.011 0.852 466.4
I 50 558.5 0~871 -0.011 0.871 480.6~l

60 570.2 0.875 0.001 0.876 499.6
70 583.1 0.877 0.017 0.894 521.3
80 597.8 0.881 0.016 0.897 536.2, 90 614.9 0.882 ' -0.019 0.864 531.0,.

.;;,.__._

t 0 508.5 0.831 0.035 0.866 440.~
10 535.1 0.858 0.013 0.871 465.9
20 559.7 0.877 0.003. 0.880 492.6
30" 582.8 0.848 0.041 0.889 518.2

~ 40 605.0 0.930 -0.()20 v 0.910 550.4
I

50 626.4 0.965 -0.035 0.930 5821.8.sI 647.5 0.992 0' -0.036 , 0.956~ 60 619.1

! 70 668.4 1.022 -0.042 0.980 655.0
80 689.6 1.044 -0.059 0.985 679.3
~ 711.3 1.061 -0.104 0.957 680.6III._ ---

j 0 508.5 0.831 0.035 0.866 , 440.5
10 537.5 0.857 0.013 0.879 467.8
20 565.3 0.875 0.005 0.800 497.5
30 592:4 0.874 0.021 0.895 530.3

~ 40 619.3 0.921 -o.ooi 0.920 569.9
I 50 646.3 .0.958 -0.0)2 0.956 617.9,!:jl 673.9 0.984 0.017 1.001 I,60 674.4

U
702.6 1.012 0.030 1.042 732.4
732.8 1.037 0.018 1.055 772.9

1 765.3 1.052 -0.042 1.010 772.8.. ,..
t'
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Table 5.11
c~t.ed pseuq_oTX)tentialKni9!ltshi~!:EarclInetersfor

~19sn in -t:be nobl_emet,al-ttn_sy§_tems

----r----~ --' -----
en 2

Y A (k)
ystem at.% of

--y~(~)
1 + 'i,A(k} l'iAB(k,cn) 1 + r, + b. r2?p

noble metal
--....~.... - - .- ._._._-

0 492.1 0.781 0.061 I 0.842 414.5
10 '509.1 0.784 0.055 0.839 427.3
20 525.6 • 0.766 0.072 0.838 440.4
30 541.9 0.804 0.029 0.833 451.3

a 40 558.1 0.819 0.013 0.832 464.3
I 50 574.6 0.835 0.002 0.837 481.0
031 60 591.8 0.847 0.002 .0.849 502.7

I 70 610.3 0.862 0.010 ,0.8i2 532.1.
80 630.8 0~869 0.025 0.895 564.3, 90 654.4 0.874 -0.006 0.869 568.4
- - __,;..,_._

\

l~ 0 492.1 0.181 0.061 0.R42 414.5
10 530.2 0.788 0.061 0.848 449.7

,~

20 563.6 0.833 0.027 0.860 484.9
"30 593.7 0.864 0:612 0.876 520.2

40 621.6 0.8'11 0.020 0.891 554.0
~ 50 648.1 0~928 -0.008 .0.919 595r9
I ~

60 673.7 0.970 -0.'021 0.949
831

639.3
,<.4'" L006

+
70 698.9 -0.023 0.983 687.0
80 724.3 L040 -0.030. 1.010 731.4." ...... ""

90 l50.4 1.064 -0.081. ,.. ,0.983 738.0
-,~ -

0 492.1 0.781 0.061 . 0.842 414.5
10 532.3 0.784 0.061 0.845 4~.0
20 568.7 0.831 0.023 0.854 485.8..
30 602.•9 0.862 O.OCJ7 0.869 523.9'

..~ 40 635.7 0.877 0.011 0.888 564.3
I 50 667.9 0.918 0.001 0.919 614.1
all . 60 700.5 0.962 o.ooa 0.965 676.3

.,70 734.0. 0.997 0.028' 1.025 752.3
80 769.3 1.031 0.048 1.079 830.1, 90 807.2 1.054 -0.004 1.050 847.5

...

s
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Table 5.12------
Corl1Putedpseu0.onntential Kniqht· shift ~arneters for_- ._ ____,..~ ::::;;L::. .__ . -.------ .-----.---

1-- --_----
S3' y2

A
(k)

System at.% of Nk<<;)noble meta]

0 ~67.l
10 448.8

20 433.9

30 421.2
b3 40 409.9
I

81 50 399.5

I
60 389.7

70 380.1

80 370.7

90 361.2

0 467.1

10 ' 453.0

20 441.6

30 432.0
~ 40 423.7
I"

81 ~ 50 416.3 .

60 409.5

I 70 403.2

OC> 397.2
iii

90 391.5--

- ---
I + LA (k) b.AB (k,S3> 1 + L + b. ~1PF

_. --.-- i-'----
1.480 -0.140 1.340 625.9

1.497 -0.045 1.453 652.0

1.484 -0.006 1.478 641.3

. 1.465 -0.017 1.449 610.2

1.438 -0.022 1.416 580.5

1.409 -0.020 1.389 555.0

'1.376 -0.009 1.367 532.6

1.337 0.008 1.344 511.0

1.257 0.044 1.301 482.1

1.276 0.035 1.311 473.5
__L_

1.400 -0.140 1.340 625.9

1.503 -0.083 1.420 643.2

1.496 .-0.039 1.456 643.2

1.486 -0.032 1~454 628.3-
,

1.475 -0.041 1~434 607.5

1.465 -0.049 1.416 589.2 'I
1.448 -0.047 1.401 573.6 I

I1.432 -0.041 1.392 561.1

1.412 -0.027 1.385 550.1

1.393 .-0.013 1.380 540.3
".

Before discussing the alloy results it is .instructive at this stage to point

out ..the discrepancy in the pure metal values of 'Y,2A{k)/C
2betWeen the 'present

, .

results. and those recently obtained 'by Heigh'Vlayand Seyn'Our(25>. 'l'he values

of y2A(k)/C
2 ·obta.ined by them for In, Sn,c.'u and Na.are 646.3, 576.2, 467.3

and 178.9 respectively. Tables 5.9, 5.101 5.11 and 5.12 show that their

value? are considerably nigher for In and Sn than 'the present values. rfhe
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reason for this difference lies in two factors, the first and mostimpor-

tant are the values of Rno(0) used by Hei.ghvlayand Seymour. In their

calculation these were obtained at the smallest r value listed in He...rman

and Skillman instead of extraJ:X)lating R (r) to r = o. Clearly theseno
values will be in error and this could be as much as 10% for sane elaTents.

The second factor is that instead of expressing the plane wave in

spherical harrronf.cs , it was written

ik.r ~ . 2'e - - = 1+ ~".~ - (~.~)
2

In their calculation only tenus up to k2 were Included. It maybe

simply shown t hat neglect of these higher terms is justified. Ha'lever

markeddiscrepancies· were found in. scxrevalues of the overlap :integral

Bn.l!.(k), equation 5.26, between the present results and those of Heighway
\

and Seyrrour. 'rhe reason f or this is not known at present' but a detailed

COITparisonof the t wo calculations: ought to reveal the cause of the

discrepancy. Calculations of y2A (k) /c2 for a range of pure metals will be

undertaken shortly using PW theory allCMinga more extensive conpardson'

with ~eighway and Seymour Is values.

d . 1 th .' edictdons If l"\n fIlS andThe pseu opotent~a eory pr ct~ons 0 H4For In

l19sn as:a funct.ion o! noble metal concerrcracdcnare plotted in figures

5.6 and 5. 7 respectively. In the noble.metal-indium syste:ns, c:unparison

with the experimental Kvariation in figure 3.9 showsthat th,: t-..heOl:Y

always predicts a ·larger. effect than is observed, though for eu - In the

results are ~ agreement up to ~40%Cu. For Ag - In and Au -. In.the

th,eoretical pre::1ictions are too large by facto~s of 3 and 2 respectively.

HoweverI al 1 o f the other features of the experimental results are repro-

duced by th~ theory. The observed K(115rn) always increases with increas:ing

noble metal concentration, the magnitude being gr<?atest for Au - In and

smallest for CU- In. "The theory produces just this behaviour. However
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the other prominent feature in the observed K(115In) is the turnover

between 40 and 60%of noble metal concentration. This behaviour is

predicted by the theory 1 t hough always at a higher concentration of

.noble metal and is not so marked especially for the Ag - In and CU- In

systems.

COmparisonOf the observed and pre:Ucted results for K(1l9sn),

figures 3.4 and 5.7, show that,thethoory gives results which are approxi-

mately three times too large for all three systems. Howeverthe other

features are reproduced, in that K(119Sn) increases with concentration of

noble metal and the magnitude of the variation is largest for Au - Sn

and anal lest for cu - Sn. iUso t..~eup'..mrdcurve in the observed results

for Au - Sn i.s predicted by the theory. As in the noble metal-indium

systems, the theory predicts a turn over in K(119Sn) at high noble metal'
-:-

concent.rations. It would be of interest to extend the measurements In

these systems to higher noble metal concentrations to see if K(119sn)

does in fact flatten out a s predicted. At the highest concentration

measured AU'-21%Sn,K(119Sn) is in fact still increasing rapidly.

For K(63CU}in both the CU- In and CU- Sn systems the predict.ed

variatjon is in the opposite direction to that observed experimentally; can-

"pare ; figures 3.3 and 3.8 with figure 5.8

A number 0 f approximat.Ions have been made in the theory which

could. cause both the p:redicted variations and absolute values of K to be

- in error. Inspectlon of tables 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 shows that the major

contribution to the variation of nPF cares fran y2A (k)/c2 • Now y2A (k)

chan.ges with cxmposf.tdon v ia the variation of ~ while .C2 depends on the

average ionic volurre nt\B' Both~,.and nAB have been calculated on the

assumption that the alloy densat.Ies vary linearly between the pure metal
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values. Ha-iever since the OP'v'V factor is so sensitive to the values of Y"p

and n~Bused, this assumption is probably not adequate. unfortunately

densi ty roeasuremeu+sIn these alloys are not yet available ••

In this connection it is appropriate to consider the change in

K with temperature in the liquid. Figure 3.2 shows the varf.at.ion of

1«119S11) in sale liquid Au- S~ alloys, while figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7

show hOlI the temperature coefficient of K(115In) change sign beyond the

turn over. I n order to try and predict this behaviour the above calcu-

lations must be performed at different te:nperatures. A variation in

S"2PF would be expected. to ~ esul.t; from the variation of ~ .and n with

ternperature. Again in order to calculate the 1<p and n variations densf, ....

ties measured a s a function of t emperature are required. It is hoped \

to make density measurements in these and other systems in the near future,

Another approximation lies in the use of a local pseudopotential

to represent the solvent a nd solute ions \tlhereasa non-local pseudoporen-

tial ought to be used. P'v show that this' is not too serious' for simple

metals sdnce the high q Fourier ccmponents of ~ (9.) and ~ (g) are suppressed

in the integrations over q in the present calculation. If the values of
~ .

QI>Fare canbined with Xpvalues given in t:mle 5.1, for pure In and Sn, the

K value obtained agrees fairly well ;..,it.J."1that observed experimentally. This

agreerrent however is not reproduced for CUwhere an excessively large
.. .

value of nIp is obtained. As previously mentioned this is probably due to

the neglect of the strong s-d hybridization ...1hich will require a non-local

pseudoJX)tentia1 representation if agreement v-Tith eXperirrentis to be forth-

. ccming. '.. (26)Th,is problem has been fully discussed by H~isan whc prOposes

a non-local pseudopotential for' the transition am noble metals, though j.t

is =.easy to see how"these could be incorporated into the calCulation.

He does obtain however a total' form factor for Cu, .madeup of a screensd

hybridization form factor and pseudopotential form factor. MJriarty(27)
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has recently extended Harrison Is M>rkand calculated form factors for the

noble metals at both solid and 1iquid densities. His calculation

includes the full non-local character of the ordinary pseudopotential tenus

and additional hybridization tenus without epprccdmat.ion, HO\tVe'Verbecause

a Knight shift calculation requires all the matrix elements,of a potential

and not just those be~en Fermi surface states, a single. form factor

cannot aeequately take account~of the non-locality.

Perdew(private oomnunication)has sUggesteda s~le formof an

energy dependentpseudopotential bY using a concentration dependentvalue
o { 2 02of the Ashcroft core radius given by Rc=' Rc 1 - Cl. (k F - k F)}' where

koi--
F _." ."",'

ROC and kOF refer to the pure liquid meta}.a nd Cl. is an additional para-

meter characteristic of the FUI'emetal. Thevalue of Rc at 0;11 a.ppropriate

concentration and for a particular nucleus M>uldthen be used in Ashcroft<3

local pseu:iopotential expression and PF calculated as already described"

Recently Jena et al. (28) have successfully calculated the Knight shift In

Cdas a functdon of tanperature using a non-local pseudopotential and it is

envisaged triat, such p::>tentialswill be used 'in predicting alloy Knight

shifts in the near future. Also ina very recent paperEl.-Hanany and Zarnir
.. .-

have accounted fairly well for the variation and magnitudeof ffi>Fin solid

and 1iquid CUby a semi-quantitat! "le consideration of the s-d hybridizat.ion

and i ts volume dependence,

Another possfhle source of error is that the core functions of

Hemanand S<illmanused in this calculation do not take into aCOOl.n1t

relativistic effects, whichare probably important for the heavier elements.

Howeverit is thought that the effects are probably small for In, Sn and Cu

which do not lie particularly 'high in the periodic table.
"
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The assumption that the partial structure factors Iij (K) in fhe

alloy are identical is certainly not correct. 'rhis could be rectified

without too much difficulty by incorp:>rating the I~ . (K) of Ashcroft and
.LJ

I..angreth (29) into the calculation. HoweverPV1have found that for the

alY.:ali-aL'k:al.ialloys, the use of partial structure factors only changed

their results by ~3%~.Ur.l:il they have been used for the present

alloys, it is not c lear by how muchthe present, results '\<JOuldbe chanced,
. , .-

It has been assumed throt.;ghout this work that the change and

magnitude of ~F has been due only to th.e direct hyperfine s-contact

interaction. As mentioned earlier there will be other contributions due

to orbital effects and core polari$ation terms ,mch may make a positive

or negative contribution to the Knight shift. For example Hahanti and

Das(30) have calculated. that the core polarisation contribution is +18%,\

+23%and +26%of KS in Cs, Rh and Na respectively. HOtJeVerDickson(31)

has estimated ,that the Kot.~ oontribution to Ks for l19Sn is probably

only a fB-Iper cent while Rossini and Knight estimate that for l15In this

is --0.1 K. 'r he discrepancy between the observed and present calculatlons~ s
of Ynight shifts justifies the ne.glect of these small, additional terms.

§_~1?1: 'J.'h\?initial" changes In K(115In) and K(119Sn) due to alloying

with the noble metals have been quantitatively reproduced using a partial

wave analysis of the electron scattering fran a screenedfroo. at-m potien-

. 115 119tial .to calculate ffi>F. :'he varfatdon of K( In) and K( Sn) across the

range of concentration has been semi-quantitatively reproduced using a

pseudoPJtential calrulation of QPF. The agreement obtained by both methods

indicates that the calculations In principle are correct and that the

approximations made are not grossly in error. The spin susceptibility

data listed in tables 5.1 and 5.2 show tha.t Xp increases onil110ying In or

.'
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or Sn with a noble metal. CombiningQPFvalues with these Xp's gives a

total Knight shift for 115rn and l19Snwhlch is generally larger than

that observed. The theoretical estimates of QPFfor K(63Cu) in the

CU- In and CU- Sn systems are less enoouraging in that in all but one

case they fail to p zedi.ct; the correct sign.. The reason for this

failure is thought t obe dne to the strong s-d hybridization which has
t ..

not been taken into account , That this will affect K(63CU)more serdous ly

than . K(119sn) or 1< (115In) is evident fram the absolute values obtained for

K, wI:icb.are gocx1f or In and Sn but poor for cu. In order to improve

the theoretical est.iInates for K(63CU),as vlell as for K(1~5rn) and K(119sn)

in these alloys, a treatment which takes account of the hybridization mist

be made. As a first step towards accounting for these effects the s:IJTlJ.-,+e
Shc:.uld

energy dependent pseudopotential suggested by Pe:r.de\\1h be used together·

with partial structure factors for these alloys. Other improvementswill

cane t..men density measurements have been madeon these alloys which will

give rrore reliable k]. values and atamcvolumes. These rrodifications~y

be fafr ly -easf.Iy incorporated into the present pseudopotential calculation

and it is envisaged that they \Olil1be carried out in the near future.

Finally relativistic ~re functions and reliable Xpvalues are required.

Howeverit is excremely tmlikely that the XpValues Will becomeavailable

from CESR and therefore the assumptions madewhenextracting X fran. p

the ~otal susceptibility must be carefully examined, especially for·the

noble metals and t.'eir alloys •

....
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CHAPI'ER SLX

6.1 Introduction

In nearly all liquid metals and.alloys the dcmtnant; contribution

to the relaxation rate ~ arises from the magnetic hyperfine interaction.
. ' '•

HCMeverthere are two other magnetic contribut ions Hhich arise due to

orbital and core polarisation effects. Obata(1) has sha-m.that th<:!'re-

laxation rate due to the orbital motion of .the p-electrons is gi\~en

approximately by

RIo b = 4n (y y fi2)kT.N (EF><1/r3>.r "11 en 0
6.1

In fact this contribution turns out to be smaIl for' all elarents and may

therefore be neglected. The relaxation rate due to ,exchange core polari-

sation is given by(2)

6.2

The largest estimate of K in any metal is Kcp'= 10.25I\·1 which gives~ .- cp S

R. Q 0.02 R. I which is smaller than a typical error in relaxation t.ime-lcp -u , "',
measurements , Similarly it has been shownthat the dipole-<ii:pole, pseudo-

exchenqe and pseudo-dipolar contributions to Rlarevery small (3) •

The relaxation rate due to the magnetic 'hyperfine interaction is

given by

R' = 4nk Yn i Ks4rK(CL).1M - {--}
'11 Ye

6.3

CalcUlations of the electron-electron correction factor K(CL) have'vF.l.'t:ied
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,
with thec:hoice of V (gl1:he electron-electron interaction potential~,

Nara~ and Weaver(4)obtained K(a} as a :Qmctionof a by assuminga

spherical ~nni surface and- V(g) is a oonstant, i.e. V. is a a-function
, (5)"

in real space. M:>rerecently Shaw and Warren ' have used a more realistic

nacenttlll dependent V(g) arid obtained K(a) , for the alkali metals •. Rossini

am Knight(3) have frrunathat for In, Ga, Sb and Rh a value 'of K(a) = 0.75
, '

gives a tlOOd fit withexperJ.me\lta1.,~' data and suggest. ,that this 'value may

generally apply for all l!~~.' ~ El Hananyand Zamir(~)

have recently found that for liquid CU at its melting point a value of

-.

K(a) = 0.64 nore adequately describes theiJ;":results. DIuation 6.3

reasa1ably describes the, obServed relaxatim rates in a hu:nber of liquid

~~ and' alloys andinpartieular.~ (119Sn),fortl1e pcblemetal-tin

systans consideredhere.' ~ t:here exists alal.'ge ~ of experi- I c,. .. .', . "'" . . . .:'..:.." . .. .

mental relaXation rate data, in~cularthat £orthe noble metal-

iOOiun alloys, which is notaoc:x>UIlb:lCifor SO~Y',~ RiM. <~t invariably
, ' ,

these systans have nuclei ,wi~ 1>%and it' is'rD1. well established that .:

dy.namic electric quadrupole interactionsoontr1bute to the observed rel~ation
.. . " -,

rates ~ard insane cases dan!nate the,'~' magnetic process. '!'he

~lar relaxation 1\0 is brought about by:the ~lingof, the nuclear'

,~ie nanent wit:(lthe tine, dependent electric field gradients which

exist in a liquid metal. The sources of the electric field graQientsare

two-fold, the most important is the thennal nnlulat,ion of the.screened

iooiq charge around the pucleus by diffusional IrOtionwhile the second .Is
. . . '. .'

due to the direct nuclear in~action with the ob.nd.uctionelectron charge•
.~ . ~. " . .

A~ have recen'tl:Ybeen 'mad~ to calculate t.\1e', ~O ccntribution 'in liquid
, ' , I .',' ,

met:alsand alloys and have had sate l!leab"'Ut'e of success. A disC"usSion of

~ c alcUiations is defetredtJi?,til sectionS 6.3 cmd'6~4.

•
The relaxation :r ate' data for the nobl~ ~-tin and indium
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systens are oonsidered to arise only from Ii.M and R1Q,all other contribu-

" tions being negligibly small.

6.2 Discussion of Experimental data

6.2.1 Noble metal..ot:in:systems S.incel19Sn has a spin of ~ ,
'. l~ " "there will be no quadrupolar contributl.on: to RI( Sn}, which should be

'\. :
" ll9" ' " ,a:npletely described by RlM(, Sn).' No pulse measurements of relaxation,

"time were made and the rates were therefore calculated fran the Lorent-

zian line widths ~v,using' the relation

"- '

~v ::,1 • 1 I

,13'JF T2
6.4

trmere it was assurtmthatTl = T2 int:hepu:reliquid metals and alloys. "

, 'R:t (ll9Sn) in pure liquid Sn neasured in this way agreed Withinexper1menfal

error with the Clirect measurementS' of Dicksal(7). Figure 3.10 shcMs' that

AB(119Sn), and thUs ~(1l9sn) increases as, a £unction of temperature in all ",

the gold-tin alloys. This tES1pE!raturedeperrlence follCMSfmn' equation 6'.3

am." :is due to an increasing nurrber'of electxons about, the Fel:mi level· .
'.. '. ,- • I' ,

CDrtributingto the relaxation piocess.. Figure6.1 show'sthe variaticnof
119 ':', ' '" " "

~ ( Sn) as a functiono f concentration dn the noble' metal-tin alloys 'and

~(119Sn) calculated~ran the measured Knight shifts usin9 equation 6.3.

In plotting RlM(119sn)it was assuxredthat R(a) = 1.0 and Rother = O.

Dickson fown that for Sna value of R(a) = 0.80 was required to 'fit. ' •

. l1H(l19Sn) to 11.(119~) as measured, with Rother = O.Agreem:m.tw1th1n

'~ , exper.btental,error is obtained between ~(ll9Sn) and ~(l19Sn) 'shCMing.that

. the relaxatiooisprobablyerttirely magnetic in 'origin and thus R:i
Q

Cl19Sn) = O.

6¥2. 2 ,Noblemetal-indimn systems Pulse 'meCi$UI'ements ,of
115 " ,

RI( In) were made across the CU- In S}isternarid~ a selected ,n'l.mlber of

Ag-.In and Au .; In allays. ~ are shown in figures 3.15, 3..16 and 3.17.,
115 '

Rl(?D) neasurE!l1alts fran the l!ne widths obtained for all the noble metal
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t •.

irrlium a lloys agreed within experirre:ntal error with those obtained fran ·the
. . (8)

present, pulsed rooasuranentsand 'also those of Rossini. Howeverthe errors

on the pulse RI(115In) rooasurementsweremuch greater than those obtained
115 " .

fran the line widths and consequently the RI( In) data plotted are obtained
, 115fran the line widths. Figures6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5, 6.6, 6.7 show RI( In)

plotted across the concentration, range ~ gold-indium, silver-indium and'

~:i.ndiun at two t:enpn"a~es, 'together with the magnetic hyperfine

o::ntribltion, RIM(115~),. The latter was ob~ by assuning t:hc-"lt

KCa)= 0.75 for l15In across the oanplete range of concentration for all

. three systems. This may be in error, particularly for the Cu ~ In system

where K(a) has been found,to be 0.64 for pure liquidCu at its IOOlting

ppint. HcMeverWarren and wemick(9) 'found that KCa)'=0.78 for. liquid

Au - 66%Inwhich suggests that the preSent assumpticmis areascnable one~

laJaini and Knight(3) have shown that f~r l15In in pure liquid indium,

Rother=- -O.1Ks and in the presenttl:'eatnent it has been assURed that this .
, "f " ',ill .is the case across the whole range 0 exmoentration. Sinqe In has

. I = 9/2 there exists the possibility· that ~' is a quadrupo+ar cx:ntribu-- ~ . " , , -' . .

tion to Rr ( In) in these sys~. Figures 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and

6.7 all sha-l that 11. (115m) cannot ~accounted far by ~Cl15In) alooe .

and that 11.0(115In)Im,19tcontribute importantly to the relaxation.Sub-

traction of Ru.tcl15m) fran Rr (115In) gives RrOCl15In), the quadrupolar .

oontribution to the relaxation. Incxnsidering c:xmtributions to there-

laxation it would be advantageous.to be. able to separateexperinental.ly the

- observed relaxation rate uniquely into its magnE¢icandquadrUpolarparts.

Unfor:blnately this is possihleo nlyfor ele:nents with two measurable

magnetic isotopes such as Ga or Sb. Warrenand Clark(10) have done this for

Sb and I nSb and give a detailed. description of the. method •

. -. . Figures 6.2, '.4 ~ ..6.6 sl1.o,.t that at a t.a:tperature6OK above the
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liquidus I1M(l15In) dcminates in all of the gOld-indium and silver-indi,um

alloys, though in a f€M 0 f the copper-indium alloys RIQ(115In) danil'llltes

the relaxation •. The dramatic drop in 'Rr(1l5In) at .Cu- -, 20%In is o:mf~d

both by direct pulse measuremants and line width data •.. 1\ (63Cu) wa..c;

measured using pulsed NMR in only three Cu - rich Cu - In alloys and these

rates agreed within ~.iIrental error with· those calculated fran the line
1

~ '63
widths. However the experimen~error on ~ ( CU) was oons~derable as

63 . .figure 6.8 shCMS, where RlM( ~) plotted as a functwn of ooncentration
• ~'. I

has been obtained by assuming~t; lbther = 0 and K(a) = 1.0., l~le the
, . (6)

fOll1ler'assumption is' adequa:J:e, El HananY, anP..,Zam:i.r have ShCMn,that the

latter c~y is not. :In view o~. the.·large errors involved this factor
. 63

~ not incorporated into the pr~t'estima~on of RIMe Cu). El Hanany
63 63

and Z amir also find fran their K ( CU) anq, R.l, ( Cl?-) data ~ pureCu tha~

the only siginficant re1axatiq'l ~cbanism P+esent~s the magnetic l}.yperfine

one' even though a quadrupolar cx:>ntributi~n is IX'~ible since .for 63CUI' = j 2.
The present data COIifinn 'this ,but on alloying CU,with In, Rl-(63Cu) and .'

RrMC63Cu) diveJTge at hi~. In concentrations suggesting that l1.Q (63Cu) begins

to ~ .i.n¥;x>rtant. In v iew of the errors incurred in the Rr (63Cu)
measuretents b:1Never these will not be oonsidered further and the discussion

" . ". l~ .'
which followE? is devo;ed to RrQ( In~ in the noble Il1etal.-indium,alloys.

6.3 Ouad:r1.1fX?larrelaxation in pw;-emetals

The two factor_:; whiCh deternrl.ne the magnitude o~ the quadrupolar

interaction are the nuclear quedrupole narent Qand electric. fiel.d gradient

q. The electric field gradient at nuclei in solid and l~quidmeta1s arises, .
fran external charges of either other ions or electrons, the nnstinqx>rtant

oontribution arising fran the electrons near.to the nucleus CX>l1cerned. The

difficulty in calculating ~. field gradients arises because of the UI1C(;to.rtainty

'"
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in representing the effect of the ions by a realistic screened potential.

Also the' field gradient is IOOdifiedby the distortion of the core elect:rons

due to these charges. This effect is ·takfim into acrount by IlUlltiplylngq

by(l - Yal) , where Yal is the Sternhei.ner anti-shielding factor. The factor

(1 - Yoo) maybe as large as 100 for the heavier elements, though its

determination is not straight forwardhoweverand only rough estimates of .

its magnitude have been made(11,12). The mst :importantsource of the. ....:.;'

time dependentelectric field ,cJradients responsible for quadrupolar re-

laxation in liquid znetals is the. thennal. IOOC:lul:ationof the ionic ch~

distributions around then ucleus by vibraticnal, rotational and diffusional"

motion. In solid netal.s .the lattice vibrati'QI'lSprovide the daninant

oontribution to the e lect.ric ,field gradientrooclulation, and for T>8Debye

i~ is fourn that RIOc:fI!2. ~ ha~ ,recently been verified by. Warren

andWernick(9) far the allOYsAu~ and'~,who'ShOW that the self ,~

diffusion and. defect' diffusion, provide negligible o:ntrib.:ttions to RIO .

in the ,sol!d.'1hey point out that in the· liquid this vibrational oontribu-

tion to ~O' which haspr~ly been ignored 0JUl.d well be significant .'

and estimate that it Constitutes approximately20% of .,'l1.o (115In) in liCNid

A~.

In a liquid'metal the oorrelation tiITe,for theDnalm:>tionis,

typically -r~'~ 10-11 ~c, so that at a Larm:Jur frequencyof "0 =elO'HZ

one is in the extreI~ narrowinglimit where wo-r«1. under these oonditialS

the quadrupolar relaxation rate has been shown to he (l3)

1\0 = 1 21 + 3.. { ~}J (0) ,
. 80 2 ' IiI (2I-l) . '

6.5

"

\\here J(w) is the Fourier tr~sfozmof the reduced oorrelation fmotian G(t)

, which is given by

*G(t)= F(t) P(t +.-r).
,..." "IF(t) j2 6.6

, ,
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If Gh) = exp{-'t/LC)' then J(w) =.2TC . and in the extrane narrowing .
2 2

1 + W LC

limit J{C.tlo) = J(O)e! 2 L 0 The quadrupolar relaxation then becores
c·

6.7

\. . i·t al (14) calculeted R in li id indoUsing equation 607 Rossm ee eu., cuia . IQ qu l.um

by considering the e}-ectric field gradient to be madeup of an ionic part: .YJI,t.

and a part due to the effect of the i~, on the. conductioo el.ectrons, They

approximated the structure of liquid indimn. to be bcx1ycentred cubic and

calculated the r .m,s •. electric field gradient produced bydev1ations of

the i OIlS at the lattice I'Oints fran the equilibrium values. They fourid.
that the electric field gradient had its largest o::>ntr.1butionfran the

.effect·· of ionic motion on the· p-oonductia1 electrons which were aSsumed

to bondcovalerrcly, The oorrelation time LC was deduced f~;",~ ex-

pr~Si6n involving the rom.s. jump distance, -e-; am the·~~ffusi6n

·OOitstant, D =: <r2> /6L '. ·Reasonable agreetent with exper.unentwas obtiiined. av c . .. .

using ·~ajump distance obtained fran the .~ distribution function.

The calculation of BorSa arid R1gamooti(15)assumed .that the

ef9"s were produced ~lely by the diffusing ionic ~es and neglected

o:mtributions fran the oorrluCtion electrons. which Rossini et al. found to

be 'so important. T hey represented the ion as an effective J?C?intcharge

Ze by a screened potential of thefonn V(;:) = Ze exp(..:a r) where the_ _ .. s
. . 2 2r' . . .
screening constant as is found fran as = 4ne NCEJ:.).Taking the effect

. of the ions on t he core e lectrons ~to -acoount using the Sternheimer
,

anti-shielding factor and using equation 604 with 6.5, Borsa and Riganonti

arrived at an expression for the q uadrupolarrelaxation rate, given by

6.8
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where d is the, closest distance of approach" N is .tl:W ion nmnber density.,.~
• .'1.)"1':,#\";-:': "

2 '3f(a d) =exp(-2a d) {9 + 37a d + 7(a d) + lea d) l. Using the aboves s -s - s - s4 22

expressions, Borsa and Rigarronti. obtained reasonable agreenent withexperi-

rrental I\Q values in ~number of Liquid metals using current values of·

D, d and Yoo.

. .

consider that the efg' s arise from·'different' sources, both trea:bnents

Though the treatment of RossW et~i. and Borsa and Rigarrontl
•

. ,
give reasonable agreerrentwith exper.inent which reflects the inherent.

uncertainty in both calculations.

5ho111 (16) ~crulatiClllof 11.0·is nore fundamental •. He incl'Des

long range. screening effects of the conducticn electrons using .an ionic

potential of the form V(=:) = A.cos 2y (1' - Yoo)•
(2V)3

6.9

~~.

The factor A(1 - Y ) was d eterminedfran experimental rreasuranents of the
. 00

static quadrupole' interactiOn in' the corresPonding solid .metal. ShoI~.·

expre~sicn forl1.Q is

~Q = 2I + 3 {A(l - Yoo)eQ ~ np(I1 + 2npI2),
I2 (2I - 1) Ii 750.

6.10

where II = r f (r)G(r)dr arid
o

I2 = ~ f(r)g(r)r2dr iG(r')dr' il{g(r) - I} P2(z)dz,
o -0 -1

6.11

. with fer) =(2~)2 7(~)2Sin (2Y) + {IS - e2¥)2}cos (ly)

.(2Y)S
r 00

~ ~o· \ 4 S I
and G(r) =!!.:l!U! f (r,)g (r) r dr + ro r!(r)g~ (r)dr},

r 0 r6 r
"

g er) .ts the familiar pair distribution function. In practiCe' II and I. 2
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are difficult to evaluate. Sholl obtains gocx1agreement for RIQ in liquid

In only if the 12 tenn is neglected •.

. Thec:arnron feature of· a 11 three treatrrents outlined above is ·that

the temperature dependence of RIQ canes in through D and o, though in
t

Sholls expression a slight dependence comes fran II and 12, The. Sholl
\

IOOdelhas more in carmon with that of Rossini et al. in that the mst sig-

nificant part; of the electric field gradient arises fran the thenual

rrodulation of the p -cxmduction electron charge in the vicinity of the

nucleus. A further mechanismwhich may produce quadrupolar relaxaticn

is the interactiqn between the nuclear quadrupole Il1Cl'Ientand the electric

field gradient 0 f the Fermi surface electrons. This oontribution was

found by Mitchell (17) to be approximately the. same magnitude as thE.t
. \

fran orbital and core polarisation effects and is therefore fairly snail.

The RIOdata as a functiaJ. of temper~ture ill liquid metals is

usually interprete1 In. terms C>~ the tsnperature·· deperrlence of the diffusion

coefficient D(T), such that 1\Qcx1. ; equations 6.6 and 6: 7 reduce to
D(T) ... -

such a dependence. Usually an Arrhenius fennis assumed suCh that

D = D ~(--Qjro') where Q=3Rr. Heighway(ll) recently obtaine1 R. (209Bi)om· ~~

_as a function of ~ature in pure l~quid Bi. Assuming 11.Q(209Bi)cx1. .' .. Dm
he -reasonably exp1aine1 the t~ature dependence of his data,

though his exper.iIrental error was. so large that :this exp1ana~ion could
115· . ....

not b e taken as conclusj.ve. However the 1\Q( In) values in pure liquid

indium 0 f Rossini and Knight (which agree with the· present data) shows that

the simPle relationship of RIOcxl i? not obeyed, as this in fact predicts
i ~ D(T}·

a rrore rapid decrease in 1\0 than is actually. observed. Warren and Wernick

have suggeSted that a .further· contribution to RIQ(115In):canes fran the

Vibrational ionic motions and that these must be inc1ude1 if.11.0 as a
'". '.,~. " ",:

. function oftanperature is to be adequately described.
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6.4 QuadruP2lar relaxation in all~s

As for the pure metals, the variation of ~Q with tertq?eJ:aturein'

a liquid alloy may be investigated byassum:ing that RIQ(T)a.!. and
. D(T)

Heighwayhas 0btained good agreementwith experiIrental

R1Q(209Bi) in the liq\lid alloys In ....50% Bi and Ph -60%Bi assuming

such a dependence. R:tQ(115In),was obtafned only at two t~ratures in ~t

the noble metal-indium systems and this prevented an investigation of an
115 '. 115

1\Q( In)al dependence, H~er the value of R1Q( In) was found to
D(T)

. decrease at hig11&temperatures in. all three systems as a oc:mparison of

figures 6.3, 6.5 and 6.7with 6.2, 6.4 and 6.6 shCMS.

The calculation of the ~ttia1magnitude of R:rQas aflmction o~

ooncentration in liquid a lloys is difficult. .The obser\red £eatlJres of

the 1\Q'behaviour in manyliquid biru!lry alloy sy.sta1\$' is' thatt.he magnit\Xie
, .

of l1.0 increases on alloYing and the V'Cilue passes tbrougha maximum around

the middle of the concentration range. I Figures 6.2, 6.4 and 6.6 sheM, .

RIQCll:_SIn)as a. function 0 f 'ocncentratioil~ the liquid gold-iIxlium, silver-

indium and oopper....indium systems respectively.' All three systems sh.ow
u

RIO(llSIn) increasing as indium is alloyed with the ooble metal and that
liS .. . . . . .' .' ." .

1\0 (In) passes through a maximum value"between 5O.am 70% of cxneentraticn

of noble metal. The magnitOOeof the increase in ~O(llSln). is.····greatestfor

CU ....In' and 1 east for Ag ....In. Warren am Wernick(9) have:~ggestecr 'that .
~ ~ .

1\0 inCreases on alloying due to the onset of rrolecular associatiOn. which

\\tiul.d lead to an increase in Tc and, as 'eqUation 6.7 slnws, an increase in

Rl~. If atanic associations were occuring at a particularooncentration

in aliqu!d. alloy s lZStanthen Tc ~uld be at its max.inu:nnvalueat this

oonceni:ration.and 'thaefore so ~uld RlO.Although the noble metal-indium

sys~ do contain .caI1pOU(lds .i..n the soliQ(see figures 4.4, 4.5,arrl4.6)
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the maximum values of R1Q(115In)observed here do not ooincide with these

canpounds. Further, as discussed in chapter four, the .Knight shift data

do not point. to t he existence of groupings in the liquid state and

K (115In) in these systens has been fairly \-Tellreproduced theo:retically by

assuming t he a lloys to be randan mixtures of the t~ canponents. An

~lanation 0 f RIQ(~15In) .in these sys~ :wD-ltherefore be sought in

the 1 ight 0 f t he two existiljg cal?J.latiotlS. of .~Q in l~quiQ.alloys ..

where both treatments in f act pl::edict a max.i.m.~m in RlQacross the r~ge

of concentration.

Heighway(11) has assumedthat the ally effect of alloyingwaa to

m:xUfythe electric field gradient by, ionic diffusion. By postulating the

liquid alloy to be face centred cubic with twelve nearest neighbours, he

calculated the extra electric field gradient at a host nucleus due, to

increasing numbers 0 f impurit:ies with valence Z· \'bere the host ion has

valence Z. His expression ,for the ·quadrupolar relaxation rate is

4 22 12 2
~.~ (1 - Too) {i!oPiq i}Tc'RlQ= ~ 2I + 3

40~(2I-l)
6.12

mere Pi is the probability that there are i impurity ions in a nearest

neighbour position, ql is the extra electric field gradient &le to tlle

added solute ions and the sumis taken.over .the. nearest neighbourpositians.

Heighwayonly evaluated the sumnation inside. ~ },)rackets..ard -found 1;hat the

. predicted curve for RlQwas approxirnat~ly parabolic in shape and passed
._ tl1l:ough a maximum at 50%of impurity concentration. Figures 6.2, 6.4and

6.6. ~ that Heighway's merleldoes not predict either the shape or the

. position of the maximain~Q(115In) observed in the noble metaJ.-indium

alloys.

Both the m::x:1ei0 f Heighwayand Sholl, which is to be discussed

shortl..Y, have {lSsumedthat RIQarises solely fran the diffuSional motion
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(10) 115of the ions. Warrenand Clark have recently measuredl1.Q ( In) ,

~Q (~lSb) and R1Q(123Sb)in the liquid alloy In - 5O%Sband found ,that

contributions to the electric field gradient fran the Fenni surface .
115 t: 121

electrons are i rrp:>rtant. Their rreasuranents of l1.Q ( In) and .l1.Q ( :Sb)

as a function of temperature in the liquid y.Jeremarkedlydifferent. Since

Q and (1 - Yoo) are nearly equal for In and Sb the effect of the diffusing

ions should have ~able magnitude f<?rboth species. They concluded

that theoontribution to the electric field gradient from the Fenni

surface p-electrons were important and. that In -50%Sb retains a mem:>ry

of its oompound which exists in the solid.

A nore rigorous and fundamental approach to the.p:roblan has been

taken by Sholl (private c::Cmrunication)whobas extended' his theory for

pure rretalsin a straight forward way "t9 calculate l1.Q in alloys. His

theory gives a final expression for the quadrupolar relaxation rate as

In the~above .expression c is the inpurity cx:tlcentration·and DA·and DBare .

the diffusion constants for type A and. B ions respectively. Unfortunately

there is very little experimental data on alloy diffusion constants, which
. ... .

in sene systems bave been fou n,ld to changeby a factor of 2 across the

cxmcentrat~anrange. I1 and. I2 are similar to th.~"integralsdetined in

equation 6.11 but are medified for a particular alloy system: In particular

this requires triplet oorrelation ftmctions, one of mich is gm (ro,r2)

which is the probability of finding A type ions at ro and ri given an ion .

A at the origin. In practice theSe are very difficult to determine

though they ..maybe obtained in a less accurate formusing the superposition

approximationwhere they are"written as the proauctof 3 two-body correlation
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fl.IDctions. The term a. is defdned by % = oqA' where qAand qB are ,the electric-'

field gradien~ at the A am B nuclei respectively. Due to the presfmt d"~~c»(~

in obtcJi('ll~'- II and I2 and the indetenninacy of qAand qB' only an Emp'irical

fit of equation 6.13 \'lith the experimental data is p:>ssihle at present.;: '

HoweverD. S. M:x:>re(private c.orrmunication)has found that the magnitude and

position a cross the 'Concentration rang~ of ,the maximan in ~Q observed
\

~irrentally maybe fitted tG the Sholl theory by varying the parameters

0. and I l/!2 in a consistent way., His work, '~ich is still, in the

preliminary stage, reveals that 0. shows no systematic variation with either ,
-,
atcmi.c number 0 r valence ratio of the two alloy elements. The present

data of ~Q (115In) in the noble m~tal-indium alloys bear" out' his findings

where a. needs to be largest for CU - In and smallest for Ag ... In in order

that the theory predict the maximum and mininum magnitudes of 1\Q(115In)\ in

the Cu - In and h;J - In systems respectively. The calculations are at all

early s~ge and await a full evaluation of Il am I2 together with calcula-

tions of qA and % and experi1Ientaldiffusion coefficients before meaninq-

ful oanparison of the theory and experiment is p:>ssible.

S~

'!'he experimental relaxatioo. rate data for, l19Sn in ,cUI of the

noble metal-till a lleys are accounted for by' the magnetic hyperfine oontribu-

tions RlMCl19Sn), where it is assumed that the electron-electron enhance-

mant'K(a.) == LO and K .&..~~_ = O. The total relaxation rate in the ncble metal-Ou~ ,
:41dium alleys could only be accounterl for with a magnetic COtltr1rution to

the relaxation Rll>1Cl15In)and a quadrupo'lar' oontribution 1\Q(115In).

Reasonable values of 1\0(115In) in these systems were obtained ,by subtracting
lIt; , " 115'

fran 1\( -In) the magnetic tenn ~( Inl, where it was as~ed"t.l)at

K{o.)= 0.75 and. KOth~ = o.lKsacross the concentration range. IJ.O(115rn)
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increased on alloying In with a noble metal giving a maximumbetween 50 and

70 at •% of noble metal concentration. The simple nodel of Heighwaywas

unable" to predict \'lib'1 any accuracy either the position or the magnitude

of the variation in RIQ(115In)~ Although atomic association in ~e liquid

could result in a maximum in ~Q (115In), the Knight shift evidence for these

systems does not support this view. The Sholl theory, though it has not

been appl.Ied specificcD.ly to these alloys is ,able to predict both the position
. 115 '. . .' \ '., "

and magnitude of l1.Q( In), ro-rever the theory is at present only

applicable on a semi-quantitative basis.

Clearly tl1erEi is, a need for inprovement in the calculation of
-

RIO in both pure liquid metals and alloys and in particUlar to inclu:1e

vibrational effects as well as Fermi Surface electronoontributions, both

of which seen to contribute importantly to quadrupolar relaxation raW.
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CHAPrER SEVEN

THE CESIOM-OXYGEN SYSTEM

7.1 .Introduction

The importance of the existenc~ o£oxygen in the corrosion
, /

processes of manymetals used tea' contain alkali netals is fully recognised

but the detailed role played.by the oxygenis not understood. The present;

workwas initiated. in support of the investig_ation by Kendall(1) of the

fonn in which oxygenexists in the liquid alkali rretals. Kendall measured

the Hall effect in. a number of liquid cesium-oxygenalloys and successfully

interpreted his data using a free electron rncdel in which blo electrons are
. . .. . . . I

removed f ran the conduction band for each oxygenion added. He concluded

therefore that oxygen in liquid cesium exists in. t:h.e fonn of 0--ions. Knight

shift (K) rneasuranents offer the opportunit..y of. distinguishing between. the

metal atans fOnning a regular oxtdeJn solution and those solvated as a

charged species. In the first case I{ would be expected to remain unaltered

. fran that of the pure metal of those nuclei not involved in oxide fonnation,

while the oxide fOnningnuclei would show a zero Shift. In the second case'

K for···all nuclei woulc}be shifted. belC1llthat ·in ·the, pure metal ·due t6ramoval·. .

of electrons fran the oonduct Ion band and the redistribution of electrons

to screen the negative oxygen ions .. Cesiumwas chosen because-the solubility

of oxygen in liquid cesium is muchhigher than in. the Other .alkalimetals and

:further13~Cs. exhibits a strong resonance signal due to. its :large.:isOtopic'.

'abundance and magnetic manent. <,

7.2 ~:J.rMntal results

MeasUrementshave been madeof K(1:33CS)and tJf(l33CS) in pure
"" ... . . .

liquid cesiumnetal, in liquid cesiumeon.taining approximately 12at. % .

oxygen and in solid Cs20. Themetallic speciarenswere prepared by imnersing
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the molten samples under paraffin wax in a sealed ampouleand then shakfug

to produce a fine dispersion, the resulting droplets having diarreters less

than the r. f. skin depth. Themaasuranents '~:te madeon a Varian spectre ...

mater as described in O1apter 2. The results are given beloo in table 7.1.

The 1ine widths in both metallic specirrenscou1d be close1yapproximatedl
\

by" Lorentzian functions' and that in Cs20 by a ,Q;.ussian.
, .

-,

Table 7.1

l33Cs :Knightshifts (K) and line widths em)'.

Specim:m K(133cS)(%) 1.eK m Terrp.
CIf (gauss) (K) \

Cs 1. 443(:lO.022) ° 1.l6{±O.OS) 309±1
"

Cs - 12%0 1.303(±o.020) --0.81 1.3O(±o.OS) 3l2±3
, .

Cs20 ° - 4.4 293±1
, , ,

-- -

"

Oneresonance only was observed in the Cs-12%Ospecimen and this ,showeda

shift "of about· 90% of ilhat in pure cesium. An extended search for a further

resonance in this\ s peciIren at the positicn of that in Cs20produced no

,detectable signal. A c:::arparisonof the signal strength obtained i-nder

identical cx:>n.ditionsin cs,_0 indicated that not nore than 1 part in 40 of

'_ the cesium in ,t;heCs-l2%0 s peci.trenwas in the farm of Cs20. 1\ similar

'S~ch showed no resonance at, the position of pure Cs in this S'anple.

7.3 DiscuSsion-_"-
The fact that ~ l33es nuclei in Cs-12%O give a single resonance

'"
'with at Shift ,slightly less than that, in the pure metal, is a clear indication '
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that the oxygen atCInS>go into cesium as dissolved ions and that there is no

oxide formation. This change of shift is in fact quite ccmparable with that

observed when the alkalis ~'re alloyed with metallic solutes such as

H Tl I, (2)g, or-I) • The magnitude of the observed change in K offers the

possibility of determining the degree of. ionisation of the oxygen atoms and

in- p articulax of distinguiShing between 0- and 0- • The Knight shift: is

proportional to the prcx1uct of l'F and" Xp am. the dlange in shift with solute

concentration is given by equation 5.02. _ '!he spin susceptibility in'the

.free electron approx:imari~ W¥ch should pe .a<;lequate:.for a liquid alkali
3 -3 ' ',... .

metal, is given by Xp aN Q , where electron-electron and e~ectrOn-iq.n inter-

actions have been neglected. Thevolurre change on adding Oxygenmay be

deduced fran the density data obtained by Kendall and the change in N fran
\

the c oncentratian and assumed dlarge of the oxygen ion. This yields values

for 1.c5K.of0.0 for 0- (the effects of the changes .in N and V fortuitously
c~ _ .

cancelling) and -0.47 for 0 • The possibility of a change in the enhance-

went of Xp due to the electron-electron interaction (3) has been neglectec(since

this i~ not thought to have a strong dependence on 'elec.tron density. The

product QpF wi~l change due to tile electrostatic screening of the oxygen

ions by the ronductian electrons. In Chapter five it was shown that using
. - . ..... '.
a partial wave analysis of the impurJ.ty.scattering the change ID the solvent

SlPFvalue per unit atonic roncentration of solute ion is given by

7.1

As no experfrrentaf data for ion distributions are ~vai1ab1efor this systEn,

the hard sphere stzucture f actor of Ashcroft and Lekner for a pure liquid

alkali metal is used and the values afaR. and f3R, so obtained are listed in

table 5.6 As before, two model potential representations of the solute are.'
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used to find the phase shifts, YR,.Takingvolurredilatation into account
, - -....

the Friedel sumz values were -1.57 and~2.57 for 0 and 0 'respectively.

Whenusing the square potential barrfer the yR,'s are usually determinedby

ascribing a width to the barrier and tbP...11 adjusting the height until the

Friedel sumrule is satisfied. In the absenceof a specificv.alue for the

ra~ius of an oxygenim in cesium, the ~R,'swere first calculated by taking,
-- . -10, ,', (4)'

the 0 value of 1.4 x 10 m ~ound~ Tsai et a1. for solid Cs20. For

this width howeverit was i mpossihleto find a barr'Ier height Such.that the

YR,'s satisfied the sumrule. Instead, 'therefore, three trial values were.~
ascribed to the width of the barrier for whichit was possible to choose

hei~hts which all~ the ,sumrule to be satisfied. The result \'las that for

0- and 0-- separately the three sets of phase shifts for the different

canbinations of barrier height and width were identical and,thus so long

as the sum'rule is satisfied the actual electron density distribution about

the solute is i rrlependentof the barrier height and width separately. No,

such problan waaencounteredusing the screened free atomm:x1elpotential

of Asik, Ball and Slich~er(5), tho~ ~ ~le 7.2 shcMs actua~ Friedel.

sumsobtained were -1.43 and -2.72 canparedwith the effective valence

differences of -1.57 and-2.57forO-'and 0- respectively. Thus the sums
are in error by approx~tely 10%,howeverthis is probablyhot too serious

in view of the uncertainties in the other parameters 'in the calculation,

pari;_j.cularly'the values of (XR,and SR,.Table "1.2 lists the phase Shifts

obtained for 0- and 0-- using both merlelpotentials.

/

.,
- .~ 'fit
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Table 7.2

Phase shifts for 0 and 0 using twu m::x1elpotentials

..'~". ,", ...•
Screened free' atan Square wel.L

potential ,potential
,

" -- - --
. Systan 0 0 . 0 0

: in in in in
Cs • Cs Cs Cs

.
t ,

:

Z' -1.57 -2.57 -1.57 -2.57'

Yo -.6015 -.6092 -1.2201 -1.5896

Phase ,

Yl . -.5473 -1."2230 -.3363 -.5852

Shifts \

)'2 .O(X:n . ccoi -~0410 -.1200
!

-2.72 "

Actual Z' -1.43
,

~ a.u. 1.73 1.76 .'_, -

These values of YR,together with the 'roefficients at and e,t when inserted

into equation. 7.1 give the values of !. 15(OFF) listed below in table 7.3.
• c OFF

Also given in the table are the contributions 1..§X and the t<*:al thebretica1
c X

change"in Knight shift, l~ OK(theory).
c K \.

/

i
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Table 7.3--.---
C!l~es in Knight shif~ameters with sol~te concentrratdon

Ivbdel Z'

-.81 '

loOKcK theory

o

--o -2.57 ·-.47

-1.57

Square well
1.0 (nPF)
cnPF

screened atan
1.O(ffi'F)'c -nP

F

Exptl.

looKcK

square !Screened
well atan

.741 .445

.192 -.50

As c an be seen in the table the agreE!llP.ntbetween theory and experiment

is very poor for the square potential barrier m:x1el 'nomatter whether the

oxygen is taken to be singly or doubly' ionised. In view of the results

discussed in Chapter five this is not surprising. Howeverassuming

doubly.ionised oxygenatOllSthe screened free atan potential gives reasonable

agreementbetween theory and experiment. Exact agreement is not expected

c Xp

.741 .445

in v iew of the approximate estimate of the~· changes and the uncertainties

o
•

.662 -.03

"involved in the parameters used in the calculation of the yR, IS. Also the

coefficients CtR, and ~.£ are probably inappropriate for the, Cs - 12%oxygen

specimen as t hey do not take into account the l7%d1ange in the density
...

over the pure metal.

,7.4 Conclusion

c1.early the changes in ~.alone cannot,acoount for the observed

change in K and screening 0 f the charged oxygenions by the conduction

electrons must be-consfdared to play an. important role. This reinforces the .
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earlier statement that the oxygen atoms form a metallic solution with the

cesium. Table 7.3 shCMS·that reasonable a9I"eementwith experiment is

obtained for then model using the phase shifts calculated fran the screened

free atom p:>tential. Indeed only this m:x1~gives a values of 1.01< of theeR
same sign a s that observed experimentally. Thus the present results in

conjunction with the measurerrerrts of Kendall point to the existence of the
I

oxygen atans in the doubly. ioniseg state and clearly establish that no
• . I

o}.ygenexists in the Cs20 nolecular fonn.

-,
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APPENDIX I

Table 1

The ten perature d~dence of the isotroEic Knight shift

K and line width 6H'of 119Sn in tin and sane 90ld-tin alloys

. ._
SpeCllren Conditions Ttr· K(%) 6H(gauss)

:
.' -

Sn liquid 511 0.717 (±O.OO2) 2.97 (±C.lO)

state, 571 0.716 (:to.OOl) 3.19 <± 0.15)
I .

H~ = 8.6 628 0.7l5 (:to.OOl) . 3.28 (t 0.20)
.'

, kgauss 675 0.715 (:to.C02) 3.06 (t 0.20)
, .'

744 0.714 (:to.OOl) 3.66 (t 0.20) \

=r ,

Au-SO%Sn liquid 585 .0.760 (iO.(X>l)"' 3.13 (t 0.10)
,

654 0 ..759 ·(±O.OO2) 3.44state (!: 0.15)
: .'

Hq = 8.6 723 0 .•757 (±a.C02) . 3.57 e: 0.20)
-

~ : kgauss 786 0.752 (:tO~OO2) 3.81 e: 0.20).-'.

Au-66%Sn li.quW 632 O.SOl (±O.OC1) 3.53 (±0.10)

., state "
687 0.802 (±C.C01) 3.52 (±0.10)

H . = 8.6 741 0.798 (±O.OOl) 3.83 (±O.30)a . .
. kgauss 785 0.796 (1O.C02) 3.5-3 eo.ioi

.0 ~ .
Au-29%Sn liquid 494 0.972 (±O.OO3) 3.6.6. (f;0.40)

' .•
state, 533 0.988 (±O.C02) 3.96 (!: 0.20)

;
Ho = 8.5 553 0.993 (±O.C02) 4.31 (to.35)

kgauss 603 0.990 (±a.OO3) 4.34 eo.asi
".

653 0.988 (±O.OO3) 4.52 (!: 0.22) ,

.,
" 723 0.984 (±O.OO4) 5.03 (t 0.30)

'0 ..

-



Table 2

The temperature depepdenceoftheisotropic Knight shift__ "" .

, 119. '
K and line width /),.H of Sn in some gold-tin _!!lloxs

- -
Spec.irren Conditions Temp. KC%) tlH (gauss)

\ (K)
,

solid 2gS 0.975 {;to.OO2
I

state, 362 0.972 (±O.OO3) line assymetric

H - 8 6 435 0.978 (±O.ODS) in the solid,o - •

, kgauss 502 0.975 (±O.OO3) width not

576 0.975 (±O.OO2) recorded

Au-50%Sn 625 0.976 (±O.OOl)
\

683 0.973 (±O.OO3)
,

~. I
.._- , .-.. ..-.

650 0.886 (±O.OO2) 3.66 C±O.40)

liquid, 683 0.886 (±O.OOl) 4.23 (±0.40)..,.

( :10.(02) .'
s~te, 705 0.882 3.76 (±0.20)
. 729 0.876 (±0.003) 4 •52 i (±O.20) -

Ho = 8.6~
,..

.
kgauss 750 0.876 (±0.OO4) 4.73' (fO.30)

790 0.871 (±0.OO3) 4.32 (±0.20)

Au-25%Sn liquid state, 720 1.010 (±0.OO7) widths not

Au-21%Sn H = 9.3
,

777 1.068 (±0.013)
0 recc;>rded ,

",
kgauss - .

/

.'



Table 3

The variation ef the isotropic Knight shift· K_ and line width t\:p of
119sn in the liquid silver-tin and copper-tin sxstems

, , , , ,

_,'

SpeciIra, CoOOitions Temp.
K. % lili(gauss) .~.; ~:~.:"

(K) "

Sn ,0·704 (ZO·OO2) 3·8 (±O·3)
\ .

Ag-88% Sn liquid 0·729 (±o"OO4) 4·0 (±O·2)
• r

Ag-77% Sn state 0·735 (±Q·OO2) 4·3 (±O·S) ,

Ag-66% So Ho = 8.4 840 0·76S (±OOOO4) 4·8 (:to°S)

Ag-SS% Sn kgauss 0·775 (10·004) 4"7 (±O·4)

Ag-4S% Sn 00777 (±OOOO6) .4·3 (±O·6)

Ag-3S%Sn ' 0·794 (±O.OO4) 406 (±O·7)
.' .. :' .. . .... . . '... , '.' , ....... ' ...

"

"

830 ' 0-714 (±O·C03)
\Sn 308 (±00]).

li~
~

Cu-95% Sn 75S ,0·722 ('±O·C02) 3·S (±O·2)

'CU-9S% Sn state 830 ' 0·723 (~·004) 3·5 (±O·2) '\

'Cu-90% Sn H = 10.8 79a . 0·730 (±a·C03) 3·6 (±()·3) o'

0

CU-90% Sn ~gauss 830 .0·726, (:to·002) 4·0 (±a·2) .
~ ..

"'CU-8S% Sn 0·735 (10·003) 4·0 (±O·S),

Cu-80% Sn 830 0·738 (10·002) 3·7 (:to°2)

O1-7S% Sn ' .. ~ ·0·740 (±O·003) 3·S (±O·2)

CU";6S%Sn 0·747 (±o·OOS) 4·1 (1002)
.

.'

Table 4

'~ The variation ,of the Knight 'shift K' of 63cu in the 1i9t!id ~-tin 'system'

-,-
Specimen Conditions Tenp. K(%)(K)... -, Cu-95%Sn Lfquid 0.282 (±0.OO3)

.Cu-8O%SR state, " 0.275
830 (±O.OOl)

..
I Cu-7S%S!l H = 10.8 0.274 <±0.OO2)0

Cu-65%Sn kgauss 0.270 (±0.002)
-I...

".



Table 5

The variation of the Knight shift K and line width Iii 'of
llSrn in the liquid silver-indium system

I

Specimen Conditions
TeIrp. K%
(K) NI (gauss),, !

In liquid ,473 0-793 (ro-OO2) 1-30 (to-08), -
,

state S13 0-793 (ro-OO2) 1-41 (:to-IS),

921 0-773' (so-cor) 2-22 (to·12)
- ,

Ag-90% In H = 11.0 S78 0'812 (iO'OOl) 1-69 (so-os)
0

kgauss 939 0'786, (i0'OO2) , .2'42 (:to-IS)

Ag-8O% In 673 0-826 (:!:O-OO2) 2-21 (±a-12)
9S4 0·808 (±a·COl) , 2-40 (:to. IS) \

-
Ag-66% In 766 0·848 (:1:0-002) 2-67 (:to·20)

971 0·830 (±Q·OO1) , 2·61 (:to.IS)
.'

'Ag-55% In 831 0·858 (±o-OOl) 2·99 (:!:O'15)
, -

~ 970 0·847 (±O'<x>2) 3·05 (±6-30)

Ag-40% In 922 0-849 (±0·OO2) 3-16 (±O-12)

," 985 0-849 (±a-COl), 3·19 (±O'20)
\II ' ,

Ag-33% In 988 0·829 (±O-OO3) 3-23 (±Oo12)

1085 0·007 .
Ag ...2Slf;In (±O-a)!) 3·U oo-isi

," ~

Ag-17% In 1153 0'786 {±O·CX>l 3-28 (±O·16)

;

.'



Table 6

The variation of the Knight shift K and line width 4i of
11SIn in the liquid gold··indium systen

Spec:inen COnditions Temp. K% Lili (gauss)(K) .
Au-90% In liquid 743 0·812 uo-oon 2·16 (±D·IO)

,
state, 1050 0·792'(±0·001) 2·69 (±D"16)

- ,

. Au-BO%In H = 12.0 ll38 : 0·843 (±O"OOl) 2"91 (±D·12)
0
,

1057 . 0·828 .(±O·OOl) 2·97 (±O"19>'kgauss

Au-66% In Solid 293 0·894 (1O·002~ 2·67 (iO·lO)
1

state 416 0·902 (±a·ool) 2·99 (±a'09)

H = l2~O 634 0·905 (±a·OO2) 3·51 (±O·2s)0
r

kgauss 784 0·901 (±a·ool) 3·37 (±O'12)·
798 0·901 :(±Ooool) 3·59 (iQ·lS) \

I ~ \

liquid 838 0·898 (10·001) 3·l0 (±O.12)
• 0·895 :(±OoOOl)state 877 3·49 (10·15)
!

~o = 12.0 966 0·889 ,(±D·COl) 3·51 (±O·16)
·: kgauss ·.1060

.
- .. 0·882. (±D·ool) .3·47 ·(±a·20) "

Au-50% In ~iquid 860 o 958 (10·002) 4·65 (±a·18)

state 1056 .0·950. (±O·002) .. 4·35 (to-30) ...,'.. . .
~

Au-40% In 787 0·961 (to·OOl) 4·40 (10.18)
HO = 12.0

kgauss
876 0·970 (10·002) 4.8j (±Q.30)

... .. 1061 0·972 (to·002) 4·SO(±O-30)

Au~3O% In liquid 843 0·946 (±O·C02) 4·58 (±O·SO)
.'

" state 1004 0.959 (±O.004) 4.92 (±O.SO)
.. ~

Au-2Q%In
HO = 12.0

1065 0·949 (±O·OO2) 4.48 (±O..20)...

kgauss 1170 0·958 (±O·OO3) 5~08. (so- IS).

I'



Table 7

The variation of the Knight shift K and line width L\~

l15In in the 1:i,quidoopper";;indium systen

Specimen Conditions Tanp. K% 6H (gauss)(K),
\ -

Cu-90% In 7.90 0·801 (±C·OO1) 2·25 (±C·10)

s 1070 0·786 (±O·OOl) 2·47 uo-osi

Cu-75% In , 894 0·816 (iG·OO1) 3·11 (iQ·12)
"

1071 0·807 (iO·OO1) 3·09 (iQ·15)

Cu-6O% In liquid 958 0·822 (±O·OOl) 3·90 (iQ.12)
..1072 0·818 (±O·OOl) 3·)7 (iQ·17)-'.. ". •. ,
'.

.Cu-52· 5% In state, 962 0·814(~·OO1) .4·29 (±O·20)
1072 .0·813·(~~OOl) 3·45 (±O·30)

.Cu-45% In .H' = 12.7 1000 0·798 (±O·OO2) 4·35 (±O·40)
0. 1073 0·799

,
kgauss (·iO·OO1). 3·59 (iQ.10) --

01-37· 5% In 1008 0·764 (±O.OO2) 4.58 (±O.30)
,

1082 ,0·771 (iQ·OO1) .4·38.(iQ·30)
,. .. ,

CU-3O% In 1012 0·723 (10·002) 4·51 ,(±O~40)
1000 0~732 (±O~003) 4·32 CiC·40)..

•
..'

01-20% In 1075 0·679 (iQ·OO2) 3·32 (±O·40)...
.' 1154 0·691 (±O·OO2) 3·57·:' (to·SO)



Table 8

The variation of theJ<nigh~ shift K and line width til of
63 cu in the liguid cop~·-irrlium syste:n

,Specimen Conditifns
Tenp. K % l\H (gauss),(K) ,•••••• ' . .1' ., I

Cu-90% In 193 - 0.314 (100001) O·SO (iQ·03)

1070, 0.322 (10°001) 0°60 (10003) i

.CU-75% In 895 .0·298 (10·001) 0·61 (iQ·OS)

.,1070, ;.0.305 (10·002) O·SO (iQ·03)

'Cu-60% In liquid 962 ; 00279 (10.001) 0·37 (±O·04)

.1072, 0·286 (±O·ool) .0·44 (±O·lO) I

, \

"
I .

CU-52°S% In state, 962 0·263 (±O·OOl) 0·39 (±O·06)

I"' .. 1072 ' ,0.272 (to·ool) . .0·44 (±0·03)

,
lad) 0.25S (±o.OO2) .'

Cu-4S% In H = 10.5 0·42 (±O.07)
o.

; kgauss 1073 0·259 (;t()~ool)
'I -0·37 ' (.±OO04)

~ .
CU-37·S% In ~.: 1008 00240 (±O·ool) 004S (±Oo03)

,
1082 0·247 (±O'OOl) 0045 (±O·O3)

""
CU-30% In 1012 0·230 (±O.ool) 0·39 (±O·03)

1080 ,00234. (±O·OOl) ,0 ..35, (tOO03)

CU-20% In" .. 1075 0.230 (±0·001) 0·30 (±0·03)

,1154 0·235. (±0·001) , I .O~35,.{±0,03)
.



Table 9

6301 and 115In relaxation rates Rl in same
liquid copper:-indiumo.al1oys

Specimen Nucleus cOnditions Tanp. RI x 103 (sec.-I)(K).

115 In
,

In liquid 500 6·15 (±0·80)
•

1008 11.41 (±2·s)

01-90% In 115 In state 1606 13·1 (±1·0)

01-75% In 115 In H = 9.6 835 15·4 (±0~4)0

kgauss 1003 17·1 (±2·0)

01-60% In 115 In 875 14·5 (±2·0)
, \

. . . . lOOS 19·6' (±1·8).!

01-52·5 % In 115 In 900 15·3 (±D·7),
. lCXX) o.o.20·3 (±2·0)

.'
01-45% In , 115 In 923 19"1 (±l·O) -~

O1-37·S%·In 115 In 943 2805 (±soS)
63 CU 943 lOSS (±D020)

....o.'o. 11g- In01-30% In 960 25.2. (±200)
63 01 960 1066 (±D·IO)

.~..... ..
- -

01-20% In 115 In 1010 16"9 (±S·O)o." ..
63 CU 1010 1"55 (±D020)



Table 10

115Inre1axatian rates R} in same liquid
silver-indium arid liquid gold-indium alloys

I.

Specimen Nucleus Conditions Terp. RI x 103 (sec:).)(K).
Ag-90% In 115 In l!iquid- 597 14'0 (±o·7)

937 14'6 (±o'4)

.Ag-55% In state, 790 17·9 (±o'7)
" 991 15'0 (:!Q·2)

Ag-40% In Ho = 9.6 1007 IG·3 (:to'3)
, kgaussAg-25% In 1010 13"1 (±()'4) \

,,
Au-80% In 797 17·8 (t1'0)

.:984 15·5 (:to-G)
, .,

Au-6G% In solid . 346 6~72 (10·20). Istate, • .. .
~ ~595 10·16 (±O·35)

Ho = 9.6 :
781 13·1 (±O·4)- kgauss

liquid :880 20·8 {iQ·9)
"

,
" state,

,1009 19·7 (±O"7)
l

Au-40% In
Ho = 9.6 .

1<X>8kgauss 22·9 . (.:to·s)

.f

.'



Table 11

The'variation of the magneticsusceptibility, X,
with concentration in sane liquid noble metal-indium alloys

Temp. X x 106 (emu. gIn-I) Specimen Taup. 6 ( -1
Specimen (K) (K) X x 10 emu.gm)

Ag 1283 -0'217 (±()·OO4) 1I.u-50%In l073 --0·152 (±O·OO3)

Ag-17%In 1150 -0·208 (:!:O·OO3) 833 ',-0·161 ' (±O·OO4)

Ag-~5%,In 1073 -0'213 (±a'OO2) Au-66%In 1073 -0·129 (iO·OOS).
Ag-30%In 1073 -0'218 (to·OO3) 877 -0·133 (±O·OO2)

•
990 -0'223 (±o.OO4) Au-80%In 1073 -0·109 (:to·OO3)

Ag-33%In 1073 -0'211 (±c)·OO2) 816 -0·114 (:to·OO3)

" 991 -0·216 (:to·OO3) Au-90%In 1073 -0·091 (:to·OO2)

Ag-40%In 1073 -0·198 (:to·OO3) 731 ~·096 (:to·OO4)
.

893 -0·204 (:to·OO2) Cu 1373 -00088 (:to°OO6)
",

Ag-SS%In 1073 -0·164 (±O·OO4) Cu-20%In 1073 -0·137 (:to-OO6) I

798 -0·172 (±c)·OO6) , tu-3O%In 1073 -0·154 (±0·OO3) "

Ag-66%In 1073 -0·129 (:to·OO2) , 993 -0·162 (±O.OO4)
.

733 -0·136 (:to·OO4) CU-37·S% 1073 -0·142 (±O·OO4)
.'

Ag-80%In 1073 -0·104 (±C·OOS) • In 992 -O·lSO (±O·OO3) ,.
Ag-90%In 1073 -O·OS8 (±0·OO4) CU-4S%In 1073 -0·132 (±O·OO2)

In 1073 -0·071 (±C·OO3) 962 -0·140 (±0·OO5)

488 ,-O°OS3 (±a-002) Cu-S2.S% 1073 -0·120 (±a·OO2)
..,

Au 1383 -0°159 (±O·OO3) In 9SO -0·126 (±O·OO3)

Au-20%1n 1133 --0'167 (±a·OO4) CU-60%In 1073 -0,·110 (±0·OO3).
1033 -0.167 (±C.OO3) 923 ' -0·115 (±a~OO3)

" -0·174 (±O·OO6) Cu-75%InAu-30%In 1073 1073 -0·093 (±0·OO4)

823 -0.189 (±O.OOS) 873 -0·095 (±O·OOS)

Au-4O%In 1073 -0·166 (±O·OO3) CU-9O%In '1073 -0·079 (±0·OO3)
-0·181 (±a·004)

"

773

..
-{ ...



Table 12

The t~ature depen,denceo~ the ma9netic susce~ibi1ity X

in liquid tin ar:td some gold-tin a110xs

I

Temp. 6 -1
Specim:m· (K)

X x10 (emu.gm)

Sn 514 -0.041 (±0.002)

598 -0.039 (±0.002)
\, . -

681 -0.038 (±O.002)
t '

789 -0.036 !±0.OO2)

Au-5O%Sn 712 -0.134 (£0.003)..

754 -0.133 (±O.OO4)

783 -0.133 (±O.OO4)

Au-29%Sn 567 -0.177 (±O.OO3)

605 -0.176 (±0.OO2)

629 -0.175 (±O.OO2)

638 -0.174 (±O.002)

690 -0.171 (±O.003)

694 -0.171 (±O.003)
...-

7YJ -0.170 (±O.OO2)

767 -0.168 (iO.OO3)

"

""Au-OO%Sn 553 '-0.088 (±0.OO3)

612 '-0.086 (±O.l'X)5)

699 -0.084 (±O.OO4)

~ 759 . -0.082 (±O.OO2)

Au'"66%Sn 601 -0.113 (±0.OO6)

659 -0.111 (±0.002)

.' 705 -0.109. (to.ro2)

754 -0.108 (±O.OO4)

"Au-21%Sn 789 -0.178 (±0.004)

811 -0.177 (±O.OO4)



APPENDIX11

Calculation oftha radial distribution function, g (r) , which is

su4sequently used to evaluate the coefficients at and B~.

The weighting faCtors, W (J) t ard abscissae, X (J), required in the

Gaussian integration are taken.fran M.AbranDWitz and LA. Stegun,

Harx1bcokof Mathematical F~ctions, P. 917. The other data is read in

the following oider:. El!A == packing f;action, SI~ = hard sphere .

diameter, NN = number density of ions/an3• The parameter ERROR is not

used in the calculation. All parameters are in c.g.s. units.

N.B. All the Algol 60 progranrnes listed in the appendices were run

on an Elliot 4130 c:anputer at the University of Warwick.



&JOB;PHjROO4/46iARDFi

&AI..CDLi
LIBRARY
AIroL

,',."",

&LIST;
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11 "END";
12 "PRINT" , 'S7tQ' S7 'GR'L' I ;

13 "FOR"J:=O"srEP"1''UNrIL''31''DQ"''RFAI)''W{J} ,X{J};
14 1lREru)"ErA,SIGMA,NN,ERROR;
15 A"LPHA:=((1+2*ETA)t2)/(1-ErA) t4;
16 Bm2\:=(-6*F:rA*( (1+ETA/2t2) )/(l-ErA) J,'4j
17 GNM:~0,5*F:rA*«1+2*ETA)t2)/(1-ErA)t4;.
18 "FOR"J:=O"srEP"1"UNI'IL"31"OO"
19"BEGIN '''W{J}:=W{J}*sm( (X{J}+1)*3.1416);
20 "END" ; .
21 "FOR"Q:=1"STEP"1"UN'rIL"240"OO"
22 ': "BEGm"R:=Q*11.O-9;1:=0;
23 . . "FORIN:=O"STEPll"UN'l'IL"30"OO"
24 "BEGIN""FOR"J:=O"STEP"1"UNTIL"31l1OO"
25 "BEGIN"K:=(X{J}+ (2*N+l).) *3, 1416/R;
26 I:=I+W{J}*Q\(K)-1)*4*3,1416t2*K/«2*3,1416)t3*Rt2*NN);
27 "END";
28' "END";
29 GR:=I+l:
30 "PRll~"PREFIX( , 'S4' '), , 'L' , ~DIGrrS (3) ,Q,GR;
31 "END";' ." .
32 "END";

RADIAL DIS1'RIBUTICN FUNCrIONS IN LIQJID ME.TAIS;
"BEGIN""RFAL"El'A,SIGMA,NN,R,l?R,K,ALPHA,BETA,~, r ,ERROR,GR;
"REAL""ARRAY"W{0:31},X{0:31}; . •
"MEGER"J,Q,N;
"REM,'"'PlreEDURE"A(K) ;IIVALUE"K; "REAL"K;
"BEGIN""REAL"C,X;X:=K*SIGMA;

C:=(OOS(X)*«2*~+12*GAM)/Xt3-(ALPHA+BETA+GAM)/X '
-24*GAM/Xt.5)+SIN (X)* ( (ALPHA+2*BEI'A+4*GAM)/Xt2-24 *G\MIXt4)
+24*~t5-2*BETA/Xt3)*(-12,5664*SIGMAt3/X);
A:=l/(l-NN*C); .

..........



APPENDIXIII

./

Calculation of the Blamin-Daniel coefficients, a.R, and f3 R,' used in

chapter 4 •

The we.t.ghtingfactors, W (J), and Abscissae, X(J), required' in the

gaussian inte'3X'ationare taken:fzqn M.Abranowitz and I.A.Stegtm, Handbook

of Mathematical Functions, P.917. The o~ date is read in the following

order: Em = packing fraction, SIG1A = hal:d sptlere dianeter, NN = number of

ions/an3, RADZERO = s~ value. of integration over x, usually just less

than SIGM7\, DELR = interval 'of R, I<F =Fernd wave-vector. All parameters

are in c.g.s. units.

,.

....'



til &JOB; PH/R004/20; BDIM;
~..uP
BA'lCH

&ALQ)L;
LIBRARY
'PJ..roL

&LIST;
1
2
3
4
5
6
·7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

- 36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

~ . ..
BlANDIN J:l.2\NIEL COEFFICmll'S FOR LIQUID MErAI.S;
IlBEGIN""REl-\L"ETA,SIG1A,NN ,R"K,ALPHA,Bm'A,GAM, I ,GR,PADZERO,DELR,KF ,RO,B,

DELTA;
"REl\I,III1ARRAY"W,X{O;31} ,JK,NK{O: 3} ,FALPHA,FBEl'A{O: 3,0: 2500},SlU,

SAl, SSl, SB2' ,SCl ,51 ,52, SUMAL,SUMBL{O: 3} ;
II;INTEX;ER.IIJ,Q,N,M;
"R.E'AI.o" "PRIX!EDUREIIA(K) ; "VALUE 11K;"Rm!,"K;
"BEGIN" "RE'AL"C,X;X:=K*SIGMA.:

C: = (OOS (X) * ( (2*Bl::.~A+12*GM1)/Xt 3- (ALPHA+BETA-fCAM) IX
-24*GAMVXt5)+SIN(X)*«ALPHA+2*~+4*GNM)IXt2-24*GAM/Xt4)
+24*GAM/Xt5-2*BFJl'A/X~3)*(-12,5664*SIGMA.t3IX):
A:=l/(l-NN*C);' . .'

"END·' :
"PRINl'''' 158 'A,S'SlO'B,S 'L' ';
"FOR"J:=OlIsrEP"1"UNl'ILIl31"OO""READ"W{J} ,X{J};
"READ"ErA,SIGMA,NN,RADZERQ,DELR,1<F:
ALPHA:=( (1+2*ETA) t2 <I (l-ETA) t4;
BE1'A:=(-6*ETA* «14EI'A/2)t2) }/(l-Fl'A) t4:
GAM: =0. 5*ETA* ( (1+2*ETA) t2) I (l-ErA) t4:
"FOR",1:=O"STEP"1"UNTILII31"DO"
"BEXiIN''W{J} :=W{J}*SIN «X{J}+1)*3,1416):

.'

"END":
~IIFOR"S:=7,22"DO"

IIBEGINIIDELTA:=s*l~:
"PRINTII' 'L3'DELTA=' :SCALEJ)(S) ,DELTA, I 'L":
IlFORIIQ:=0" STEP"I "UNI'IL 11200"00"
"BEGINIIR:=RADZERO+Q*DELR;I:=O;

"FOR:'N: =011STEP" lllUNl'IL 1130''00'' .
IlBEGINII"FORIIJ: =O"Sl'EP"IIlUNTILII31"DQ"

"BEGIN"K:= (X{J}+(2*N+l»*3 ,1416/R;
I:=I+W{J}* (A(K)-l) *2*K:"ENO"; .

"END";
"00:= (4.*3,14I6*Rt2*NN+l) *EXP (-DELTA*R) :
JK {O} : =SIN (KF*R) I (KF*R) :
NI< {O} :=-COS (KF*R) /KF*R) :
JK{l}:=JK {oJI (KF*R) -tNK {oJ :
NK{I}:=NK{O}/(KF*R)~{O}:
"FOR"M:=2"STEP"1"UNTIL"3"OO"
"BEGIN"JK{M}: 2 (2*M-I) *JK {M-I}I (KF*R) -JK{M-2}:

NK{M}:2(2*M-I)*NK{M-l}/(KF*R)-NK{M-2}:
"END":
"FOR"l-1:2O"STEPII1"UNTIL" 3"00"
IlBEGlN"FALPHA{M,Q}:=00* (NK{M}t2-JK{M}t2) :

.. FBEl'A{M.Q} :=RO*NK{M}*JK{M}: .



46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
6263
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75 .
76
77

- 78
79
S(5
81
82

., 83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

IfEND"~
"ENDU:
tlFOR"Q:=201-STEPtl1ItJNTIL" 2500 hDO II

"BEGIN"R: ==RADZERO+O*DELR;
00: ==(4 *3 ,1416*Rt2*NN) *EXP (-DELTA*R) :
JK{O}:=SIN(KF*R)/(KF*R):
NK{0}:2-COS(KF*R)/(KF*R):
JK {1} :=Jl{{0} / (~R) iNK {O}:
NK{l}:==NK{O}/(KF*R)-JK{O}:
"FOR~'M:==2t1S'l'EJ?tl1"UNTILII3"DO"
IlBEGIN"JK{M} :==(2*M-1) *JK{M-1}/(KF*R) -JK{M-2}:

. NK{M}:~(2*~1)*NK{M-1}/(KF*R)-NK{M-2}:
"END"; ,.-
~'FOR"M::::()"SI'EP1l1"UNTIL·I3"DO"
"BOOlN"FALPHA{M,Q} :=RO* (NK{M}t2-JK {M}t2) :

FBE!'A{M.Q} :=RO*NK{M}*JK{M}:
"END";

"ENDII
;

IC<M1EN1'" AT THIS STAGE:WE HAVE CAICUIATED THE FUNCI'ION AT ALL
VALUESOFR.WE NOWWISH TO SUM THESE FOR PACH M(=L)
VALUE USING SIMPSONS RULE , BEta OBTAINING THE
BtANOIN ..DANIEL·CQEFFICIENl'S:

"FORIIM:=OilSTEP IIl"UNTIL" 3"DO"
IlBEGmllSAl {M} ::::();

Sl\2 {M} ::::();
"FOR"Q:=1 IISl'EP" 2I1tJNTn." 2499 liDO"
IIBEGIN "SAl {M}: =SAl {M}+FALPHA{M,Q} :

Sl\2{M} :=SA2{M}+FBFrA{M:,Q}:
IIEND";
SB1{M}:=O;
SB2{M}:=Oi
"FOR"Q:=2I1S'rEP"2"UNTIL" 2498 liDO"
IlBEGIN"SB1{M} :=SB1 {M}+FALPHA{M,Q}:

SB2{M} :=SB2{M}+FBE1'A{M,Q};
sci {M} :=FALPHA{M.0}+FALPHA{M,2SOO}:
SC2{M} :=FBETA{M,O}+FBE:r'A{M,2500}:
"END";
'si {M} :=4*SAl {M}+2*SB1 {M}+SC1 {M}:
..S2 {~b=4*SA2{r-l}+2*SB2{M}+SC2{M}:
SUMAL{M}.=S1 {M}*DELR/3* (2*M+l) ;.
SUMBL{M}:=S2{M}*DELR/3* (2*M+1) ;
"p~lIPREFIX(' '84' I) " 'L' , ,SUMAL{M} ,SUMBL{~}:

"END";
"ENDII

;

1



APPENDIX IV

The follotV'ingis a 'full paraneter list of the Algol 60 programne

used in the alloy Knight shift calculation. Theprograrrrne .1ist:ing fo1lo'\"s

in appendix V.

K _ number used to set alloyc:oncentration

K2 _ k2
F

R _ r, in atanic units, the di~tc.mcefrom the nucleus.

RZEOO - r starting value of Simpson~ rule in~ation before conversion

to atanic units (taken directly fromHennanam Skillman)

BL· - overlap integral before it is equated to overlap integral procedure

result.

F _ SiIIpsonsrule intervii1 parameter.'

Bl )
)

B2) _ Irlterrrediate sumsill Simpsonsrule,BLL.procedure,
)

B3 )
)

B4)

H:QN._ Simpsonsrule interval in BLL procedure.

RZE:ROCi":N - starting value of Simpsonsrule integration ( in atanic units)

. \

in BLL procedure.

COO)
) - In~nejiate ;ums in CO procedure,

CEN )

em - final sum of CO procedure•

. X-q/2~

._ DEr..Y- interval in y in S1mpsons rule in CO procedure.

DELP - ex.> procedure parmreter, starting value of interval in y.

DEr..YA) starting values for intel.val in y, to be used in CO
)

DELYB) prOcedure.

Y - Y» abscissa of y - integration In procedure ex.>

I<F - "k'F

Q - q"



2
Q2 - q

K2Q - ~q

YE)
) Starting values for y in Simpsonsrule in CO procedure,

YA)

YBR )
) _ Rangesof integration fpr y in Simpsonsrule in CO procedure.

Yl.R )

CZ)
)

a~)
- first and last tenns in S,impsonS' rule ·in CO.prooefure,

,
1::E7\ - Jy for pure A e1~t.

KFB - kF for pure B e1~t

OMEGM )
) - ionic volumes 0 f pare A arx:1 B elements.

OMEGAS )
..

RCA) -. core radii of Ashcroft pseudopotential for A and B elements.
)

ReB )

PI - 3·14159

WI - 1,-ir~ I term in Ashcroft potential

~ - YA (k)

~) .

. .. ) _ Normalisation tenns for A and B elements.
TERMB~)

PS ) - Intermediat~ sums in SiIrpsons rule integration of self and
)

PO) distinct terms I: and 6.
,. .-

H3 - Simpsonsrule integ-cation interval divided by 3 for use 1nl: and 6integration.

,.#. : ,

. _"_,' .:'~, ~

SIG - hard-sphere diameter

STR -: I (l<cr) - 1

FL - in 11 - qf2kFI
1 + q/2~

XFL ~qf2k:F .~tl~~\
1 +q/~

CAPGl\M - r(k,q)
RB )., ,," ,

).... intermediate sumsused in evaluation of r (k,q)
RC)



VA)
) - Ashcr.oft potentials for A and B elements.

VB)

GS)
) - self and distinct tenn integJ::ands· in Simpsonsrule.

CD)

PST ) ,
) - final sums in Simpsons rule integratiOn of L and fl.

PDT ) •

DENS - YA2 (k)/ N (<13) {l + L + L\} .

PF - DENS/O

ORA - q X rf\ core.
BQRB - q X R core.

VAL - alJoy valence.

. N - principal quantumnumber of core state.

L - angularm::xnentum quantum number of core state.

MO - abscissa integer for core state.

M- running integer used in integration over q,

KINl' - k - value integer.
~

MOZERO- integer representing starting r value in overlap interval.

C,I - integers used in BLLprocedure.

A,B - integers used iQ CDprocedure.

E - integer representing Aor B element ( E = 1 o:t:2)

NU, T - integers used in q - integration.

BrA {E,L,N,KINT} - overlap integral array, E specifies element, L ':'" quantum

number, N -n.quantum.number, KINT - the k value.

J{L} - Bessel function array.

P{E,L,N,RAn} - core state wave f\mction arrC1¥.

CA{K},CB{K}- concentrations of A and B .elements.

CM!lGl\E{K}- volumeper electron.

BErA· '(K}- Nk (CB).



OPW {K} - YA2 (k)/ Nk (CB).
H{T} - Sirnpsonsrule interval, q integration.

A1{T}- starting q - values for Simpsoos rule q integration.

Pr{K}- 1 + t + 6. , for a given concentration.

OHEGlli{K}- average volt".rneper ion at a given concentration.

XS{N}- Rno (0) for s-core functions •
•

P.LK{N}- ELLfor K = kF' overlap integral.

CON{E} - conversion factor for Herman and Skillman wavefunctions.

NMAX{E} - maximum n - value for core functions.

LM.1UC{E} - maximum 1 -value for core functions.

NRAD{E,L,N} - numberof wave function ordinates for given core state.

NWF{E} - numberof core states for given element.



APPENDIX V

'&JOB;PHjro04/94;

&ALOOLi
LIBRARY
ALOOL

&LISTi

&TIME;~O;

1
2
,3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

"-
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

,~32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

-.

PERUEi'-1AND WILKINS CALCUIATION" OF KNIGHr SHIFrS IN LIQUID AI.'li)YSi
"~IICAICUIATES PF IN LIQUID AU.J:)YSAT SPECIFIC CONCENTRATIONS,USES
i-'l.SHCOOFr·AND LEKNER STRUCTURE FACTORS,ASHCroFTS LCX:AL 'P$UDOl?C1I'ENTIAL
AND HERMAN AND SKII...I.l4\N CORE WAVE FUNC1'IOOS;
"BEGIN"IlRE1J.,'IK,R,RZEiJ) ,BL,F ,B1 ,B2 ,B3 ,B4 ,H:."CN ,RZEInXN ,CXD,CEN ,ClN ,X,
DELY,DELF,Y,KF,K3,Q,Q2,K2Q,YB,YA,YBR,YAR,DELYB,DELYA,CZ,CN,KFA,KFB,
<»ID3AA,OtVlEGAB,RCA,RCB,PI ,WI ,GAMMA,'l.'ERW\, TERMS, Ps,PO , H3 , SIG, STR,FL, XFL,
CAP('AM,RB,OC,VA,VB,GS,GJ,PST,ror,DENs,PF,QRA,QRB,VAL; .

. "REAL""ARRAyIIBLA{l:2 ,0:3,1:5,0: SO} ,J{o: 4} ,P{1:2 ,0: 3,1: 5,0:100},
CA,CB,QMEGAE,BETA,OPW,H,AJ ,m ,P.r,~{l;ll}, XS,BLK{1:6},
OON{1:2};"INTEXiER"N,L,'RAD,M,KINr,RADZERO,I,C,A,B,E,ml,T;
":rN,l'EX;ER"IIA,RRAY''NMAX 1:2 ,!.MAX 1:2,1:5 ,NRAD1:2,O:3,1:5 ,

_ NWF{1:2};
"ca.1MENl'''PRXEDURE CO E.VALUATES Q DEPENDANl' INrEx:;RAr, RmUIRID IN
SELF AND OISl'lNCl' TERMS;
"REAL"IlPRXEDURE"CO (N) ; .
1Imra:;E:RIIN;
"BE(;!N" "RFAI,,""pROCEDUREIICINJ;(YZER9,OELF,S):

"VALUE "YZERO ,OELF',S; .
IIRFAI,,"¥ZERO,OELF';
I' :IN'l'Ex:;E:R'1 S;
IlBEGINIICIN:=Oi

nEOR"A: =1 "STEP" I "UNl'IL" 7 "00"
" "mx;IN"COO;::;CEV:=O; ~

OELY: =DELE* (IotA) 110;
"FORIIB: =1 IIsrEPlI 2 "UNrIL"g liDO"
"BCY,IN"Y:=YZERO+S*OELY*Bi
KINr: =ENL'IER (lO*SQR,r (K2iQ2-K2Q"Y) ): .
COD:=<X>D+(aLA{1,O,N,KINl'}~BLK{N})/(Y/X-1) •.... "mo". ... I

. ,
"FOR"B:=2"STEPI2"UNl'IL"8"DO"
":BEX;IN"Y:=YZER>+-S*OELY*B:
KINr:=ENTIER(10*SQRI' (K2iQ2-K2Q*Y) ) :
CEV:=CEV+(BLA{l,O,N,KINT}-BLK{N})/(Y/X-l);
IIEND" ;
KINl':=ENl'IER (10*SQRT (K2+Q2-K2Q*YZERQ» :
CZ:=(BLA{1,0,N,KINT}-BLK{N})/(YZERO/X-1);
YZEro:=YZERQ+S*lO*DELY;
KINl':=ENTIER(10*SQRI' (K2+Q2-K2Q*YZERQ» ;



41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

·62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70.
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
98
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91 .
92
93
94
95
96'
97
98
99lOO

CN:=(BIA{l ,O,N ,KINT}-BLK{N}) / (YZERO/X-l) ;
CIN: =CIN+ (DELY/3)* (CZ+CN) + (4 *DELY/3) *O::D

+(2*DELY/3)*CEV;

ClNI': =CIN;
1IEN)1I0F PRCX:EDURE CINl';
K=: =1<F*KF;
Q2:=Q*Q;
K2Q:=.2*KF*Q;
"IF"X~ 1"'l'HEN"CO :=ClNI' (1,.0 .cocccois, -1) "ELSE
"BEXiJNIIYB:=X-O ,QCXXXX)2;

'fA: =X-+O,a:t:Xf,X)2;
YBR:=YB+1;
YAR:=1-'fA; .
DELYB:=o.OOOOOOO9*YBR;
DEL'fA:=O.<XXXXXX>9*YAR;
"IF"YAR<O.OCX:X::XX>2I1THEN"CO:=CINf(YB,DELYB,-1)
"EJ:,SE"CO:=CINl' (YA,DELYA,l) +CIN1'(YB,DELYB,-1) ;

"ENDII
;

"ENDII CF' PROCEDURECO;
"C'CM'1ENl"'pROCEIJ{JRE S CALCUIATES S'l'RU:TtJRE FACrOR USING CURRENT
ALIJJY VALUES CF I<F AND SIGMA" THE PACKING FRACl.'ICN ETA IS 0,45
THRQUGHOuri
I!RFAL""pROCEIJ{JRE"S(Z) ;
"RFAL"Z;
"BEGIN""RFALIIZZ ,ZZZ ,Rl,R2,R3,R4 ,RS;

IIIFIIZ<O.5"THEN"S:=o,025"EI.SE"
"BEXiINIi
ZZ:=Z*Zi
ZZZ:=Z*Z*Z;
Rl:~13.59880-213,0346/~Z;
R2:=-4.049587*Z+17,96189/Z-213.0346/ZZZ;
R3:=88.55543/Z*213,0346/ZZZ;
R4:=10,8/ZZZ;
R5;=R4*(R1*SIN(Z)+R2*COS(Z)*R3):
S:=1/(HR5);
"END";

"ENDlIo.F PRCX1lDORESi '. . .
1ICXM1ENl'''pRO:EDURE V CAtCOIATES THE PSEUDOPOl'ENI'IAL USING THE
APPROPRIATE CORE 1W)IUS,IT IS TRUNCATED AT. 'l1iE SEXX)N[). NOOE;
"REAL'"IPR<Xl!DUREIIV(QR) ;
1lRE1\I,"QR;
"BEGIN" "REAL"DENOM.,X2 ;

"IF"X<C •.91"THEN"V:=-1,O"ELSE""IFIIQR.>4,71"THEN''V:=O.OO
"ELSE""BOOINIIX2: =X*X; .

DEOOM:=X2+WI* (0..5-0,25* (1-X2) *FL/X) ;
v:=-WI*COS (OR) /DENJMi

,...

"END";
"END" OF PROCEDURE Vi
"RFAL''''PR<X:EDURE "B!N1'(N,L,RAQ ,E) ;
"INI'EGER"N;L,RAD,Ei
"BEGIN" "RE.2U./'XI<R;

XKR:=KF*R;
IIIF"XKR<o..o.1"THEN"XKR:=O.Ol;.
J{o.}:=SlN(XKR)/XKR;
"IFtlL>OIITHENlIJ {1} :=U{OJjXKR-COS (XI<R)/XKR;
»IF"L> 1"THEN"J{2} :=3*J {l}/XKR-J {o.} ;
tlIF"L>2I1THEN"J{3} :=5*J{2}/XKR-J{1};
"IFilL> 3 "THEN"J{ 4}. =7*J {3}jXKR-J {2} t
BINT:=4*3.14159*R*P{E,L,N,RAO}*J{t.};
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"EN!)"OF pROCEDURE BINT;
uREAL" "pROCEDURE"BLL (N,L,KE' ,E) ;
"RE1\L"KF;
"INT~"N,L,E;
"BEGIN"RZ~;==-O.05i

BL:=O;
"FO:R"C:=l "SI'EJ?1I1"UNl'IL" (t1ru\D{E,L,N}-l)UDIVII

10"00"
"BmrnIlF:=O.01*(2tC)/2;

B1:=B2:=O;
RAD~~:=10*(C-1);
RZElU:=RZERO+5*F i

HCON:=F*COO{E} ;
RZERCOl.\h=RZERO*CON{~} ;
"FOR"I:=1"STEPII2"UNl'IL"9"OO"
"BEGINIiRAD:=RADZERO+ 1:

R:=RZERCX::ON+HCON*l;
Bl:=B1-H3INT(N,L,RAD,E) ;

"END";
"FOR"I:=2"SI'EP"2"UNTILII8"00"
"BEGINIJRAD ::aRADZERO+ 1;

R:=RZER<X.'ON+HcON*l i
B2 :.:::B2+BINT(N;L,RAn ,E) r

"END" •, ,
RAD:=RADZEROi
R: =RZERCX:XN;
B3:~B~(N,L,RAD,E)i
RAn :::;:RADZEEOHO ;
R:=RZERCXXN+10*HCOO;
B4 :=BINI' (N ,L,RAD ,E) ;
BL:=BL+(HCON/3) * (B3+B4)+4* (HCON/3) *B1

+2*(HCON/3)*B2;
"END" ;
BLL:=BL;

"END" OF PROCEDURE; BLL;
"FOR"E:=l, 2 liDO"
"BEGINII"RFAJ)IICQN{E} ,N'i-m'{E},NMAX{E}i

"FORIIN:=ll1srE1?ltlIfONTIL"NMlK{E}"DO"IIREl\D"LMAX{E,N};
"FORIfM:=lI1STBP"l"UNTIL"NWF{E} "DO"
"BEGIN II"REAOuN,L,NRAl){E,L,N} ;

"FORIlRAD:=O"STEPIl1"UNTIL"NRAD{E,L,NJ-1"DO"
" "REl\D"P{E,L,N,RAD};

"FOR"I<F:=O"Sl'EP"O,1"UNTIL"8,0"DO"
IlBEGIN"KINr:=ENrIER (10* (K1NO ,001));

BIA{E,L,N,KINl'}:=BLL(N,L,KF ,E); .
"BID" ;

"END";
"END" ;

"FOR"E:=1,2"DO"
"BEGIN""PRINl'IIE;

"FORIIN:=l "SI'EP"1 "UNl'IL"NMA,X{E}"00"
IlBEGIN" "J?RINT"N;

"FOR"L:=O"STEP"l"{JNTILlIlMAX E,N "DO"
"BEGIN" "PRINT"L;

"FOR"KINl': =O"Sl'EPlIl"UNTIL "80"0011

IIpRINl'IIPREFIX(' 'S2' ') ,SAMELINE,bIA{E,.r."N,KINr} i
IIEND"

"END" ;

IlREAO"KFA,KFB ,OMEQ'.\A,OMECAB,RCA,RCB;
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"PRINTItKFA, SAMELINE, KFB,a1EGAA ,0HEXil\.B,RCAr RCB; ,
IlFOR"N:=lllS'rEP"l "UNrIL"NMAX{l} "00" "RE.l\D"XS{N};

"FOR"N: =1 "srEP"l"UNTIL "NMAX{l} "0011 itPRINT"XS {N};
PI:=3.14159;
"COI-MENl'''THE PROGRAMMENarJ·. SEl'S UP CQ!-.TCENI'RATIOOSFOR WHICH
CAlCUlATIONS WILL BE PERFORMED. Tl-IE FOLI.DWlNG INSTRUCl'IOOMUsr BE
CHANGED TO CHANGE THESE CONCENI'RA'l'ICNS;
"FOR"K:=1,5!1DO" I

"BOOIN"CA{K}:=l-O.1*(K-l);
CB{K}:=l-CA{K};
OMEGPtE{K}:=2*PI*PI* (CA{K},lKFAt 3+CB{K}/KFBt 3);
0ME~1{K}:2CA{K}*0MEGAA+CB{K}*~;
VAL:= (~{K} *OMEG'\A*KFAt3fCj3{K} * CMEGAB*KFBt3) / (3*PI*1?I) ;
KF:=(3*l?I*pl/0MEGAE{K})t(1/3); ,
vu.:=0, 31831/KF ;',
KINT:=ENTIER(lO*(KF+O.OOOl»t

"PRINl'''CA{K},SAMELINE,CB{K},0MEGl\E{;K} ,OMEGAI{K} ,KF ,'\'Jl;
~:=l; . .
TERW\:=O;
"FOR"N: =l"STEP"l"UNTILIJNMAX{l} "DO""BOOIN"~:=GAMMA."'(1/{4*PI)}*XS{N}*BLL(N,O',I<F ,1)i

BLK{N}:=BLL (N,O,IW,l)i
IFORIIL:=O"STEP"l"UNTIL"LMl\X{l,Nl"OO"
irERMA::::!!'ERMA+( (2*L+l) /(4*PI» *BLL(N,L,KF ,1)t2;
"END" ;
llTERMB:=O;
IFOR"N::::l"Sl'EP"1"Qm'IL"NMA,x{2}noo"
IlBEGIN"IIFQRliL::'()1I S'l'EP" l"UNTIL "U11\,X {2 ,N} liDO"
TERMB:=TERMB+( (2*L+l>/(4*PI» *Bt..L(N,L,KF ,2)t2;
"END"; -.
BE:!'A{K} :=1- (CA{K}*TEBMA+CB{K}*TERMI3)/~{K} ;
OPW{K} ::::Gl\MMA*Q\MMAjBErA{K}; . .

IIPRINI'I'~, SAMELINE ,TERM1\, TERMS ,BEm {K} ,OPW{K} ;
, PS:=liID:=O; .'.
H{l} :=H{lO};=o.05iH{2} :=H{9} :=O~02S;H{3} :=H{8} :=0.01;
H{4} :=H{7}:=o.OO475;H{S} :=H{6} :=O.00045iH{11} :=O~lO; .
AJ{l} :=o.05;AJ{2} :=O.SiAJ{3}:=O.9:A1{4} :=0.98;
AJ{s}:=o.999;AJ{6}:=1.000liAJ{7}:=1.OOli AJ{8}:=1.02i
AJ{9} :=l.40;AJ{lO} :=2.50:AJ{l1}:=3.40;
N1{l}:=9iNJ{2} :=16iNJ{3} :=8iNJ{4} :=NJ{7}:=4; .

.. N1{S} :=NJ {6} :=2; NJ{81: =28 iNJ{9}-=44;NJ {lO} :=18;NJ {ll} :=26;
"COMMENTnpR~ NOW ENrERS Q LOOP,lNTEXiRATICN MESH.

FINEST CI.a3E TO sINGtlLARITY (Q=2*:KF);
"FOR"T: =1 "STEP" I"UNTIL IIII"00"
"BOOIN"NJl;=NJ{T}+l;

H3:=H{T}/3;
"FORi'M:=1" srEP"l"UNTIL "NJlnDO"
vBEX;IN"X:=AJ{Tl+(M-l) *H{T};

Q:=X*2*KF;
QRA: =Q*RCA;QRB:=Q*ICB;
"IF"QRA>5.2 "AND"(Jij3>S.2"THEN""ooro"CONTINUE i
SIG:==((25. 447*VAr,) t (1/3» /KF;
STR:=S(Q*SIG)-l;
FL:=LN (ABS((l-X)/(l+X»);
XFL:=X*FLi
RB:=RC:=O~
"FOR"N:=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"NM1\X{l}iIOO"
"BEGIN"RB:=RB+XS{N}*BLK{N} ;

RC:=RC+XS{N}*OO(N) ;
'IEND";



221 C\PGruM:=(XF.L*(1-(1/(4*PI)j*RB)-(1/(4*PI»*RC)/~;
222 VA:=V(QRA);VB;=V(QRB)i
223 GS:=2*CAPGAM*VA;
224 GD:=2*CAPGAM*(CA{K}*STR~+CB{K}*STR*VB);
225 "Ca.1MENI"';INTEGRATION OF SELF AND DISTINCT
226 TERM ~S OVER Q wnr, N:M BE DONE
227 USING Sn1PSONSRULE;
228 "IF"M=l "THEN"IG01'O"FIRSTANDIASl';
229 "IFIIM=NJ1I1THEN"IlOOroIiFIRSTANDLAST i
230 IIIF "M-ENl'IER (Ml2) *2=O"THEN!llIroro"EVEN"ELSE"
231 !'GOI'O"ODD; •
232 FIRSTANoI.AST: PS:=PS+H3*GS;
233 ID::::;PDfH3*G);PST:=PS;PD'I':=PO;
234 "C-orct'EXIT;
235 FNEN: PS •......:PS+4*H3*GS;
236 PD:=PD+4*H3*GJ;
237 "ooro"EXIT;
238 ODD: PS:::::::PS+2*H3*GS;
239 PD:=PO+2*H3*GD7
240 EXIT: P.P{K} ;=Psr+PD'l';
241 CONI'INUE; "ENI? It ;
242 ' "END" ;
243 IIPRINT IIPST ,SAMELINE,PDT ,PT{Kl;
244 DENS:=O!W{K yrPT{K} i
245 PF:=DENS/Cl-1EGAI{K};.
246 "PRINT'" 'L"S3'CA 'S8'DENS'Sll'PF';
247 "PRINI'IIFREEPOINI'(5) ,CA{K},PREFIX(' 'S4' ') ,DENS,PF;.
249 IIENO'IOF PRQGRA.MMEi



APPENDIX VI

A listing of the progranme is given in appendix V, the following

briefly describes what the progra.rme does. There are five procedures,
which. are used frequently in the p~anmc and they are listr.::d in the order

in which t hey occur.

, Procedure BIm' This evaluates' the integrand Pn1, (r) .41Trj1,(kr) used in

determining Bn1,(k) , In order to avoid divergence of the ~1,IS for small

arguments, if kr<O.Ol, it is set equal to 0.01 •

.Procedure BLL This evaluates the integral Bn1,(k) using the integrarids

found by procedure BINr, a' Simpson..c;rule numerical integr~tion being

perfonned. I n order to save cx:rnputertime these over Ian iriteorals
J~ ...'

are evaluated f or a large number of k-values and. stored as an array

BrA. Whenthe Bn1,'s are required in further integrations, the array

element nearest to the value of k actually required is selected and

used. If a specific Bn1,is required that is not being used in an integration,

then j_t is calculated exactly.
" ,

?ro~ure Co This calculates Co (n,k,q) and uses the integrals Bn1,(k)

, calculated by procedure ELL.
+1 2"Now Co(n,k,q) = f B {(k2 + q - 2kgy)~}
-.1 no. ..----. 2k y - 1

q

however the integrand has a singularity at y = q/2k and to get round this

difficulty C (n,k,q) Ls writteno

+1 . 2. 2 ~
Co(n,k,g) = f {B {(k + q - 2kqy) }

-1 no
'''2ky-l
q

+1
- Bno{k}}dy + f B {k}dy-1 n.;;.;;o__

2k y - 1
q



The first integral no longer diverges so that we maywrite

q!2k-.£ 2 2 !"
C (n,k,q) = q Qull - g/2k1B {k} + J{B o{(k + q - 2kqy) 2} - Bno{k}} r1y
o 2k i + qJ2k no -1 _.::.n:;.;;, -------...;.._--_.:..:;:::__-

2Js. Y - 1
q

+7 {B {(k2 + cl - 2kgy)~} - B {k}}
qj2k+&.E9- " no

2k y .• 1
q

dy r with £« 1.

•

Writing this equation in a nother way

+ C '(n,k,o)o -

Procedure COevaluates Co' (n,k,q) usdnq a Simpsons rule numerical integra-

tion and functions in three different. vlays depending on the value of qj2k.

If 0/2k>1 then the singularity is outside the, range of integration which

is then p erfonned 'dCMIlWards'fran y = +1. The integration range is

divided into 7, each range having 11 points , The interval is increased .'

by a factor of 10 each time the range noves dOYm.wardfran y = +1, the _
-

starting .irrterval, being 0.0000018.

If o.9999998<9/2k~!. the singularity is effectively at y = +1 and the

integration is again performed dCMnwardsfrom y = +1. The integratiop is
•

started at gj2k - OJXXXXX>2, the range is again divided into 7 and the

interval increased by 10 as the nextrange is covered. The smallest

interval is c hosenso that the ccmplete integration range is' exactly

covered.

~ll o.!:h.~values _<?_.~ qL2k, °the integration is perfonned upwards from

q/2k + O.(»X{X)2to y = +1 and dovmwardsfrom q/2k .- O.0cxxx)()2to Y = -1;

the ranges 'and Irrtarvafs b e.ing chosen as. above. For clarity, the



integration procedure is sheen diagrarrrna.tically in figure Al.

Pro~.EX'e t?J~j_ This evaluates the Ashcroft.-tekner structure factor using

an average hard sphere diameter for the alloy.

Procedure V(QR) '.rhis calculates Ashcrofts pseudopotential; setti!1g

V = 0 for q x R > 4.71, i.e. it is tzuncated at the second node.core
Main progr.~ FollOil.ing the procedure" decl,arations, the progranrre

enters a routine for the caletilation and storage as an array of the

the overlap integrals En£.(k).· Each array element is iden~fied by

E = 1,2 - the element; N and L - the quantum numbers of the wave function

involved and an integer Kn:JT= ENITER(10 * K); i.e. KINI'= 35 corresponds

to K = 3.5 a.u, The array elements (overlap integrals) are printed out

by the routine which follows. In this routine the core functions are read

in and stored as an array, ~ well as other infonnat ton relating to the I

core functions. This is clearly seen frcm the progran:uueand paranteter

list.ings given.in the preceding appendices. The concentrations at which

the calculation is to be performed are set up and the programmegoes round

the K-1oop once f or each cOncent.ration. 'l'he Q-loop is inside ·the K-loop

and after. the .nesh in q is ..set up a Sirnpsons rule integration over sis

perfonned. Finally the parameters required are printed. The entire cal-

culation is "performed in a tomic units and for, say, the Sn-Ag system the

programue took 28 minutes of cornputer tiIre where the parameters for 119Sn

\'lere calculated· at 10 concentrations.

"'_
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